RAPID NONDESTRUCTIVE SPECTRAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES FOR ONLINE FOOD SAFETY INSPECTION
====================================================================================
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Foodborne illness presents a public health challenge in USA. There is an urgent need for the federal government and food industries to expand efforts to prevent any food contamination that potentially could be harmful to human health. The Food Safety Laboratory (FSL), ARS, USDA, is one of the leading laboratories for the development of optoelectronic sensing technologies and methodologies, successfully demonstrating several cutting-edge systems for detection and inspection of food quality, safety, sanitation, and security. The sensing technologies and systems include Raman, fluorescence, and visible/near infrared reflectance spectroscopies, as well as hyperspectral and multispectral imaging. A brief overview of the FSL approaches for food safety research and development in addition to applications of rapid hyperspectral and multispectral image-based online safety inspection for apples and chicken carcasses is presented.

DEVELOPMENT OF A FIELD-PORTABLE NUCLEIC ACID-BASED SENSOR
=========================================================
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We have developed a portable bread-board instrument and the associated protocols creating a system for the detection of pathogens in food products. Existing detection techniques are not adequate to allow for the timely detection of pathogenic microorganisms in the food supply but more importantly require significant operator assistance. The instrument that we have developed has automatic fluid and thermal control as well as integrated fluorescence detection, all incorporated into a desktop platform. Homogenous detection of target is accomplished in "real time" by continuously monitoring the fluorescence during PCR using the DNA binding dye SYBR Green or alternatively the TaqMan 5′ nuclease system; the latter of which will allow for multiple target (and internal control) integration. Nucleic acid purification and PCR amplification/detection have been combined and optimized into a single monolithic silicon microchip in addition to magnetic bead capture in a separate but linked region of the chip. Optical detection is being advanced to eventually incorporate the simultaneous detection of multiple emission wavelengths. Detection levels of less than 102 *Bacillus* *anthracis* cells are being routinely obtained with a total detection time of less than one hour. The robust nature of this system has been demonstrated by the development of detection systems for *Leishmania*, *Staphylococcus*, *Listeria* and other target pathogens.

OPTIMIZATION OF PEAK CAPACITY PRODUCTIVITY IN LC-LC THROUGH DESIGN OF HIGH-SPEED GRADIENT ELUTION CHROMATOGRAPHY
================================================================================================================
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A new approach to high-speed comprehensive 2DLC (LCxLC) based on the use of ultra-fast high-temperature gradient elution-reversed phase chromatography is described. Entirely conventional gradient elution instrumentation and columns are assembled in a system which develops a total peak capacity of about 2000 in 30 minutes; this is equivalent to nearly 1 peak/second. Each first-dimension peak is sampled two or three times as evidenced by the presence of the corresponding peaks in two or three consecutive chromatograms from the second-dimension column. Application to the separation of the low molecular weight components of wild type and mutant maize seedlings indicates the presence of more than 200 peaks in a 2D separation carried out at a time scale of 30 minutes. Compelling illustrations of the analytical prowess of fast high-temperature 2DLC are evident in the clear presence of seven distinct peaks in a single second-dimension chromatogram from a single quite narrow first-dimension peak and the great power of 2DLC to solve the "analytic dynamic range" problem inherent in the measurement of small peaks neighboring a gigantic peak. A number of problems remain including the general question of the optimization of the peak capacity per unit time, choosing the right pairs of columns and achieving desirable baseline characteristics. The major challenge will be how to deal with the huge amount of data generated in a short period of time and turning it into information relevant to the problem at hand. Applications to the separation of a variety of complex mixtures (coffee, wine, urine) will be shown. The principal novel finding is that 2DLC produces higher peak capacity and more actual peaks in a real mixture become evident in 2DLC as compared to fully optimized gradient elution 1DLC in as short a time as 10 minutes.

MAKING DATA AVAILABLE TO CLIENTS IN REAL TIME
=============================================
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A secure extranet application has been developed to serve our pharmaceutical clients. This browser-based utility will allow clients to view sample information and reports, and test data online as soon as results have been authorized. This includes scanned copies of actual notebook pages associated with authorized tests as well as chromatographic data. The application was designed in conjunction with our clients to maintain security, facilitate flow of information, and to provide unlimited access to data in a timely manner.

ON-CHIP LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY USING IN-CHANNEL ELECTROCHEMICAL DETECTION
========================================================================
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Micro total analysis system (*μ*TAS) is an analytical device that miniaturizes laboratory functions within one device. These devices are often used in environmental analysis, genomics, proteomics, and biomedical analysis. By reducing the size of the analytical system, it reduced the analytes\' consumption, improved throughput, and enabled inexpensive mass production of microanalytical instruments \[[@B3]\]. In addition, *μ*TAS provides the possibility of performing separations and detection within a single device. To date, detection methods such as spectroscopic, electrochemical, and electrochemiluminescence are widely used as end or post column detectors \[[@B4], [@B5]\].

We are looking at using in-channel electrode detection for monitoring of the process of the separations within the channel, which will aid in improving our understanding of chromatographic separations. We have been using electrochemical detection for in-channel detection as it has excellent limits of detection (∼10^−15^ mol dm^−3^) compared to spectroscopic methods which scale linearly with path length.

An array of gold wires is embedded on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) wafer (Hanyang University, South Korea), and 8 pairs of the printed gold wires served as the in-channel electrochemical microelectrodes. A 500 *μ*m width and 3 cm long polyester microchannel is bonded perpendicularly on top of the PET wafer across the gold wires. The channel will be packed with silica-based stationary phase. Studies of the packed and unpacked channel will be carried out, and the process of the separation will be monitored using in-channel electrochemical detection.

SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF ASCORBIC ACID AND HYDROGEN PEROXIDE USING LAYERED METALLOPOLYMER AND PROTEIN FILMS
================================================================================================================
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Hydrogen peroxide is one of form reactive oxygen species highly toxic to cells. It causes oxidative stress and is a marker of many kinds of pathological situations. Ascorbic acid is important as an antioxidant. In this work, a film made using a layer-by-layer method was assembled using hemoglobin and poly\[4-vinylpyridine Os(bipyridine)2Cl\]-co-ethylamine (POs-EA). The hybrid film will be used to simultaneously determine concentration of ascorbic acid and hydrogen peroxide. The film formation will be ascertained by the electrochemistry, the quartz crystal microbalance, and other spectroscopic methods. Determination of hydrogen peroxide using this sensor does not interfere with determination of ascorbic acid. A linear dependence of peak current was obtained for both ascorbic acid and hydrogen peroxide. The results of limit of detection of this sensor for both two analytes will be presented.
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COLLECTION, REAL-TIME IMAGING, AND STORAGE OF PANCREATIC ISLET SECRETIONS USING DROPLET-BASED MICROFLUIDICS
===========================================================================================================
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Insulin is stored in the secretory granules of beta cells in pancreatic islets, where it is cocrystallized with zinc ions in a 6:2 ratio (insulin:Zn^2+^) (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Upon secretion from normal islets, insulin and zinc ions are released into the extracellular space in this 6:2 ratio. In order to image real-time insulin and zinc secretions from islets, droplet microfluidics is utilized to collect secretions with minimal dilution. Through a novel approach, combining lock-in spatial filtering and droplet fluidics, highly sensitive measurements are made via confocal fluorescence microscopy. Using a competitive zinc-binding assay between EDTA and the fluorescent zinc indicator, FluoZin-3, this approach results in sensitive and quantitative real-time imaging of zinc as it is secreted from live pancreatic islets during glucose-stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS). Furthermore, time traces of droplet-confined secretions can be stored in tubes, and can later be used to quantify insulin using radioimmunoassays (RIAs) or enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs). We are utilizing these methods to investigate insulin storage defects that occur in diabetic mice, particularly those with mutations of the *SLC30A8* gene which encodes for the zinc transporter ZnT-8 that is present exclusively in secretory vesicles of pancreatic beta cells. Deletion of this gene leads to impaired glucose-tolerance in knockout mouse models.

INTEGRATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR A DIFFERENTIAL FLOW-MODULATED COMPREHENSIVE GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY SYSTEM
===============================================================================================================================
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Differential flow-modulated GCxGC, as developed by Seeley, has been shown to provide a simple and robust alternative to thermally modulated systems \[[@B6]\]. This paper will present a differential flow GCxGC system where the modulator hardware has been integrated into a simple monolithic device using a new approach called capillary flow technology. Further, the key pneumatics hardware, electronics hardware, and software have been optimized around this modulator to provide a completely integrated system for easy operation and method development. Test results will be presented along with some key applications that will demonstrate system performance.

ACHIEVING OPTIMUM UHPLC COLUMN PERFORMANCE BY MEASURING AND REDUCING OVERALL SYSTEM DISPERSION
==============================================================================================
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The rapid introduction of ultra-high performance LC (UHPLC) columns containing particles that are smaller than 3 *μ*m has created very narrow peak widths that can no longer be faithfully measured by all HPLC instruments. In addition, Fused-Core particles have become available, which can deliver peak widths comparable to sub-2 *μ*m particles with flow resistance comparable to 3 *μ*m particles. Their moderate operating pressure allows UHPLC performance to be achieved with older and traditional instruments which demonstrate adequately low instrument dispersion or bandwidth; however, users need a simple way to qualify HPLC instruments, rather than by pressure rating, for use with UHPLC columns.

In this paper, origins of peak dispersion or bandspreading will be examined in detail, including (1) dispersion within the column particle bed, (2) dispersion from column elements such as fittings and frits, and (3) extra-column dispersion from HPLC instrument volume elements such as injector, precolumn tubing, postcolumn tubing, and detector flow cell. Additional system operating elements that can increase sample bandspreading such as excessive sample injection size, nonuniform column temperature, and slow detector response time will also be covered. Rapid techniques for measuring HPLC instrument dispersion will be described with the objective of establishing bandwidth data for every HPLC instrument in the laboratory. Practical suggestions for improving bandwidth of older instruments will be offered, and a new high-performance fitting will be described. Performance of both conventional (400 bar) and UHPLC instruments (600--1000 bar) will be compared, and preferred terms for description of chromatographic dispersion will be recommended. Examples of both high-speed and high-resolution UHPLC applications will be included.

RAPID, CALIBRATED, HIGH-RESOLUTION, AND SPECTRAL IMAGING USING TUNABLE LASER SOURCE
===================================================================================
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NIR chemical imaging is recognized as an important analytical tool for a wide variety of industries, including agriculture, medicine, chemical, and pharmaceutical development and production. Conventional NIR imaging technologies utilize filtering or dispersion of a broadband light source in order to achieve wavelength selection, which imposes several key performance limitations.

We present a spectral imaging instrument based on tunable laser technology. Specifically, we utilize an optical parametric oscillator (OPO), which can provide high output power and narrow bandwidth over a broad range of wavelengths. By replacing the broadband source and tunable filters of a typical NIR imaging instrument, several advantages are realized, including large field of view, fast scan rates, and the ability to use optical fiber for efficient and flexible delivery of light to the sample. Because of these advantages, the instrument only requires a few seconds to acquire high-resolution, calibrated, and hyperspectral data over the NIR range. Actual wavelengths are recorded and the reflectance signal is calibrated and corrected for linearity at each wavelength in real time, without the need for a premeasurement calibration.

ADVANCES IN AUTOMATED SAMPLE PREPARATION
========================================
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Accelerated solvent extraction (ASE) is now widely used in the environmental, food, and polymer analysis areas to increase the efficiency of the sample preparation process. Using ASE, sample preparation times can be shortened, and the required amount of extraction solvents is dramatically reduced. While saving of time and solvent is always favorable, the ability to rapidly and quantifiably extract contaminants from a variety of matrices is very important as well. ASE methodology is specified in environmental methods such as USEPA Method 3545A as part of the Contract Laboratory Program (CLP SOW OLM04.2). ASE methodology is also specified in methods in Germany (German Method L00.00-34) and China (Chinese Method GB/T 19649-2005), as well as ASTM standard practice D 7210.

ASE can be used to automatically extract samples without user intervention. Recent advances in the use of adsorbents in the extraction cell have enhanced the capability of this technique. For example, adsorbents have been used to retain a wide variety of interfering species including lipids, ionic compounds, and colored compounds such as chlorophyll and others. Sequential extractions with solvents of varying polarity can also achieve selective extractions and fractionations. For example, samples can be extracted with nonpolar solvents first to remove nonpolar interferences prior to the extraction of polar analytes.

This paper will discuss the use of adsorbents in the extraction cell to automatically produce extracts that can be analyzed without additional sample pretreatment. Automatic sequential extraction of samples to produce unique fractionation and selectivity in ASE will also be presented.

IDENTIFICATION OF ANTHOCYANINS IN CACTACEAE BY LC/ESI/MS-MS
===========================================================
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Anthocyanins and betalains are water soluble vacuolar pigments. In flowers, anthocyanin and betalain pigments function as pollinator attractants, and in fruits, the colorful skins attract animals which will eat the fruits and disperse the seeds. In photosynthetic tissues (such as plant leaves or the stems of cacti), anthocyanins and betalains have been shown to act as a "sunscreen" protecting cells against photodamage by absorbing UV and blue-green light, thereby protecting the tissues from photoinhibition or high light stress. They are synthesized exclusively by organisms of the plant kingdom, and have been observed to occur in all tissues of higher plants, providing color in leaves, stems, roots, flowers, and fruits. While the majority of land plants contain anthocyanins, there are a few examples of plants producing betacyanins as in the Caryophyllaceae, Cactaceae, and Rubiaceae families. This work began as the characterization of betalain pigments from *Beehive cactus* (*Mammillaria vivapara var. vivapara*) flower petals by LC/ESI/MS-MS. In addition to the expected betalains, several anthocyanins were unexpectedly identified in the flower petals. The identification of these anthocyanins in *Mammillaria vivapara var. vivapara* is a novel discovery in the species. Additional work has since then been carried out on 20 different cacti flower petals encompassing five genera of cacti, all of which have been found to contain anthocyanins. Approximately 40 different anthocyanins have been identified in the extracts of cacti flower petals at this stage of the work. Comparisons to anthocyanin standards obtained, from plants known to contain anthocyanins, have resulted in the identification of 15 of these pigments to this point.

AMINO ACIDS ANALYSIS BY HPLC/PITC PRECOLUMN DERIVATIZATION
==========================================================
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In this paper, we have developed a new amino acid analysis method based on HPLC and precolumn derivatization. The method is simple, reliable, and cost-effective. It can be done on regular HPLC/UV 254 and there is no need to use expensive amino acid analyzer. The method uses PITC (phenylisothiocyanate) for amino acid derivatization and UV detection. By optimizing the operational conditions and instrument parameters, we are able to get good reproducibility and comparable results to other commercialized methods. It features the following advantages: low cost for instruments and reagents; analyzing all primary and secondary AA simultaneously; quick turnover. Many examples of applications in food and pharmaceuticals will be presented.

VALIDATION OF AUTOMATED LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION OF B-CAROTENE
==============================================================
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To provide an automated solution to the liquid-liquid extraction process for downstream applications, Aurora Biomed Inc. has validated its liquid-liquid extraction workstation. In this validation, the water-alcohol (1:1) samples were spiked with *β*-carotene at 850 *μ*g/mL. The sample (liquid phase) and the hexane solvent (organic phase) were mixed either by autoshaker provided on the deck of the workstation or by auto-pipet-action of the workstation. The extraction profile showed that 90.1 and 9.3% of the active compound were extracted in the first and second extractions, respectively. The third, fourth, and fifth extractions had 0.3, 0.1, and 0.02% efficiency, respectively. The mixing of the sample and the solvent was effectively carried by the autoshaker at 1100 rpm. The performance of the shaker at 700 rpm was also compared with 1100 rpm. The latter speed was observed to be more effective than the former. The extraction profile of the automated operation in the manual performance was found to be better than manual performance.

IDENTIFICATION OF EXPLOSIVES USING A COMBINATION OF ION MOBILITY SPECTROMETER AND OTHER DETECTORS
=================================================================================================
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The gas detector array GDA2 was developed for the fast identification of toxic industrial chemicals and chemical warfare agents. The detector array consists of a combination of an ion mobility spectrometer (IMS), a photoionization detector, two metal oxide sensors, and an electrochemical cell.

Due to low temperatures in the IMS, some of the military used explosives cannot be detected.

This is because some explosives have almost no vapor pressure and require special sampling methods and higher operating temperatures in the detector. Many explosives are based on nitrogen-oxide compounds, which can be detected in the negative mode of the IMS. New peroxide-based explosives, now often used in terrorist attacks because of their simple manufacture, have a much higher vapor pressure and cannot be detected in the negative mode of the IMS.

Sampling methods and modifications needed for the simultaneous detection of all kinds of explosives will be discussed. The identification and warning capabilities of the system, compared to an ion mobility spectrometer, will be shown.

CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF NITROGEN COMPOUNDS IN WASTEWATER WITH WIRELESS DATA TRANSMISSION
=========================================================================================
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Denitrification of wastewater on Cape Cod is an important process because of the nitrogen problems in this area. As a result, there are a number of denitrification systems in use and are being tested at Otis Air Force Base on Cape Cod.

The continuous measurement of nitrogen compounds in wastewater is important in determining the long-term effectiveness of control techniques. It is difficult to judge the long-term performance of any system with only grab samples (weekly/biweekly). The continuous systems will send a signal wirelessly to a PC in a nearby trailer that is connected to the internet. The data will be available to Suffolk University, the Town of Barnstable, and the vendor of the wastewater system. The advantage of the wireless system is that built-in diagnostics (calibration, pump, etc.) will improve the uptime as well as the quality and quantity of the data. We will be adding MODBUS (bidirectional RS232) communications to the analyzer to further enhance the diagnostics. If MODBUS was added to the control system, remote tuning of the control system would be possible.

The analyzer will be a PID Model 610 that uses ion-selective electrodes for ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate. Each of the sensors will have a separate pump for the addition of ionic strength adjustment buffers prior to the measurement. A single meter will be used to display the results and convert the output to a linear voltage proportional to concentration. Samples of wastewater (24-hour integrated) will be collected daily and run by standard methods at the Barnstable County water labs. We will compare the 24-hour integrated sample results with the results from the continuous analyzers, and determine the effectiveness of these electrochemical techniques for continuous monitoring of wastewater.

CHARACTERIZATION OF WOOD USED AS BIOMASS FUEL BY ORGANIC ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS
===========================================================================
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Biomass is organic material made from plants and animals. Some examples of biomass fuels are crops, manure, garbage, and the most common wood. In the past, wood was burned for heating and cooking and was the main source of energy.

Many manufacturing plants in the wood and paper products\' industry use wood waste to produce their own steam and electricity. This saves these companies\' money because they do not have to dispose of their waste products or buy as much electricity.

To calculate the energetic value of the wood, it is necessary to know the elemental composition. Therefore, the use of exact analytical techniques, better still if they are automatic, is required. The FlashEA 1112 CHNS/O Analyzer permits the quantitative determination of carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, sulphur, and oxygen, and the dedicated software Eager 300 allows automatic gross and net heat value calculation. The system, which is based on the dynamic combustion of the sample, provides simultaneous CHNS determination in a single run and the Oxygen determination by pyrolysis in a second run. To perform sulfur determination at trace levels, the analyzer has been coupled with the flame photometric detector (FPD). The method combines the advantages of the elemental analyzer with the sensitivity, selectivity, and robustness of FPD. The coupling is simple, and it allows for the sulfur determination without matrix interference.

This paper presents CHNS/O data of wood samples to show repeatability obtained with the system and the calorific values automatically calculated by Eager 300 software.

PURGE AND TRAP-GC/MS ANALYSIS OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN DRINKING WATER USING SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF SCAN AND SELECTED ION MONITORING
=================================================================================================================================================
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Hazardous volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in drinking are of particularly high interest all over the world and are regulated in many countries. Although the P&T-GC/MS has been used to determine VOCs, higher-sensitivity and sample throughput methods are still required. The scan/SIM (selected ion monitoring) measurement can acquire both datasets at the same run by alternate switching. It can also perform precise quantitative analysis for target compounds with lower sensitivity using acquired SIM data and confirmed target compounds using mass spectra from acquired scan data. In this study, the applicability of the scan/SIM using P&T-GC/MS was investigated for the EPA method 8260C analysis to improve the sensitivity.

The Eclipse 4660 purge and trap sample concentrator (O•I•Analytical) as well as GCMS-QP2010S (Shimadzu Corporation) equipped with a shorter capillary column (Rtx-624, 30 m × 0.25 mm i.d., df = 1.40 *μ*m) were used. The column temperature program started at 35 for 0.5 minute and was increased to 220 at 20/min and held for 2.75 minutes.

The high-speed column temperature program of GCMS-QP2010S allowed that the total time for analysis is shortened without loss of separation efficiency, and three samples were analyzed in one hour. The S/N values of these compounds in scan/SIM were enhanced by a factor ranging from 3.7 to 10.7 times higher compared with the S/N values in scan. The reproducibilities of all compounds at 0.2 *μ*g/L (*n* = 7) using scan/SIM were less than 8% in the relative standard deviation, and improved approximately by one half compared with the reproducibilities using scan. The calibration curves of all compounds in scan/SIM showed the linearity that ranged from 0.1 *μ*g/L to 200 *μ*g/L, and the dynamic range in scan/SIM was twice as wide as the dynamic range in scan.

The scan/SIM measurement improved the sensitivity for twenty-six VOCs, and mass spectra could be used for the confirmation of target compounds.

MONITORING PERCHLORATE IN WATER USING MICROCHIP CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS
=========================================================================
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Perchlorate inhibits uptake of iodide into the thyroid gland leading to irregular production of thyroid hormone and giving rise to developmental problems, neurological disorders, reduced intelligence, and cerebral palsy. Human exposure to perchlorate has not been quantified, and current environmental exposures are unknown. Perchlorate is wide spread as a result of both natural and anthropogenic sources, and has been detected in drinking water, food, and both human and cow milk. Sensitive and selective methods for in-field monitoring would aid in mitigating exposure as well as tracing remediation efforts. Currently, the EPA has set reporting limits at 4 ppb. The most common methods for perchlorate detection are ion chromatography coupled to conductivity detection, and liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry. While these methods are very capable, their size, complexity, and cost limit the use to well-equipped and well-funded laboratories. Inexpensive and compact analyzers are needed that are capable of field measurements. Here we present a simple, rapid, and inexpensive system for monitoring perchlorate levels in water samples using microchip capillary electrophoresis with conductivity detection. Microchip devices enjoy low-cost fabrication and instrumentation as well as portability. Sub-ppb detection limits will be shown as well as separation of perchlorate from other water contaminants. Furthermore, separation occurs in 65 seconds, providing near real-time perchlorate measurements. Samples can be run without pretreatment, aside from filtration for turbid waters. In-field monitoring systems will also be presented that are capable of drawing samples directly from the surface water and analyzing them on site (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).
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AUTOMATIC DYNAMIC HEADSPACE SAMPLER FOR THE DETERMINATION OF VOCs IN WATER
==========================================================================
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Due to their toxicity and persistence in the environment, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are particularly important pollutants. Some of them are mutagens, teratogens, or carcinogens. For this reason, government agencies require these contaminants to be monitored at progressively lower levels. The qualitative confirmation, quantitative accuracy, and precision required in current regulations demand high-performing analytical solutions.

As static headspace technique does not allow for all the compounds the attainment of the minimum detectable levels required by law in force (EPA 8260/524 and Italian D.M. 471/1999 and D.L.31/2001), dynamic headspace sampling is the preferable technique as it permits to reach the required sensitivity.

In this paper, the use of a dynamic headspace sampler coupled to a capillary GC for the determination of VOCs in water is presented.

The water sample, put in a standard 20 mL vial, is placed in a dynamic headspace sampler that automatically performs all the following operations. The sample, eventually heated, is first purged with a flow of inert gas for a defined time; the inert gas sweeps the sample and carries out the volatile compounds; the purged gas, enriched in VOCs and water, passes through a cold focusing trap where the compounds are concentrated. Finally, the trap is heated up in backflush, the desorbed gas passes through the "Dew Stop"---a device especially designed to remove humidity before entering into the GC or GC/MS system.

Data will be reported including chromatographic parameters, method detection limits, calibrations, and efficiency of the humidity removal system.

OPTIMIZATION OF RPC SEPARATION OF METABOLISM OF HYDROPHILIC SOLUTES
===================================================================
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Therapeutic drug monitoring may be routinely done if the standards of both the parent drug and its metabolites are available for analysis. Selective detection highly facilitates evaluation of metabolism. Either mass-selective mode of RPC-MS or another specific and sensitive monitoring may be used. Scouting for the tentative metabolites is a rather complicated case.

Bis-pyridinium aldoxime types of cholinesterase reactivators are extremely hydrophilic compounds. Microsomal treatment of pyridinium aldoximes is the major method of choice for in vitro metabolism. Both the lipophilicity and the retention characteristics of metabolites are generally decreased during the metabolic processes. A series of experiments were devoted to model separation of their metabolites from the chromatographic peaks of the background (blank) microsome.

Both RP-8 and RP-18 stationary phases and either one of methanol, acetonitrile, and tetrahydrofurane mobil phase can give adequate separations of chromatographic peaks to identify the generated metabolites using their mass spectra. The chromatographic separation is generally improved by the use of ion-pairing agents such as trifluoroacetic acid. Monitoring of separation was done at 286 nm (ultraviolet detection of HPLC separation). RPC-MS analyses are evaluated using parallel detection at 286 nm, total ion current (TIC), and characteristic single ion monitoring (SIM). In vitro metabolic studies suggest metabolism of bis-pyridinium aldoximes with oxidation such as either aliphatic hydroxylation or aliphatic epoxidation depending on the length of the side chain.

This project was financially supported by the grant of OTKA T049492.

2D ONLINE CHROMATOGRAPHY SEPARATION FOR COMPLEX SAMPLES
=======================================================
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Even with MS or MS/MS, chemists still have problems with some very complex sample matrices. As examples, the analysis of toxic compounds from plastic toys or fibers is still hard to avoid the matrix effects, even using MS. GPC has been used for food sample cleanup for many years, but it is not online and is very time-consuming. In this study, we explored 2D HPLC in minimizing the matrix effects. In particular, we developed a scheme using a combination of HILIC columns and RP, to perform continuous separation. As for GPC/LC and GPC/GC combination, we developed a general method to get online cleanup followed by LC/MS or GC/MS analysis.

AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR COLLECTING ATMOSPHERIC GAS EMISSIONS FROM SOIL
===================================================================
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An automated collector of terrestrial system (ACTS) device was designed as an inexpensive method of sample collection, while reducing human error from adverse sampling conditions and fatigues. Field and laboratory testing with greenhouse gases demonstrated the versatility and reliability of the programable ACTS device. Field testing took place at University of Nebraska-Lincoln East Campus, and treatments included drawing samples manually by a simple automated spring-loaded device and with the ACTS device. Results showed strong correlation (*r*^2^ = 0.81--1.00) between sampling methods. Testing continues with various peripherals to further evaluate agroecosystem management applications, such as soil respiration related to residue management and methane emissions from livestock waste.

AN INTERNAL VERIFICATION CHECK APPROACH FOR ONLINE MOISTURE ANALYSIS IN HYDROCARBON GAS STREAMS
===============================================================================================
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Tunable diode laser spectroscopy (TDLAS) is a rapidly growing approach in online process analysis. Combining highly specific absorption laser wavelengths using a wavelength modulation spectroscopy technique provides a high degree of selectivity and sensitivities below 1 ppm for many small gas molecules in natural gas and other hydrocarbon streams. While the noncontact TDLAS approach does not typically require calibration updates, it is important to verify that the online system is performing properly and that the results are valid. The new AMETEK 5100 NCM system for the analysis of moisture in natural gas uses a novel approach for performance validation. The system contains a sealed water reference cell which provides verification that the laser is "locked" on the selected water absorption line. The water reference cell is also used to perform a reliability check on the quantitative measurement of the water measured in the sample cell. This is done by carefully measuring the temperature and pressure of the reference cell block, and then thermodynamic expressions are used to calculate the water vapor concentration in the reference cell. If the calculated concentration for the water in the reference cell based on the laser line absorption matches the theoretical value, the performance of the system is said to be verified. If there is a mismatch between the expected and calculated concentrations, an error is reported. The performance of this system for the analysis of moisture in natural gas between 5--2000 ppm will be described.

TEACHING ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY WITH PERSONAL RESPONSE SYSTEMS
============================================================
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A personal response system (PRS) is a form of technology that offers the instructor the opportunity to ask in-class questions during lecture, receive responses from every student, and obtain immediate feedback. It is generally used in freshman lectures. In recent years, it has been used in a junior-level analytical chemistry lecture to maximize the classroom learning environment. Advantages and disadvantages of the technology will be presented and compared to learning in a traditional lecture.

REAL-TIME IMAGING IN X-RAY FLUORESCENCE AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION
=============================================================
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The present paper will describe novel powerful imaging for X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). So far, the scanning-type imaging has been widely used in those techniques. Though recent progress in high-spatial-resolution imaging using synchrotrons is wonderful, there has been a clear limit; because of the step scan, the imaging requires a long measuring time. In many scientific applications, X-ray imaging that is much more rapid (e.g., capable of high-speed resolution rather than high-spatial resolution) can be extremely important. As shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, it is possible to do X-ray imaging without performing any scans. Here, the method uses a quite wide beam, which illuminates the whole sample surface in a low-angle-incidence arrangement (0.5 ∼ 3 deg). The detector used is a CCD camera working at 30 fr./sec, equipped with a collimator inside, and the distance between the sample surface and the detector is set extremely close in order to enhance both spatial resolution and efficiency. Note that the imaging is done with one shot. In the case of XRF imaging, distinguishing elements are required and, therefore, most of the experiments were performed with monochromatic or quasi-mono-chromatic X-rays. The procedure for XRD imaging uses a combination of exposure and incident X-ray energy scan (or just tuning). Since the present experiment employs a fixed small-angle incidence and also a fixed diffraction angle of around 90 deg, the diffraction plane here is inclined at about 45 deg from the surface of the specimen. By scanning the energy of the incident X-rays, one obtains a diffraction peak which corresponds to the lattice spacing. Further instrumental details and many applications will be presented.
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STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING BIOANALYTICAL THROUGHPUT FOR DRUG DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
=============================================================================================
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In an effort to keep pace with the speed of drug discovery and development, bioanalytical laboratories are continually searching for new sample preparation and LC/MS/MS technologies to increase sample throughput. As part of drug discovery, LC/MS/MS methods are used for early PK screening, lead optimization studies, and lead qualification bridging studies. Once a compound is selected for development, more robust methods are developed and validated in compliance with GLP regulations to support several activities in drug development including formulation optimization, GLP toxicology studies, and clinical studies.

In this presentation, recent LC/MS/MS technologies that have been implemented in pharmaceutical laboratories to increase the speed and efficiency of quantitative LC/MS/MS analysis will be described. One approach that has been used successfully is online sample preparation, such as the Prospekt system in which disposable extraction columns are utilized for sample cleanup. Turbulent flow chromatography (TFC) has also been used for the online extraction of samples. The TFC column may serve as both the sample purification and the analytical column. Serial introduction of multiple LC column effluents into a single mass spectrometer ion source can also provide high-throughput capability, particularly in cases where the useful runtime is a fraction of the total analysis time.

Instrumentation advances that increase the efficiency and throughput of a bioanalytical laboratory also include innovative mass analyzer designs. Although the conventional triple-stage quadrupole mass spectrometer used at unit resolution in the SRM mode provides excellent sensitivity and selectivity for quantitative analysis, there are instances when interference from matrix or metabolites may be reduced or eliminated using high-resolution instrumentation. This may be achieved using several types of mass spectrometers including a Q-TOF or an LTQ-Orbitrap.

HIGH-THROUGHPUT BIOANALYSIS BY LC/MS/MS IN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
==================================================================
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Bioanalysis is a technique which is used for the quantitative determination of drugs and their metabolites in biological matrices.

Hyphenated instrumentation, such as liquid chromatography or mass spectrometry (LC-MS), is an essential tool in pharmaceutical industries. Due to its high selectivity and sensitivity, it plays a crucial role for drug discovery and development.

One of the most important factors for drug discovery and development, is the availability of high-throughput analytical approaches. The introduction and implementation of automated 96-well and even 384-well extraction techniques have made the approaches more realistic. The automated extraction techniques can be protein precipitation, solid phaseextraction, and liquid-liquid extraction. Additional high-throughput techniques include online extraction, the application of pierceable caps for biological tubes, and the so-called nanostream technique which has recently been introduced into the pharmaceutical industries.

Combination of automated 96-well sample preparation with the application of liquid chromatography (especially, UPLC or fast HPLC) coupled with tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) has enabled bioanalysts to face the high-throughput challenges with greater confidence.

High-throughput assay can be also improved by using a parallel mechanism. For example, multiple HPLC systems are connected to one MS system. A real-study comparison will be presented where two HPLC systems are connected to one MS system. Most recent advances in the bioanalytical field will also be reviewed in this presentation.

NONHAZARDOUS AUTOMATED COLORIMETRIC METHOD FOR NITRATE ANALYSIS
===============================================================
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Several methods exist for the determination of nitrate in aqueous solutions; however, the most commonly performed automated colorimetric methods utilize toxic substances and generate hazardous waste (hydrazine and cadmium). There is no hazardous waste generated when performing the method presented and disposal costs are minimized or eliminated. The method has been specifically developed for discrete analysis which enables it to truly run unattended, thus greatly reducing labor and improving laboratory productivity.

The procedure for the determination of nitrate utilizes the reaction in which nitrate is reduced to nitrite by a proprietary reagent "R1." The reaction is slow and requires more than 12 minutes for 100% reduction of nitrate to nitrite. The reduced nitrate is then treated with sulfanilamide and N-1-naptylethylenediamine dihydrochloride under acidic conditions to form a highly colored soluble dye which is measured colorimetrically between 520--550 nm. The final product measured represents the nitrite ion being originally present, plus that formed from the reduction of nitrate (nitrate + nitrite). In order to determine the true nitrate concentration, the sample must also be analyzed separately for Nitrite to determine the amount originally present in the sample. The value obtained for nitrite is then subtracted from the nitrate + nitrite value to determine the true value for nitrate. Regardless of the sample matrix, recovery of nitrate to nitrite is consistently between 95% and 105%, which is a dramatic improvement over traditional automated colorimetric methods. After extensive testing on various matrices, no matrix interference problems have been observed.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF CURRENT POLARIZED IONOPHORE-BASED ION-SELECTIVE MEMBRANES: LARGE-CURRENT CHRONOPOTENTIOMETRY
==================================================================================================================
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A mathematical model is presented to describe the effects of constant current on ion-selective membranes using theta functions. The model provides exact analytic solutions for calculating the concentration polarization of the ionophore, the ionophore-ion complex, and the charged mobile sites in space and time within the membrane. It also predicts the time course of the membrane potential and the electric field inside the membrane following the application of constant current. This analytic solution is faster to compute than the numerical simulations, and it provides the solution for any given time or position directly. The simulated concentration profiles compared favorably with concentration profiles recorded experimentally using spectroelectrochemical microscopy (SpECM), and allowed the determination of the diffusion coefficients of the ionophore, the ion-ionophore complex, and the charged mobile sites inside an ion-selective membrane. The extension of the model to large-current chronopotentiometry accurately predicts the experimentally recorded breakpoint time in the voltage-time transients. The diffusion coefficients calculated from the breakpoint times and from the initial ohmic resistance of the membranes are compared to those calculated by fitting curves to the SpECM measurements.

CHARACTERIZATION OF CATECHOLAMINE SECRETION IN MURINE ADRENAL SLICES USING FAST-SCAN CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY AND CONSTANT POTENTIAL AMPEROMETRY
==========================================================================================================================================
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Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) has been previously used to study physiological preparations such as brain tissue slices. FSCV is a powerful technique since it exhibits chemical selectivity based on an analyte\'s signature oxidation and reduction potentials. Furthermore, FSCV at carbon-fiber microelectrodes offers spatial and millisecond temporal resolution allowing for close monitoring of catecholamine release dynamics. In this work, electrically stimulated catecholamine release in murine adrenal slices was studied using FSCV. Our interest in adrenal slices stems from the neuronal origin of the adrenal chromaffin cells and their use as neuronal cell models. Upon electrical stimulation, chromaffin cells rapidly secrete the catecholamines\' epinephrine and norepinephrine. Electrically stimulated catecholamine release was found to be pulse-, frequency-, and calcium-dependent. Application of a sodium channel blocker (tetrodotoxin) was found to completely abolish release. In addition, the release profiles suggested an uptake mechanism. To characterize uptake, adrenal slices were incubated with varying concentrations of the uptake inhibitor cocaine. Cocaine slowed the rate of uptake in a concentration-dependent manner. Further studies revealed rapid spontaneous catecholamine release in a number of slice preparations. In order to study spontaneous release, constant-potential amperometry (CPA) was employed due to its sub-milli-second temporal resolution. CPA revealed spontaneous events whose amperometric spike characteristics such as half width and area closely resemble those observed for vesicular release in isolated chromaffin cells. Spontaneous events were reversibly blocked by the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist (hexamethonium) implying mediation of spontaneous release via nicotinic receptors. CPA data suggests vesicular nature of spontaneous release in slices.

This work is funded by NIH (NS-38879).

CHARACTERIZATION OF MACROMOLECULAR PROTEIN ASSEMBLIES BY SURFACE-INDUCED DISSOCIATION: EXPANDING THE ROLE OF MASS SPECTROMETRY IN STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
====================================================================================================================================================
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The vast majority of biological processes are carried out by intricate assemblies of proteins, working in unison to carry out functions not afforded by individual polypeptide chains. While the investigation of quaternary protein structure has long been the domain of X-ray crystallography and electron microscopy, electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry has recently emerged as a powerful method for probing the structure of intact protein complexes. A single stage of mass analysis reveals the molecular weight of the assembly and stoichiometry of the subunits, while tandem mass spectrometry holds the potential to elucidate sub-oligo-meric structural information through the dissociation of subunits from the intact complex. However, slow heating methods such as collision-induced dissociation (CID) invariably result in the asymmetric ejection of a single unfolded monomer from the complex and a complementary (n-1)-mer, limiting the amount of structural insight that can be gained.

We have recently implemented surface-induced dissociation (SID) within a Q-TOF mass spectrometer for the study of protein assemblies. The sudden activation provided by SID results in a more symmetric product ion distribution and fragments other than monomer and (n-1)-mer, indicating that SID may yield additional information about the organization of subunits within a complex. Results are presented for SID of bacteriophage Cro proteins, bovine insulin oligomers, and heat shock proteins from several organisms. These complexes demonstrate how the surface-induced dissociation of protein assemblies is affected by their molecular weight, subunit number, interfacial contact area, and subunit conformation (see [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

SIMULTANEOUS REAL-TIME DETECTION OF pH AND HISTAMINE RELEASE FROM GASTRIC GLANDS IN THE STOMACH
===============================================================================================
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Acid secretion is utilized by the stomach to process food. This process is complex with a network of cells working simultaneously to promote acid secretion and cause muscular contraction or relaxation. One cell that has been noted to play an influence on the parietal cells is enterochromaffin-like (ECL) cell. They directly activate hydrogen receptors at the parietal cells by releasing histamine \[[@B11]\]. To date, there are no real-time direct measurements that can monitor histamine levels and pH changes, due to acid secretion, simultaneously. The ability to measure both will provide important mechanistic information on the cellular network of the stomach to gain better knowledge of the physiology of the stomach and understand how this mechanism changes during disease states\' conditions.

To obtain spatial and temporal resolutions, we have utilized two sensing devices. For the measurement of histamine, we utilized a boron-doped diamond (BDD) microelectrode with amperometric detection at 1.4 V versus Ag\|AgCl, which has been shown to be extremely stable for detection of neurotransmitters in vitro \[[@B12]\]. For the measurement of pH, gold microelectrodes have been developed as solid-state pH sensors based on anodic electrodeposited iridium oxide film (AEIROF) \[[@B13]\].

The BDD microelectrode is characterized and calibrated for the detection of histamine, showing good limits of detection. For pH measurements, calibration and stability data showed excellent sensitivity responses with super-Nernstian behavior exceeding −70 mV/pH unit. Good reproducibility with prolonged use has illustrated a reliable and robust pH sensor for biological applications. Some preliminary data obtained from tissue samples will be shown.
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ADVANCED AUTOMATION OF SPE METHODS
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Many of the EPA Series 8000 methods for the analysis of organics in solid wastewater samples involve an extraction procedure. Solid phase extraction (SPE) has several clearly demonstrated advantages over the labor intensive liquid-liquid extraction (LLE). Switching from LLE to SPE reduces the solvent consumption and labor required for the sample preparation step. This directly impacts the profitability of the laboratory.

Automating the SPE process adds the additional benefits of further reducing labor, the mostly costly component of the process, and improving the reproducibility of the extraction. Consistency of the extraction process is enhanced, and operator-to-operator variability is eliminated with automation. Automating the SPE process also minimizes the exposure to solvents.

This paper will focus on the benefits of using automated SPE for 8000 Series wastewater samples. Data, showing precision, accuracy, and recovery, from EPA Method 8270 will be presented. A cost analysis comparing manual and automated techniques will be shown.

CERTIFIED FOR AUTOMATION A REPLACEMENT FOR EPA 1664A
====================================================
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Oil and grease analysis using the new EPA method 1664A presents new challenges for laboratories moving away from Freon113-based liquid-liquid extractions. The "performance-based" method 1664 utilizes n-hexane rather than Freon as the extraction solvent. Either liquid -liquid n-hexane extractions (LLE) or the less cumbersome solid phase extraction (SPE) can be used.

SPE reduces solvents and eliminates emulsions, and automating SPE dramatically reduces labor costs. Performing manual SPE extractions is labor-intensive. Automation increases productivity, improves consistency, and provides a safe work environment when compared to the labor-intensive manual SPE extractions. Automating the procedure allows the analyst to accomplish multiple tasks while extractions are taking place. Multiple technicians can achieve higher precision due to the extraction consistency. Reducing direct contact with solvents creates a safe environment. With the newly available 90 mm SPE disks, handling samples with high particulate are no longer a problem.

DIRECT DETERMINATION OF METAL IONS IN WINE AND FRUIT JUICE SAMPLES USING INTERNAL STANDARDIZATION AND FAST SEQUENTIAL MULTIELEMENT FLAME ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROMETRY
=======================================================================================================================================================================
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The internal standardization technique is used to overcome matrix effects that might influence the analytical signal in the quantification step of the methods. It requires simultaneous or fast sequential analytical measures, and it has therefore been widely used in methods employing ICP OES and ICP-MS. The use of the internal standardization technique in FAAS has become feasible due to the introduction of a fast sequential system (FS) that allows sequential multielement determination employing FAAS.

The present paper proposes use of the internal standardization technique for correction of matrix effects in a procedure for the direct determination of manganese and iron in wine and copper in fruit juices employing FS-FAAS. The elements tested as internal standards were cobalt, silver, nickel, and indium. The results demonstrated that cobalt and indium are efficient for determination of manganese and iron in wine samples, respectively. For the quantification of copper in fruit juices, indium can also be used as internal standard. For analysis, the samples of wines and fruit juices were acidified with 1 mol L^−1^ nitric acid solution.

The proposed method was applied for the determination of manganese and iron in sixteen wine samples and for quantification of copper in several fruit juices\' samples. All analytical results were compared with the results obtained by analysis of these samples after complete mineralization using acid digestion and determination using FAAS.

NOVEL TECHNIQUES FOR IDENTIFICATION OF MIXTURES USING FTIR AND RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
=================================================================================
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One of the most common applications of infrared and Raman spectroscopies is to aid in the identification of unknown materials. While the technique works well when applied to pure compounds, results can be ambiguous when samples containing a mixture of compounds are analysed. Spectral subtraction is a useful technique to help characterize mixtures by mathematically removing the spectral features of one or more of the suspected constituents. However, subtraction requires skill on the part of the analyst and is limited due to the distortions it causes in the spectral data. Expanding the use of infrared and Raman spectroscopies for identification of unknown materials demands that unskilled operators can effectively use the technique to obtain actionable results. Key components of the technology that are required for this expansion are improved spectral searching algorithms and user interfaces which allow operators to obtain results with a high degree of confidence.

In this presentation, insight will be provided into novel multicomponent searching techniques and a unique operator interface used to aid in the identification of samples containing mixtures of chemical compounds. Specific examples will be provided for FTIR and Raman instrumentation in polymer, forensic, and pharmaceutical applications.

THE SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF HUNDREDS OF PETROLEUM COMPONENTS THROUGH THE USE OF SPECTRAL ACCURACY WITH FI-TOF MASS SPECTROMETRY
=====================================================================================================================================
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In petroleum applications, it is often required to perform the analysis of several hundred hydrocarbon components in a single sample, presenting a very unique challenge for analytical problem solving. When these components are a mixture of various hydrocarbons with different carbon numbers and different degrees of saturation, the hope of separating them out in time through gas chromatography prior to detection is largely dampened, leaving the heavy burden of differentiating these components to the detection system alone. Fortunately, with the commercial availability of high-resolution mass spectrometry such as time of flight (TOF) and its combination with soft ionization technique such as field ionization (FI), it is now possible to detect and differentiate hundreds of these hydrocarbons through mass spectrometry (MS).

Even at the 10,000:1 resolving power of TOF MS, however, there exist spectral interferences that are located only a few mDa apart, rendering reliable analysis difficult. Combined with the frequent mass drift on TOF MS, it is unreliable to rely on accurate mass information for component identification. On the other hand, each of these petroleum components has its characteristic isotope distributions uniquely given by its elemental composition, which can be utilized to tackle both the interference and the mass drift problem as long as the TOF mass spectral peak shape function is known. This paper will describe a new approach to self-calibrate TOF MS in terms of both accurate mass and peak shape function, which will make it possible to take full advantage of the characteristic isotope distribution information for the elucidation of complex TOF MS data. In fact, a single-step solution involving more than 240 simultaneously unknown components can be obtained to achieve both qualitative ID and quantitative analysis.

CHARACTERIZATION OF HYDROCARBON FRACTIONS IN PETROCHEMICAL SAMPLES BY AUTOMATED ONLINE HPLC + HRGC-MS MULTIDIMENSIONAL SYSTEM
=============================================================================================================================
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Characterizations of petrochemical streams are used to predict properties and/or behavior in processes or during application. Although density can give indicative data about crude oil aromaticity \[[@B14]\], more information can be obtained by a separation based on molecular properties of components in the sample. Nowadays, GC × GC \[[@B15]\] allows to obtain highly structured chromatograms of petrochemical samples based on separations along the distributions of volatility and polarity. However, GC × GC fails to give the systematic distribution of aromatic and naphthenic classes. The addition of a previous LC step has allowed a group-type separation of the sample into compound classes with an equal number of aromatic rings \[[@B16]\].

In this work, a new application of the patented TOTAD Interface for online coupling HPLC + HRGC is presented. The interface coupling an HPLC to an HRGC in the KONIK K2 HPLC + HRGC system allows the direct separation of petroleum fractions (aliphatic hydrocarbon; mono-, di-, and polyaromatic series) without mixup between them before their analysis by GC-MS or GC × GC-MS. The different hydrocarbon series were separated first by HPLC using an NH2 column and pentane, hexane, or heptane as mobile phases. Afterwards, hydrocarbons were eluted by groups from the column and the fraction of interest was transferred to the GC-MS system. With the addition of the KONIK Robokrom HPLC autosampler and the full control through the Konikrom Software, the complete analysis can be easily automated and performed in few minutes, limiting the use of solvents while protecting sample integrity.

CHARACTERIZATION OF PHOSPHONIUM IONIC LIQUIDS THROUGH A LINEAR SOLVATION ENERGY RELATIONSHIP AND THEIR USE AS GLC STATIONARY PHASES
===================================================================================================================================
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In recent years, room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) have proven to be of great interest to analytical chemists. One important development is the use of RTILs as highly thermally stable GLC stationary phases. To date, nearly all of the RTIL stationary phases have been nitrogen-based (ammonium, pyrrolidinium, imidazolium, etc.). In this work, eight new monocationic and three new dicationic phosphonium-based RTILs are used as GLC stationary phases. The solvation properties of the phosphonium RTILs are studied using an inverse GC linear solvation energy model. This model describes the multiple solvation interactions that the phosphonium RTILs can undergo, and is useful in understanding their properties. In addition, the phosphonium-based stationary phases are used to separate complex analyte mixtures by GLC. Results show that the small differences in the solvent properties of the phosphonium ILs compared to those of the ammonium-based ILs will allow for different and unique separation selectivities. Also, the phosphonium based stationary phases tend to be more thermally stable than nitrogen-based ILs, which is an advantage in many GC applications.

ON-SITE VAPOR DETECTION OF CHEMICAL WARFARE AGENTS BY MONITORING TAPE METHOD
============================================================================
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In the incidents of chemical warfare terrorism, various kinds of toxic substances may be used, and on-site detection performed by first responders is required for countermeasure to minimize terrorism disaster. Our previous research on verification of commercialized on-site chemical warfare detection equipments has disclosed that it is difficult to detect chemical warfare agent vapors perfectly for sensitivity, rapidity, and operation, and we have newly developed field detection method for chemical warfare agents using the monitoring tape method. In this presentation, the monitoring tape method was further improved for detecting cyanogen chloride (CK, blood agent), chlorpicrin (PS, choking agent), and sarin (GB, nerve gas). CK could be detected with limit of detection (LOD) of 0.2 mg/m^3^ with sampling time of 30 seconds, using 4-benzylpyridine and barbituric acid as coloring reagents. PS could be detected with LOD of 0.01 mg/m^3^ with sampling time of 30 seconds, using transmission-type apparatus with pyrolyzer (400°C) and 4-p-nitrobenzylpyridine as coloring reagent. GB could be detected with LOD of 0.5 mg/m^3^ with sampling time of 1 minute, using transmission-type apparatus as well as methyl yellow and methyl cellosolve as coloring reagents.

ONLINE DETECTION OF CONTAMINATIONS IN DRINKING WATER BY A COMBINED ELECTRONIC MICRONOSE AND OPTOSPECTROMETRIC SYSTEM
====================================================================================================================
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Drinking water is vulnerable to a variety of threats such as technical imperfections of the water supply, accidents, or criminal attacks. Consequently, a fast and broadband detection system of water contaminations is of primary relevance. Since the threats are not confined to a certain part of the supplying network, highest security is only available if the water quality is checked at the point of use. There, conventional water analytical laboratory equipment is inappropriate because neither the costs or the size nor the labor input is acceptable. New autonomously working low-cost monitoring systems are required to provide long-term stability and low size for system integration at point of use. To fit these requirements, a novel broadband water analytical system is developed. Volatile components of the water are extracted online by a gas-permeable membrane, and transferred to an electronic nose microsystem. The latter is based on a gradient gas sensor microarray sensitive to all volatiles except inert gases. Highly inexpensive fabrication is achieved using a single SnO2 layer only subdivided by parallel electrode strips to form 38 conductive gas sensor segments. A temperature gradient and an inhomogeneous gas-permeable coating differentiate the segment\'s properties providing gas characteristic conductivity patterns with which the volatile analysis is working. Nonvolatile water components are detected optically with a minispectrometer analyzing light absorption as well as stray light or fluorescence. Not only can simple chemicals be detected by this combined technique but also particulate material and even biological contaminations like bacteria via stray light and metabolism products.

DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF MOLECULAR BEACONS AS BIOSENSORS FOR SURFACE HYBRIDIZATION USING LOCK NUCLEIC ACID
=================================================================================================================
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Biosensors based on DNA hybridization have been used in various studies for many years. However, biosensors based on molecular beacons (MBs) have not fully realized their potential. In biosensors utilizing MBs, the probes are immobilized on a surface after which a complementary target is added over the immobilized probe. The complementary sequence can then bind to the MB forming a hybrid on the surface. This allows the fast, sensitive, and selective detection of nucleic acid targets. However, MBs showed a relatively low fluorescence enhancement when immobilized onto a surface compared to that in solution. One of the concerns when using MBs for immobilization is the fact that the hairpin structure may interact with the surface, degrading it partially. These interactions can change the electrostatic properties and local environment of the immobilized MB. Consequently, once the structure of the beacon is compromised, low quenching efficiency and therefore high background are observed. In order to overcome these concerns, MBs using lock nucleic acids\' bases (LNA) have been designed for immobilization onto a glass surface. The excellent affinity and stability that LNA offers combined with the detection capabilities of the MBs promise an outstanding tool for hybridization studies onto surface. Also, these properties will allow for better immobilization efficiency, with a relative low-background signal and high stability of the immobilized beacon.

AUTOMATED PARALLEL CHIRAL SCOUTING SYSTEM
=========================================
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A Gilson parallel analytical chiral system optimizes chiral separations in a fraction of the time compared to conventional chiral screening. The system screens chiral compounds on four separate chiral columns simultaneously, increasing throughput by 300%. Four analytical separations with chiral detection in 15 minutes versus more than 60 minutes for a chiral analysis in series. The liquid handler automatically dilutes each sample to a specified concentration. Various solvents can be accessed for the dilution through a syringeless solvent delivery system, and solubilized via an orbital shaker. The liquid handler simultaneously introduces the sample to four parallel chiral columns. Each separation is monitored by UV/Vis and chiral detection. The system is capable of gradient and isocratic mobile phase and mobile phase solvent selection. Only one chiral detector is required for the system, drastically reducing capital investment. The system also monitors flow rate changes for each column through pressure sensors. The systems\' flow rate and sample are split in four ways by a manifold prior to the columns. After the sample has been chromatographed, the flow rate is combined into a single stream by a second manifold prior to the chiral detector, allowing for determination of optical rotation of the separated peaks. Automatic overlays of the four UV traces relative to the optical detector predict the best conditions for the separation based on type of chiral column performance, mobile phase composition, and optical rotation within a single chromatographic run. Both gradient and isocratic profiles were extremely reproducible. The system was designed to maintain the entireness of the separation through the parallel columns and into the chiral detector, which is accomplished by minimizing tubing lengths and IDs to be equal throughout the entire system. The results from the analytical chiral scout chromatographic analysis can then be implemented in preparative purification (see [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Chromatography of *trans*-Stilbene oxide (TSO) using four chiral columns with a chiral detector; columns are identified within the figure, chiral detector: PDR-chiral.](JAMMC2008-502953.005){#fig5}

DETERMINATION AND VALIDATION OF N-METHYLPYRROLIDINE IN CEFEPIME FOR INJECTION BY CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS
==========================================================================================================
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A simple indirect UV photometric capillary electrophoresis method was developed and has been validated for determining N-methylpyrrolidine in cefepime for injection. The electrophoric system consists of 5 mmol background electrolyte of imidazole adjusted to pH 5.1 with 3 M acetic acid solution. The applied voltage was 20 kV and temperature was 20°C. The runtime for the analysis was 8 minutes. Precondition was employed with 4 bar pressure at the inlet of the capillary for 3 minutes. A bare fused silica extended light path capillary with effective length of 56 cm and internal diameter of 50 *μ*m was used. The indirect UV detection was performed at wavelength, signal at 240 nm, and reference signal at 210 nm. A very good base line was achieved. The method is validated for linearity, specificity, limit of quantification, limit of detection, repeatability, robustness, and accuracy. A limit of detection and limit of quantification were derived from the residual standard deviation method, the values were found to be 5.8 *μ*g/mL and 16.3 *μ*g/mL, and the relative standard deviation of 10.9% and 5.2% was observed, respectively. The recovery was estimated to be between 98.1% and 103.2%. The overall recovery was 100.4%, and the relative standard deviation was 1.8%.

This method requires less time consuming, simple sample preparation, high buffering capacity, no extraction procedure as described in the reported GC method, and very good base line as compared to the reported CE method.

The results of the various validation experiments demonstrate that the method is specific, linear, sensitive, repeatable, and accurate. It is suitable for routine analysis of N-methylpyrrolidine in cefepime for injection.
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A NOVEL METHOD FOR SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF PEPTIDEs, LIPIDs, AND LIPID-IMPURITIES IN THE SYNTHETIC PULMONARY SURFACTANT FORMULATION
=========================================================================================================================================
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Surfactant deficiency and dysfunction have been associated with numerous pulmonary conditions. In premature newborns, surfactant deficiency is the primary pathophysiologic mechanism of the neonatal respiratory distress syndrome (RDS). Exogenous surfactants comprised of phospholipids and proteins from animal sources are currently used to treat RDS. Lucinactant (Surfaxin; Discovery Labs, Pa, USA), a precision-engineered surfactant that contains a synthetic peptide in place of animal-derived proteins, has been developed.

Various approaches have confirmed the fundamental roles of the peptides and phospholipids in the surfactant system. Currently, industry publications suggest that combined analysis of proteins and lipids is not recommended based upon their inherent structural characteristics. Lucinactant contains four active ingredients: the peptide Sinapultide (also known as KL4) and three lipid ingredients including two phospholipids, Dipalmitoylphosphatidyl Choline (DPPC) and Palmitoyloleylphosphatidy Glycerol (POPG), and the fatty acid Palmitic Acid (PA). In lucinactant, the four active ingredients form liposomal-like aggregates in a trishydroxymethylaminoethane (Tris) buffer medium.

Presented here is a gradient HPLC-CAD (charged aerosol detection) method capable of resolving the peptide KL4 and the phospholipids DPPC, POPG, and PA with their corresponding lipid-related degradants in \<35 minutes on a C18 reversed-phase column. The method is sensitive (LOD \~0.47 *μ*g/mL), shows good linearity (R2 \> 0.99 for actives; R2 \> 0.98 for impurities), and can readily measure the low levels of the degradants (23.31 *μ*g on column).

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF DEEP SUBSURFACE RAMAN SPECTRA
======================================================
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The chemical specificity of Raman spectroscopy makes it an ideal technique to noninvasively characterise an extensive variety of sample types. Recent developments utilising the diffusion of photons through turbid media (spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SORS) \[[@B17]\] and transmission Raman (TR) spectroscopy \[[@B18]\]) have overcome the inherent bias of conventional Raman spectroscopy towards surface layers, and allowed the identification and chemical characterization of subsurface layers. Potential application areas include the detection of bone disease and breast cancer, online monitoring of pharmaceutical production lines, and security screening (see [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

The complexity of multilayered or multicomponent systems can be unravelled by a battery of techniques based on statistical analysis. Applications of such multivariate techniques (including principal component analysis (PCA), partial least squares (PLS), and spectral deconvolution) will be demonstrated in a number of areas including quantitative analysis of the composition of drug tablets and capsules, detection of explosives and illicit materials concealed in common containers, and the determination of the spectrum of bone measured through an overlayer of organic material.

![](JAMMC2008-502953.006){#fig6}

DETERMINATION OF METHYL MERCURY IN BLOOD AND URINE SAMPLES WITH AUTOMATED DYNAMIC HEADSPACE SAMPLING AND PLASMA EMISSION DETECTION
==================================================================================================================================
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An instrumental strategy for measuring methyl mercury in blood and urine samples is presented. The instrumentation is based on gaschromatography with a new dynamic headspace sampler (DHS) which allows the use of individual traps for each sample coupled to a selective plasma emission detector (PED) with a robust and simple microwave-induced helium plasma source.

Method performance parameters and results for real samples are presented. Reference measurements were done according to a standardized method published by the German Research Foundation \[[@B19]\]. It is based on derivatizing methyl mercury with sodium tetraethylborate and on determining the mercury species with headspace-GC/MS.

Dynamic headspace sampling methods instead of static headspace methods promise to result in exhaustive enrichment of the analyte. This provides on one hand lower detection limits. On the other hand, exhaustive methods are independent of steady equilibrium partitioning of analytes between sample and gas phases for different samples. This is important for urine samples which can vary concerning their composition. For this study, a recently developed DHS system with replaceable adsorbent traps was used. The clean adsorbent traps are stored in a sealed tray on the *x*-*y*-*z* robotic sampler which transports them to the sample vessel, then directly to the integrated thermal desorber. This design enables automated optimization of trapping conditions including choice of adsorbent, and avoids transferlines.

Detection was done with a recently developed robust and simple-to-use plasma emission detector (PED) for gas chromatography, based on an interference filter to select the emission wavelength of the mercury line at 253.65 nm excited in microwave-induced helium plasma. Spectral background correction is performed by oscillating the bandpass filter between two defined angels.

CHARACTERIZATION AND PROFILING OF N- AND O-LINKED OLIGOSACCHARIDES FROM GLYCOPROTEINS WITH THE CORONA CAD
=========================================================================================================
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Profiling and anlysis of native and recombinant glycoproteins are crucial for many companies, but methods to perform this important operation are often complex and require a great deal of expertise to perform. Here, we discuss profiling methods for N- and O-glycans that are ideally suited for routine analysis utilizing an LCMS system equipped with a Corona CAD detector.

In these studies, N-linked glycans were released by N-glycanase or endo-H. O-glycans were chemically released either by reductive B-elimination (RBE) or by nonreductive ammonia/ammonium carbonate (NAC). Two HPLC stationary phases for separation of released oligosacchardies were investigated. Both methodologies utilized charged aerosol detection (CAD), a highly sensitive universal detection technique, for the routine analysis of unlabeled glycans.

HPLC profiling of RBE-released O-glycan alditols was accomplished using a PGC column with CAD detection and simultaneous MS analysis with flow splitting. In a typical experiment, approximately 300 *μ*g of glycoprotein are processed, and a volume equivalent to 25--50 *μ*g is injected for HPLC using a 9:1 CAD:MS flow splitting ratio.

Released N-glycans were profiled on PGC as native structures with CAD detection using a simplified sample workup only involving ultrafiltration prior to HPLC. All expected oligosaccharide components were well resolved. Further sample workup via borohydride reduction gives a single peak for N-glycan alditols on PGC although a loss of sensitivity is evident. Retention of heavily sialylated oligosaccharides is an advantage of PGC, allowing the profiling of tri- and tetra-antennary glycans.

The concentrated buffer-free fractions obtainable using this approach allow unusual or low-abundance N-glycans and O-glycans to be characterized offline by MS and the CAD with maximum sensitivity. This profiling method is also amenable to further oligosaccharide structural analysis by MS.

AUTOMATED SOLID PHASE EXTRACTION OF LIPIDS IN BIOLOGICAL TISSUE EXTRACTS
========================================================================
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The separation and identification of lipids in tissues into three important biological classes (neutral lipids, fatty acids, and phosphatidylcholines) are promising as a tool for detection of certain diseases. To date, separation attempted using manual SPE has had various problems, including inconsistent results between users and poor reproducibility in general; that is, detection of diseased versus control tissues has been accomplished but with large scatter between test groups. A more reproducible method has yet to be developed.

This study undertakes developing such an automated reproducible SPE method for fractionating the lipids in biological tissue based on a modified literature procedure. (Sorbent Extraction Technology Handbook). An automated SPE method using a Gilson GX-271 ASPEC was developed with a test solution containing cholesterol, linoleic acid, and a phosphatidylcholine, which were eluted with chloroform, 2% acetic acid in diethyl ether, and methanol, respectively. Breakthrough concentrations on amino SPE cartridges (Varian, BondElut, NH2, 3 mL, 50 mg) for these analytes were determined. Elution of analytes was confirmed with ESI-TOF-MS. This method was tested on extracts of biological samples. This automated approach yielded more reproducible data than the manual method.

ANALYSIS OF WATER FOR PESTICIDES AT LOW PARTS PER TRILLION LEVELS USING DIRECT INJECTION INTO AN ONLINE SPE-LC/MS/MS SYSTEM
===========================================================================================================================
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The provision of clean uncontaminated drinking water is of paramount importance to the water industry. In recent times, the requested limits of detection for pesticides have been decreasing as methodologies improve. Typically, water companies need to be able to perform quantification below 1 *μ*g/L. These low levels often mean that samples have to be extracted to concentrate contaminants to such a level where they can be detected. Sample pretreatment can often be time-consuming and can add cost to the analysis.

Data presented were acquired on the 3200QTRAP LC/MS/MS system where pesticides have been detected at low ppt levels. High injection volumes were used with online solid phase extraction before LC/MS/MS analysis. Reproducibility was less than 15% at low ppt levels, and calibration over the range 20--1000 ppt was observed to be linear. For confirmation, MRM triggered enhanced product ion scans with a collision energy spread to enhance the spectral quality.

NITRATE REDUCTASE: A GREEN-CHEMISTRY REPLACEMENT FOR TOXIC CADMIUM IN AUTOMATED AND MANUAL COLORIMETRIC METHODS FOR DETERMINING NITRATE IN WATER
================================================================================================================================================
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Nitrate is one of the most universally determined anions in natural water and drinking water because it can promote eutrophication and it is toxic to fetuses, the young of livestock, and humans at concentrations that exceed about 10 mg-N/L. In water, nitrate is usually determined by reduction to nitrite, which is subsequently determined colorimetrically with Griess reagents---acidic sulfanilamide (SAN) and N-(1-Naphthyl) ethylenediamine (NED). Longstanding reference methods such as EPA 353.2 and U.S. Geological Survey I-2545-90 use granular cadmium in the form of small packed-bed reactors to reduce nitrate to nitrite. Widespread acceptance and application of cadmium-reduction nitrate determination methods notwithstanding, "optimum" reactor geometry, activation procedures, and reagent formulations remain a topic of perennial discussion among environmental analytical chemists.

Ease-of-use, toxicity, and waste-disposal issues associated with cadmium-reduction nitrate determination methods led us to explore soluble nontoxic reducing agents. Bispecific nitrate reductase (NAD(P)H:NaR; Enzyme Commission \# 1.7.1.2, from *Pichia angusta*) and NADH:nitrate reductase (NADH:NaR; EC 1.7.1.1, formerly EC 1.6.6.1 produced by recombinant expression of nitrate reductase from *Arabidopsis thaliana* in the yeast *Pichia pastoris*) are nontoxic and more selective than cadmium. This paper summarizes our considerable analytical experience with these enzymes, and describes automatic, semiautomatic, and manual approaches for using them as replacements for cadmium in routine colorimetric nitrate determinations in water.

SELECTIVE MERCURY REMOVAL FROM WASTEWATER BY SULFATHIAZOLE-BASED HYDROGEL
=========================================================================
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Mercury is potentially used in chemicals and equipment such as switches, gauges, thermometers, fluorescent and specialty lamps, and batteries. Because of the high toxicity of all mercury compounds, the extraction of mercuric ions from aqueous wastes is of special environmental importance. The sorption of selective metal ions by polymeric adsorbents has recently gained much attention. Hg(II) has an extremely high affinity for thiol-containing compounds and forms linear complexes. The coordination between Hg(II) and sulfathiazole would be through the nthiazolic, with two hydroxyl groups bonding to Hg atom, in a local tetrahedral geometry \[[@B20]\].

In this study, a new mercury-selective monomer was synthesized from the reaction between sulfathiazole and glycidyl methacrylate (GMA). Sulfathiazole-based hydrogel was prepared by irradiating the mixtures of sulfathiazole-modified glycidyl methacrylate monomer, polyethylene glycol diacrylate (cross-linker), and photoinitator by UV irradiation at ambient temperature \[[@B21]\].

The optimization of procedure was performed under competitive and noncompetitive conditions using factorial design including pH, amount of hydrogel, contact time, temperature, ionic strength, and wet/dry hydrogel first and final concentrations of sample and eluent. Equilibrium isotherms were determined to assess the maximum sorption capacity of the sorbents. Elution of metal ions was investigated in acid media. It was concluded that the desorbed hydrogel could be reused to remove mercury without loss of adsorption capacity.

USE OF NEAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY FOR ONLINE QUALITY CONTROL OF PEANUTS
=======================================================================
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Peanut Company of Australia has been using near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) for predicting quality of peanuts online since the beginning of the year. We have been using the NIRS for prediction of moisture and oil contents, with predictions of fatty acids\' contents, peroxide value, and free fatty acids\' contents at final testing stages before implementation in the online quality control.

Advantages of NIRS analysis online over conventional chemical methods of analyses are as follows. It is nondestructive to samples; it is fast; it produces multiple results at once, allows analysis of each tonne peanut bag, reduces cost of chemical testing (approximately 0.8 million AU\$ per year), and increases production efficiency; real-time decisions can be made.

OPTIMIZATION OF THE THERMAL MODULATION IN COMPREHENSIVE TWO-DIMENSIONAL GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
==========================================================================================
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Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography employs an interface device (the modulator) between the first and second columns. The thermal modulation uses hot and cold jets of gaseus nitrogen to continuously and efficiently trap and inject portions of eluting peaks from the primary column into the secondary column.

The thermal processes are determined by the nitrogen cold flow and the temperature/time of the hot pulse. In order to obtain an optimal modulation ratio of 3-4, the cold jet flow and the activity time of the hot jet pulse must change during the GC run for such application that requires the simultaneous determination of either very volatile compounds or high-boiling compounds. The optimized combination of these two parameters improves the efficiecy of the modulation in terms of preventing breakthrough of the high-volatility compounds and avoiding the trapping for semivolatile compounds, causing increased contribution on the modulation ratio and peak tailing.

A microprocessor programable device is presented together with some examples to control and optimize the thermal processes of a commercial dual-stage thermal loop modulator. It can be coupled with any GC\'s brand, and time-base programed to follow a GC run program. The cold nitrogen flow optimization and a specific programable function allow for an important reduction of liquid nitrogen consumption in such type of modulators.

AUTOMATED DYNAMIC HEADSPACE SAMPLING OF AQUEOUS SAMPLES USING REPLACEABLE ADSORBENT TRAPS
=========================================================================================
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Static (equilibrium) headspace injection is commonly used for GC determination of volatiles in solid and liquid samples. Since this technique relies on the analyte partitioning between the sample and headspace and uses a fixed injection volume, it may not provide adequate detection limits, particularly for higher molecular weight, and higher-boiling analytes.

In this study, we describe the use of a new automated dynamic headspace sampler for determination of volatiles in high water content solids and aqueous samples. This sampler uses a two-needle design to flush the headspace of standard headspace vials onto replaceable adsorbent traps that can be thermostatted to control interference from water vapor. After sample collection, the adsorbent traps can be automatically dry-purged to further eliminate trace water before introduction into the integrated thermal desorber. This design enables automated optimization of trapping conditions including choice of adsorbent, and has the potential for automated internal standard addition and automated calibration.

Performance of the new system was compared to traditional static headspace analysis using high water content solid samples like fruits and vegetables, and also beverages. To illustrate the versatility of the new design, several sample types with high water content were tested with a series of adsorbent traps to choose optimal trapping conditions. Better detection limits were obtained with dynamic headspace for all sample types.

AUTOMATION OF GENOMIC DNA ISOLATION WITH NUCLEIC ACID ISOLATION WORKSTATION USING PROMEGA\'S BLOOD DNA ISOLATION KIT
====================================================================================================================
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To provide an automated solution to the bottleneck problem of having high-quality genomic DNA for downstream applications, Aurora Biomed Inc. has validated its nucleic acid isolation workstation. Using Promega\'s MagneSil Blood Genomic kit, genomic DNA in 96-well format was isolated from human embryonic kidney 293-cell line, Chinese hamster ovary cell line, human cheek buccal cells, and human saliva. The high molecular weight isolated DNA was detected running close to 48.5 kb hyper-DNA ladder in ethedium detection system. The fine DNA bands without any streaks indicated no shearing of the DNA molecules in the automated process. The isolated DNA presented all panel genes for which amplification was carried with specific primers. The automated process was observed to be significantly efficient as no DNA was detected in the wash and extra elution steps except the actual elution step. The isolated DNA yield was 4.9 *μ*g/500 *μ*L of human saliva with an OD~260/280~ of 1.74--1.89.

AUTOMATION OF HIGH-THROUGHPUT RECOMBINANT PROTEIN PURIFICATION USING VERSA LIQUID HANDLING WORKSTATION
======================================================================================================
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The goal of much of the biotechnology industry is to prepare large volumes of purified, native, or recombinant proteins. The purity of the proteins is vital for such applications. Since proteins vary from each other in size, shape, charge, hydrophobicity, solubility, and biological activity, these differential characteristics make purification a very cumbersome process. However, the development of novel cloning vectors and affinity resins has contributed significantly to the overexpression and purification of recombinant proteins in high quality and with ease. Aurora Biomed Inc. has developed a workstation that employs Ni-NTA magnetic beads-based technology for the purification of His-tagged recombinant proteins in high-throughput format. The data from the automated process would be presented in terms of purity, efficiency, throughput, and ease of purification of a recombinant protein.

IDENTIFICATION AND QUANTIFICATION OF OXIDATIVE DEGRADATION PRODUCTS OF ALDICARB BY VARIOUS OXIDATION SYSTEMS USING HPLC-ION TRAP MASS SPECTROMETRY
==================================================================================================================================================
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Carbamate pesticides are derived from carbamic acid, and kill insects in a similar fashion as organophosphate insecticides. They are widely used in homes, gardens, and agriculture. Their mode of action is inhibition of cholinesterase enzymes, affecting nerve impulse transmission. Carbamate pesticides have caused more attentions because of their environmental and human health impacts. It was reported that a large part of the carbamate pesticides went into the natural water system, leading to the intake of these harmful substances by humans. Furthermore, these pesticides can be further degraded into smaller and more hydrophilic molecules which can be even more toxic to humans during the disinfection process in water treatment with different oxidants in water treatment plants. Identification and monitoring of the formed degradation products, therefore, become crucial in providing critical information for establishment of disinfection strategy in water treatment plants. A comprehensive study was performed to identify the degradation products of aldicarb in water at different treatment conditions, such as free chlorine, monochloroamine (MCA), chlorine dioxide, permanganate, ozone, and hydrogen peroxide. The main technique used was high-performance liquid chromatography coupled with ion trap mass spectrometry. It was found that aldicarb sulfoxide was detected as a degradation product of aldicarb after its treatment with free chlorine, MCA, ozone and hydrogen peroxide, and aldoxycarb was detected as a degradation product of aldicarb after its treatment with permanganate. Aldicarb sulfoxide and aldoxycarb were further treated with these oxidants, and it was found that aldoxycarb was detected as a degradate of aldicarb sulfoxide after being treated with permanganate; no other degradates were detected when treated with other oxidants. N-chloro-aldoxycarb was detected as a degradate of aldoxycarb when it was treated with free chlorine.

MOBILE INSTRUMENTS: FAST, CHEAP, AND UNDER WIRELESS CONTROL
===========================================================
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Fueled by demands for inexpensive instruments that provide rapid real-time analytical results on-site (i.e., in-the-field, where needed the most) and driven by developments in the micro-, nano-, and wireless-electronics industries, a powerful trend toward development of portable analytical systems has emerged. Such mobile instruments will cause a paradigm shift in classical chemical analysis and metrology by allowing users to carry (part of) the lab to the sample.

In this breadth rather than depth presentation and following a brief overview of the field, two classes of examples from the authors\' laboratory will be used as the means with which to illustrate the power of mobile micro- and nanoinstruments.

One class involves a "patient" as the sample and an ingestible wireless capsule-size spectrograph for fluorescence-based cancer diagnosis of the gastrointestinal (GI) tack as (part of) "the lab." The other involves the "environment" as the sample and a couple of mobile battery-operated instruments that are often fabricated on inexpensive plastic substrates using soft-lithography or microfluidics channels \[[@B22]\] that can be used either for optical spectrometry or mass spectrometry \[[@B23]\] and that utilize a palm-size personal organizer with a wireless interface for data acquisition and signal processing as (part of) "the lab."

To illustrate how to electrically power such instruments (and thus further enhance their portability), mobile energy issues will be briefly addressed \[[@B24]\]. Particular emphasis will be paid to current and anticipated future applications, to the effect of scaling laws, to the scientific and technological roadblocks that remain to be overcome, and to the integration of technologies that may prove essential in developing the next generation of disruptive-technologies mobile micro- and nanoinstruments that will be fast, cheap, and under wireless control.

TOTALLY SELF-CONTAINED GAS CHROMATOGRAPHTORIODAL MASS SPECTROMETER FOR FIELD APPLICATION
========================================================================================
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The development of portable mass spectrometers for field analysis applications depends less on progress in the miniaturization of the mass spectrometer analyzer components than on the reduction of the overall system utilities and vacuum requirements. In addition, approaches must be taken to address the reduced ion capacity that accompanies miniaturization in order to maintain system performance specifications that are comparable to laboratory-based systems. Finally, the same requirements that drive miniaturization also drive an implicit requirement of reduced operating complexity. In other words, use of mass spectrometers in the field will likely be done by nonmass spectrometrists, and the operation and control of the system must accommodate this.

We have been developing a field-portable self-contained gas chromatograph-toroidal ion trap mass spectrometer (GC-TMS) system over the last few years. The current system, called GUARDION-7, is a \~12.5 kg package that contains everything needed for 4 hours of operation (battery power and gas) in a Pelican case that measures 47 cm × 35.7 cm × 17.6 cm. Analysis of gas or liquid samples is accomplished using a custom SPME sample injector, a fast (ca. 3 minutes) chromatographic separation using a 5 m × 0.1 mm i.d. capillary column coated with 5%-phenyl-95%-methyl polysiloxane stationary phase. The TMS operates in the electron-impact mode over a mass range of \~50--500 da. Analysis turnaround time is under 5 minutes. Custom system operation software guides the user through all of the data acquisition steps after power-up. Acquired spectra can be compared to on-board specialized libraries (i.e., chemical threat agents, toxic industrial chemicals) or to the NIST library.

Analytical performance has been tested on many classes of chemical compounds, including environmental chemicals (both volatile and semivolatile), explosives, drugs, chemical threat agents, and chemical agent simulants. Performance measures (i.e., spectral integrity, detection limits, spectral mass resolution, and dynamic range) will be shown for many of these application areas. Furthermore, the GUARDION-7 has undergone preliminary environmental tests including temperature, electrostatic discharge (ESD), shake and vibration, and drop testing with the goal of conforming to the MIL-STD 810E specification. In each of these areas, the instrument sustained only minor failures. Examples of these results will also be presented.

LIFE ON A CHIP: INTEGRATING THE ANIMATE AND INANIMATE WORLDS
============================================================
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Recent years have been marked by the emergence of new disruptive physical, chemical, and biological innovations that are driven by the vast scientific and technical capabilities provided by nanotechnology. The essence of nanotechnology is the ability to engineer the individual building blocks of matter at the molecular level, atom by atom, to form a link between the nanoscale and the micro- and even macroscales with precisely controlled functionality and customized properties/performance. Through the exploitation of intrinsic and engineered behaviors of such materials, unique biosensors can be created. Integrating cells/tissues/biomolecules with computer chip platforms leverages both nature and state-of-the-art IC fabrication methods. The linkage between animate and inanimate components provides the key to expanding the range of possible experiments and resulting mobile sensors. Examples range from the use of innovative micro-/nanoscale chip developments for point-of-care disease screening (TB, Botulism, etc.) to the creation of implantable multifunctional probes which can be used for documenting cancer cell metastatic dynamics. Recent results from a selection of ongoing bio-/nanotechnology research projects at the University at Albany\'s College of Nanoscale Science and Engineering (CNSE) will be presented against a backdrop of the infrastructure development at CNSE.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATED DNA SEQUENCING
===========================================
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In April 1982, I arrived in Pasadena to begin postdoctoral work with Leroy Hood at Caltech. I acquired a solid background in synthetic chemistry, fluorescence detection, and instrumentation development during my graduate work in the Chemistry Department at Stanford. However, I knew nothing about nucleic acids and the emerging field of molecular biology, and hoped to remedy that shortcoming as a postdoctor. In short order, I found myself working long hours at the tedious business of DNA sequencing. This gave me a great appreciation of its laborious nature, and spurred my interest in attempting automation of the process. Over the course of some months, colleagues and I developed the basic idea of 4-dye fluorescence-based DNA sequencing, and I undertook the successive challenges of developing a chemical means for tagging the DNA molecules, selecting a set of four appropriate spectrally resolved fluorophores, designing and building a prototype instrument, and obtaining the first proof-of-principle data demonstrating the concept. The work was published in Nature in 1986, and the first commercial instrument was sold by Applied Biosystems in 1987. Over the ensuing 20 years, very substantial investments by both the public and private sectors led to the evolution of these instruments into the powerful workhorses that we see today. These machines were the engine behind the success of the Human Genome Project and the concomitant transformation of biology into "information science" that we are undergoing today.

ONLINE SPE-LC-MS FOR ULTRATRACE ANALYSIS OF ANTIBIOTICS IN RIVER AND GROUND WATER
=================================================================================
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Endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs) are suspected of interfering with the endocrine systems of humans and wildlife. They cause adverse health effects like cancer, behavioral changes, or reproductive abnormalities in mammals, fish, and other species. Typical EDC compounds are common pharmaceuticals such as antibiotics. They are of special importance because their presence in the aquatic environment is also a potential cause for antibiotic resistance. The concentrations of these compounds in environmental samples are usually very low, that is, in the microgram/L scale (ppb to ppt range) which makes significant enrichment prior to a subsequent analysis mandatory.

An instrumental online SPE-LC-MS solution for the analysis of selected antibiotics in aqueous matrices like river water or ground water is presented. It comprises a sample cleanup and preconcentration procedure combined with high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) for the separation, and mass spectrometry (MS) for detection with highest sensitivity and selectivity. The sample preparation step is performed using online solid phase extraction (online SPE). The intended system is fully automated and operated under single-point software control. The high performance of the system is demonstrated by analyzing a selection of representative antibiotics, mostly of the tetracycline and macrocyclic types.

PRECONCENTRATION AND SEPARATION OF CR(III) AND CR(VI) USING SAWDUST AS A SORBENT
================================================================================
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A simple inexpensive method based on solid phase extraction (SPE) on sawdust from *Cedrus deodara* has been developed for the speciation of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) in environmental water samples. Because different exchange capacities were observed for the two forms of chromium at different pH---Cr(III) was selectively retained at pH 3 to 4 whereas Cr(VI) was retained at pH 1---complete separation of the two forms of chromium is possible. Retained species were eluted with 2.5 mL 0.1 mol L^−1^ HCl and 0.1 mol L^−1^ NaOH. Detection limits of 0.05 and 0.04 *μ*g mL^−1^ were achieved for Cr(III) and Cr(VI), respectively, with enrichment factors of 100 and 80. Recovery was quantitative using 250 mL sample volume for Cr(III) and 200 mL for Cr(VI). Different kinetic and thermodynamic properties that affect sorption of the chromium species on the sawdust were also determined. Metal ion concentration was measured as the Cr(VI)-diphenylcarbazide complex by UV-visible spectroscopy. The method was successfully applied for speciation of chromium in environmental and industrial water samples.

OPTIMIZATION OF ANTIBODY-CONJUGATED MAGNETIC NANOPARTICLES FOR IMMUNOASSAYS
===========================================================================
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Biosensors based on antibody recognition have been used for monitoring biological targets for clinical, environmental, and homeland security and food analysis. However, these devices suffer from poor limits of detection for some certain pathogens. We have developed antibody-modified magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) to improve their performance. The MNPs are iron oxides and are coated with silica. These particles were then conjugated with fluorescently labeled antibodies that were fluorescently labeled with Alex647. The antibody-conjugated MNPs (Alex647-chick-MNP) were used in a direct immunoassay binding format, and the assay was evaluated by measuring the Alex647-chick-MNPs bound to antichick IgG-modified slides. The Alex647-chick-MNP binding to the slides was optimized by altering the nanoparticle composition, surface modification, and concentration conditions. These prepared samples were evaluated using the NRL array biosensor to monitor the immunoassay under flow conditions. This study demonstrates the proof of concept and successful optimization of MNPs labeled with fluorescent proteins used simultaneously for target concentration and detection.

LAB-ON-CHIP BIOSENSOR FOR GLUCOSE BASED ON A PACKED IMMOBILIZED ENZYME REACTOR
==============================================================================
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In this work, the development of a packed immobilized enzyme reactor (IMER) and its integration to a capillary electrophoresis microchip are described. The applied procedure involves the separation of the target analyte by capillary electrophoresis (CE), which is then coupled to a postcolumn IMER that produces H~2~O~2~. The H~2~O~2~ produced is finally detected downstream at the surface of a working electrode. Glucose was detected above 100 M by packing particles modified with glucose oxidase at the end of the separation channel. The analytical performance of the microchip-CE was demonstrated by performing the separation and detection of glucose and noradrenaline. Additions of fructose showed no effect on either the peak position or the peak magnitude of glucose. The microchip-CE-IMER was also used to quantify glucose in carbonated beverages with good agreement with other reports. The present microchip design differs from others in many aspects. First, the presented design allows performing analysis with or without the enzyme-coated particles. Second, the presented microchip can detect different analytes just by changing the material used to pack the IMER. By packing modified particles at the end of the separation channel, the challenge of controlling the position and the size of the patch of immobilized enzymes is also avoided. Additionally, because of the larger surface area of particles, larger amounts of enzyme can be immobilized. Furthermore, the use of packed IMERs allows the use of any substrate material to fabricate the chip, and the enzyme is easily replaceable if activity is lost.

This project was financially supported by The University of Texas at San Antonio. L. Blanes and C. L. do Lago also thank FAPESP and CNPq for the scholarship granted.

OPTIMIZATION OF LASER-BASED SAMPLING AND IMMUNOLABELING FOR SINGLE-CELL ANALYSIS BY CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS
=============================================================================================================
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Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a powerful tool capable of high-resolution separations of analytes from small volume samples. Due to the small diameters of capillary which are available and the high detection sensitivity of laser-induced fluorescence detection systems, this technique is well suited for single-cell analysis. However, in order to apply this tool towards cellular analysis, several hurdles must be overcome. First, cells must be sampled in a manner which will not affect the signaling state of analytes in the cell; second, analytes must be fluorescently labeled for detection.

We have assembled a CE system with laser-induced fluorescence detection. This system has been coupled with a pulsed YVO~4~ nanosecond laser for rapid cell lysis (sub-milli-second). We have further characterized the cell sampling efficiency of this technique with varying laser parameters using GFP-transfected cells. Optimal GFP sampling was obtained at low laser pulse energies (*P* = .057, 2 *μ*J versus 9 *μ*J) focused directly under the cell (*P* = .055 versus 10 *μ*m offset in the *xy* plane), resulting in a sampling efficiency of 0.67 ± 0.08. Fluorescent immunolabeling of target proteins is currently being investigated as a labeling strategy. We are currently in the process of optimizing conditions for separations of antibody-analyte complexes using several different capillary coatings including acrylamide, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, and polybrene/poly(vinyl sulfonate) coatings as well as various electrophoretic buffers. With high-resolution separation of antibody and antibody-analyte complex, it will be possible to perform sensitive analysis of proteins in single cells.

PARALLEL MONITORING OF CELLULAR SECRETIONS ON A MICROFLUIDIC CHIP
=================================================================
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The use of microfluidic systems for cellular studies has been greatly advanced by the creation of devices for high throughput and parallel analyses. When compared to single-sample microchips for biological analysis, parallel microfluidic systems greatly increase the speed at which experiments can be performed and datasets completed. A 15-sample microfluidic chip has been developed for continuous monitoring of hormone secretion from live cells using electrophoretic immunoassays. On the chip, perfusate from pancreatic islets is mixed online with immunoassay reagents. After \~2 minutes of reaction time, the reaction mixture is analyzed by capillary electrophoresis with fluorescence detection. Parallel fluorescence detection (typically achieved with complicated laser scanning devices) was performed using a standard fluorescence microscope and CCD camera. The system has a 1 nM LOD for insulin. It can record 15 immunoassays every 10 seconds, and has an RSD of concentration determination of less than 1% for a single channel. The sensitivity is sufficient to monitor insulin release with 10-second temporal resolution from 15 islets simultaneously. The chip produced reproducible insulin secretion plots, showing a basal secretion rate RSD of 9% between 15 islets.

This microdevice has been tested on real-world samples by analyzing insulin secretion from genetically modified islets. In these experiments, the 15-sample chip was used to examine the insulin secretion properties of islets from mice lacking leptin receptors in the pancreas. It was found that the leptin receptor knockout mice had higher overall rates of insulin secretion than control islets, as well as no response from exposure to leptin (which was found to inhibit insulin secretion in control islets). While only two experiments were required with the 15-sample chip in this study, 22 would have been needed using a single-sample device. Additional experiments examined islet response to BSA and GLP-1.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUTOMATED HIGHTHROUGHPUT MICROFLUIDIC DEVICE FOR THE STUDY OF SINGLE-CELL KINASE ACTIVITY
===========================================================================================================
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A microfluidic device is being developed to analyze kinase enzyme activity at the single-cell level to elucidate the role these enzymes play in various intracellular signaling transduction pathways. Microfluidic devices are well-suited to address single-cell assays because of their ability to precisely manipulate the subpicoliter volume contained within a cell. The research to date involves the development of a new microfluidic network capable of rapidly trapping and lysing individual cells. The cells are pulled from a flow stream and trapped at the top of a separation channel using pressure in a modified patch-clamp technique. The trapped cell is then rapidly lysed using a voltage pulse which, when sufficiently high, causes permanent disruption of the cellular membrane. The cellular contents are electrophoretically injected into the separation channel where separation and detection of the desired intracellular compounds occur. To study kinase activity, membrane-permeable fluorescently labeled reporter peptides that are substrates for specific kinase enzymes of interest have been developed. The resulting intracellular fluorescently tagged substrate and product formed through kinase enzyme modification can be separated and detected on-chip in less than six seconds, providing a qualitative assessment of the kinase activity within each cell. The rapid cell lysis and separation capabilities of the device will allow for the analysis of at least 10 cells per minute per separation channel. This provides at least a 1000-fold increase in throughput as compared to the current technique for studying single-cell kinase activity.

AUTOMATION OF SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC TITRATIONS
===========================================
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Today, spectrophotometric titrations are widely used by inorganic chemists to determine metal-ligand stoichiometries and formation constants. Unfortunately, a laborious mix and measure approach are used almost universally with no attempt at continuous titrant addition. Experimental control, data acquisition, and data analysis are the hallmarks of method automation. For spectrophotometric titrations, the use of a modern instrument with a fiber optic probe and CCD array detector, together with addition of a syringe pump, solves most control and acquisition issues. Data analysis remains, but, as will be shown, there are a rich titration theory and software technology to draw upon. Developing algorithms and using multivariable curve-fitting to extract information, therefore, become quite feasible.

Example studies used to illustrate the versatility of this automated approach were titrations of eriochrome black T with Mg2+, 1, 10-phenanthroline with Fe2+, and 1 and 10-phenanthroline with Cu2+. Algorithms appropriate for each reaction were developed using the mathematical software Maple. Commercially available software was then used to fit algorithms to titration data and to assess the quality of their fit by means of a point-by-point comparison of data(measured)---data(fit). Formation constants obtained were in good agreement with literature values. Interesting details of stepwise reaction profiles were apparent in contours of these automated titration curves. For Cu2+, changing the roles of titrant and analyte also reverses the order of the reaction steps. All in all, a lot was learned from reactions occurring in small vessels taking only minutes to perform.

A CONTINUOUS FLOW MICROFLUIDIC REACTOR FOR GENE EXPRESSION ANALYSIS AND QUANTIFICATION AT THE SINGLE-MOLECULE LEVEL
===================================================================================================================
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Messenger RNA (mRNA) is an important biomarker for gene expression analysis. MMP-7 and MMP-9 mRNAs are two extensively investigated targets, which have significant clinical value for early detection of colorectal cancers. In conventional approaches, low abundant mRNA molecules are reverse-transcribed followed by amplification through PCR (RT-PCR) to generate enough copy numbers for further interrogation. In this research, the time-consuming PCR step is eliminated, and the mRNA molecules are directly quantified using an allele-specific ligase detection reaction (LDR) via single-pair FRET assay. The mRNA isolated from whole cells was captured in solid phase and reverse-transcribed into its complementary DNA (cDNA). A pair of primers were designed that were based on the sequence of the target cDNA strands, and were end-labeled with Cy5 (donor) and Cy5.5 (acceptor). In the presence of target cDNA, these two primers will join together in an LDR to form a molecular beacon. The two dyes in the molecular beacon were brought in close proximity to undergo fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). A continuous flow microfluidic reactor was designed and fabricated using a PMMA substrate to carry out the LDR. This microfluidic device possessed serpentine channels to allow denaturing and thermal ligation to take place in a sequential process in different isothermal zones. The resulting molecule beacons were examined using a laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) system, and the captured mRNAs could be directly counted at the single-molecule level to achieve quantitative information required to read out the expression level of these targets.

IDENTIFICATION AND EXAMINATION OF THERMAL DEGRADATION PRODUCTS OF PHARMACEUTICALS BY HPLC-TOF-MS
================================================================================================
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During the development of new drug substance and drug formulations, there are a number of important chemical and physical questions that must be answered in order to satisfy FDA regulations. Many of these are related to the stability of a new drug, and require a detailed evaluation of potential degradation products as well as elucidation of decomposition mechanisms. HPLC coupled to high-resolution mass spectrometer (TOF-MS) has emerged as a practical approach for detecting and identifying unknown degradation products. High mass accuracy, around 5 ppm, allows for molecular formula determinations with the help of special system tools, and potential structures may be revealed through available formula database searching. High full mass range sensitivity permits the detection of degradation products to very low levels. In addition, TOF-MS is capable of producing accurate isotopic ratios, and therefore reducing the number of possible compounds significantly by eliminating those having nonmatching isotopic ratios.

In the current work, an HPLC-UV-MS method has been developed for studying the high-temperature degradation of indomethacin and mefenamic acids. Indomethacin mainly undergoes thermal degradation by cleavage of the amide bond and loss of the carboxyl group, whereas mefenamic acid primarily degrades via loss of water and the carboxyl group. The current talk considers optimization of both the HPLC separation and API ionization conditions, and the identification of major degradation products is based on exact molecular weight, isotopic ratios, and fragment ion information. The degradation samples were analyzed under different chromatographic conditions (e.g., eluent additives, binary composition, and pH), ionization methods (ESI and APCI), and detection modes (positive and negative ion spectra).

COMPREHENSIVE SELENIUM SPECIATION ANALYSIS OF SELENIUM-ENRICHED SAMPLES THROUGH LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY-PARTICLE BEAM/MASS SPECTROMETRY
=====================================================================================================================================
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Garlic has long been utilized in the Asiatic and western cultures as a prophylactic and therapeutic medical agent. Nowadays, it is known for its potential anticarcinogenic and antioxidative properties due to the presence of various selenium species. On the other hand, onion is also considered to provide health benefits in the prevention of some diseases. Garlic and onions are known to be bioaccumulators of selenium. The most abundant selenospecies determined in garlic and onions are selenomethionine, γ-glutamyl-Se-methyl-seleno-cysteine, and seleno-methyl-Se-cysteine. Presented here is the comprehensive speciation of organic and inorganic selenium species, via liquid chromatography-particle beam/mass spectrometry (LC-PB/MS) using electron impact (EI) and glow discharge (GD) as ionization sources, towards the analysis and characterization of selenium-enriched green onion.

The separations of the selenium species from standard solutions (sodium selenate, sodium selenite, selenomethionine, selenocystine, and Se-methyl-selenocysteine) and selenium-enriched green onion extract were carried out by reversed-phase chromatography using a gradient elution system of water-methanol-trifluoroacetic acid with an analysis time of less than 20 minutes. Initially, the course of the separation was followed by measuring the absorbance at 210 and 254 nm. Evaluation of the EI source (electron energy and source block temperature) and the GD source (discharge pressure and current) parameters was performed to determine the optimal operating conditions by monitoring the analytes\' intensities and the fragmentation patterns. The analytes eluting from the chromatographic column undergo nebulization, followed by aerosol desolvation and ionization of dry analyte particles reaching the ionization source. The GD and EI processes yield mass spectra which reflect the chemical species eluting from the column. The GD ion source provides EI-like molecular fragmentation of the eluting compounds, allowing spectral library comparison (when available). Analytical response characteristics were obtained for each of the selenium species, and detection limits on the single-nanogram level were achieved. LC-PB/MS approach with the versatile interchangeable EI/GD sources provides comprehensive speciation analysis of the selenium species; therefore, it is believed to be applicable for the study of fundamental metabolic studies.

ASSESSMENT OF A NEW ANALYTICAL APPROACH FOR REAL-TIME MEASUREMENT OF GLUTAMATE AND NITRIC OXIDE INTERACTIONS IN VIVO
====================================================================================================================
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Although microdialysis perfusion is a routine technique for studying many analytes in the ECF, it suffers from two important drawbacks. It has poor temporal resolution (typically several minutes) usually dictated by the analysis time, and is limited to those compounds that are not actively metabolized in the extracellular space and remain fairly stable during the collection period, thus making it difficult to measure molecules such as nitric oxide.

Recently, a novel instrument (BioStat) using digital signal processing technology was coupled with the newest generation of analyte-specific implantable electrodes to provide an approach with high temporal resolution and specificity.

Presented here is an assessment of such a system. Electrodes specific for either NO (100 and 600 micron tip diameters, 2 mm active length, hydrophobic membrane type, held at +865 mV relative to Ag/AgCl) or glutamate (180 micron tip diameter, 1 mm active length, biosensor type, held at +600 mV relative to Ag/AgCl) were implanted in the hippocampus (from Bregma (mm): AP −5.0; LR 5.0: DV −7.0) of chloral hydrate anesthetized rats. Under in vitro conditions, sensors were shown to remain stable (2% drift over 3 hours and 12% over 4.5 hours) for more than 12 hours. Once implanted, sensor response remained stable for the duration of experiments (2-3 hours). Sensitivity in vitro was approximately 262 pAmps/nM for NO and 245 pAmps/microM for glutamate.

The response at the nitric oxide electrode was shown to decrease following IP injection of the nNOS-specific inhibitor 7-nitroindazole (200 mg/kg in corn oil) by 21% after 42 minutes and 77% after a second administration (100 mg/kg). No effect on the NO electrode response was seen from IP and IV administration of L-Arg or L-NAME. The glutamate sensor showed a low and less than expected change in response following IP administration of kainic acid (13 mg/kg). Interaction between hippocampal NO and glutamate was further examined pharmacologically.

BIOMOLECULAR INTERACTION ANALYSIS BY USING QCM WITH SEPARATE MONITORING SYSTEM OF MASS LOAD AND VISCOUS LOAD
============================================================================================================
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The piezoelectric quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is a highly sensitive mass-measuring device on a surface, and has been used as a biosensor in aqueous solutions with its properties of nonlabel and real-time monitoring. Applications of QCM instruments cover wide range of research fields such as protein-protein interaction, protein-DNA interaction, material-biomolecule interaction, and material evaluations. In some cases (e.g., protein samples dissolved in highly viscous solution such as glycerol), viscous loading significantly affected signal of mass load of protein adsorption on a QCM. Recently, we succeeded to develop the separate monitoring system of mass load and viscous load by using frequency *F*2 measurement of QCM. In this study, we demonstrated some applications by using this system, such as viscous solution-dissolved protein adsorption, ethanol-dissolved molecule adsorption, cation-dependent DNA conformation change, and temperature-dependent conformation change of polymer materials. We could analyze these reactions that were complicated by using conventional QCM system; these results can expand the possibility of QCM instruments as biosensors (see [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Measurements of glycerol-dissolved ovalbumin adsorption by using QCM. Δ*F*2; adsorbed amount of ovalbumin only, Δ(*F*1 − *F*2)/2; viscous load of glycerol, Δ*Fs*; adsorbed amount of ovalbumin + viscous load of glycerol.](JAMMC2008-502953.007){#fig7}

FLOW INJECTION CHEMILUMINESCENCE DETERMINATION OF HYDROQUINONE
==============================================================
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A new sensitive and selective flow injection chemiluminescence method for the determination of hydroquinone over the range of 1.1 × 10^−7^--5 × 10^−6^ M will be described. The method is based on chemiluminescence emission during the oxidation of hydroquinone by potassium persulfate in alkaline medium. Interference was considered, and some cations in reaction increase or decrease chemiluminescence intensity. Method development includes optimization of reagent concentrations and flow conditions. Detection limit is 4.5 × 10 ^−8^. The method also has good selectivity. The method is simple, fast, selective, and precise.

RAPID ANALYSIS OF MELAMINE AND RELATED COMPOUNDS IN PET FOOD USING ULTRA PERFORMANCE LC
=======================================================================================
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The recent pet food contamination incident in North America highlights the need for conclusive and rapid analyses of melamine and its metabolites (ammeline, ammelide, and cyanuric acids) in pet food, animal feed, and tissue samples. As documented in the Washington Post of May 7 (2007), an unknown number of cats and dogs in USA became ill or died from eating certain brands of pet food. This resulted in the recall of millions of pounds\' pet food. The formation of sharp melamine-cyanuric acid crystals in the kidneys of animals which consumed the tainted pet food was found to be the probable cause of illness, in some cases leading to death. This outbreak has fueled the latest public outcry for increased, accurate, and rapid analytical food safety testing among manufacturers and government regulatory agencies. Confirming the widespread nature of this contamination, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reported that melamine was found in wheat gluten and rice protein concentrated in USA, all imported from China and intended for use in pet food. Melamine contamination has also been found in animal feed causing concern about migration of these products into the human food supply.

Here, we show the use of Ultra Performance LC with PDA and MS detection to quantitate melamine and the associated compounds of ammeline, ammelide, and cyanuric acids with a runtime of less than 2 minutes. A simple sample preparation procedure applicable to many pet food matrices is illustrated.

OPTIMIZATION OF A HEADSPACE-SPME-GC-ECD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF CHLOROANISOLES IN WINE AND CORKS
=================================================================================================
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"Cork taint"---a musty-mouldy off-odor---represents one of the most serious problems in the wine industry. 2,4,6-Trichloroanisole (TCA), along with other compounds, is known to be responsible for this effect. The wine industry is losing about \$100 million annually in USA alone, due to TCA problems. The problem could be in the billions of dollars worldwide. For this purpose, the present work reports an optimized method based on headspace solid phase microextraction (HS-SPME) followed by gas chromatographic (GC) separation and electron capture detection (ECD) for rapid TCA determination. The method was validated after a lawsuit has been filed against a stopper manufacturing firm, claiming that the agglomerate corks have ruined 80 000 liters of red wine with a retail value of more than \$2500000.

The best analytical conditions were obtained using 15 minutes of incubation time (60°C) with a polydimethylsiloxane 100 *μ*m (PDMS) fiber, and 10 minutes of extraction time (250°C) following a GC separation in a DB-Wax column. The quantification limits were 4 ng/g of cork and 1 ng/L of wine. The optimized method showed good sample throughput, and TCA values ranging within 23--294 ng/L were obtained in the samples (the aroma detection threshold of TCA in wine has been determined as ranging from 1.4 to 4 ng/L, depending on wine type).

This method is a real solution for screening of oak chips/shavings prior to use, and may reduce the risk of wines becoming contaminated with chloroanisoles.

VITAMIN C ANALYSIS BY AUTOMATED DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY
===================================================
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As a nutrient, vitamin C (L-ascorbate or ascorbic acid) daily requirements are a matter of ongoing debate. However, it is an important nutrient for higher primates playing an essential role as a cofactor for some enzymatic metabolic reactions and also as an important antioxidant protecting against oxidative stress. Ascorbic acid is manufactured internally by almost all organisms except humans; so it is an essential additive to the human diet and has become one of the biggest food additives in the food and beverage industries. Nutritional labeling requirements state that vitamin C content must be stated in terms of % daily requirment contained in the product per serving which requires manufacturers to quantitatively analyze the level contained or added to their products. Historically, this determination was performed by high-performanc liquid chromatography or a less accurate titration.

Ascorbic acid can now be quickly and accurately determined in a variety of juice products and food matrices utilizing discrete technology and an enzymatic process which selectively isolates L-ascorbic acid. The first step involves ascorbic acid and other reducing agents (x-H2) assayed quantitatively through a rapid five-minute reduction of the tetrazolium salt MTT to a formazan in the presence of an electron carrier. The formazan itself is what can be photometrically recorded in the visible range at 578 nm. The second step isolates L-ascorbic acid by an enzymatic reaction which selectively removes the ascorbic acid from the sample after which another photometric reading is taken and subtracted from the total reducing substances.

The completely automated analysis occurs in less than 17 minutes with little to no sample preparation. Six to twelve reactions occur simultaneously as the instrument utilizes micro 12-cell cuvettes and is a continuous feed system.

ENHANCED FLAVOR CHARACTERIZATION OF FOOD SAMPLES THROUGH HIGHLY SENSITIVE AUTOMATED HEAD SPACE ANALYSIS
=======================================================================================================
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Different analytical methods and instrumentation for the determination of volatile components in foods and beverages are available, and many of them are based on the reconcentration of the head space before the injection into a capillary column. The aim is to increase the sensitivity for the minor components, usually the most interesting ones, for the characterization of the volatile fraction of food samples. The volatile compounds responsible for the typical aroma of foods often characterize the quality profile of the product, and their identification and quantitation allow to determine possible adulteration or contamination.

To detect and recognize the volatile components present in the matrix, a suitable instrumentation is required for a reproducible head space transfer to the analytical column and for an appropriate detection. A multidetection system (MS and GC detectors) is advisable for a selective identification of the targets.

A deeper insight into a complex flavor composition is also possible by coupling the headspace sampling technique with a comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatographic system (GC × GC), taking advantage of its enhanced separation power.

The presentation will demonstrate the benefits of using a robotic autosampler for both the injection of large amount of head space vapors and for handling the solid phase microextraction (SPME) device for an automated extraction and reconcentration of the volatile components.

To maximize the sensitivity and the chromatographic performance, both sampling techniques have been coupled with a Cold Trap placed inside the GC oven in order to reconcentrate and reinject the volatile components in a narrow band, permitting the use of highly efficient narrow bore capillary columns.

The presentation will describe the chromatographic systems and methods used for the quality characterization of edible oils and beverages, showing examples of head space analysis of drinking water and white wine.

IN VIVO TESTING OF THE IONOPHORE-BASED SLIVER SENSOR FOR REAL-TIME MONITORING OF METABOLIC STATUS
=================================================================================================
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The sliver sensor consists of a miniature array of sensing capsules that change color in response to concentrations of different analytes such as H+, Na+, K+, glucose, and potentially other metabolites. The sliver resides in the interstitial fluid in the dermis, where it remains visible from outside the skin. Extensive in vitro testing has shown that the device responds to sudden concentration changes within 5 minutes and that diffuse reflectance measured with a CCD camera can be used to determine the respective concentrations. Initial in vivo studies proved that the sliver sensor is biocompatible for at least a month. In this work, we have tested if color of the sensing capsules in the dermis can be reconstructed from CCD recordings made outside the skin. Results of in vivo tests on color reconstruction and concentration determination will be reported in this presentation.

INTELLIGENT AND RELIABLE IDENTIFICATION OF CHROMATOGRAPHIC PEAKS
================================================================
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Column aging as well as other instrumental and chemical effects can cause chromatographic retention times to vary from their original values. Various approaches have been used to compensate for these effects including changing instrument parameters and using reference peaks to adjust the target retention times. None of these conventional approaches can adjust both the retention time targets and timed peak processing events on the chromatogram where the deviations occur, and some involve modifications of experimental conditions that can cause unexpected deviations from optimum separation conditions.

Galaxie\'s SmartTimeUpdate is a novel approach applicable to both gas chromatography (GC) and liquid chromatography (HPLC), which uses traditional reference peaks to automatically correct both retention times and peak processing timed events without any need to alter instruments\' parameters. When reference peak times have shifted, both the timed events\' table and the peak detection table are automatically modified resulting in peak processing parameters that can accurately process the new chromatograms. In [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, when the chromatogram retention times have shifted, the original times for events are incorrect and the corrected times produce proper peak processing. Systematic changes in retention times can be tracked as systematic alterations in peak processing events. If normal retention time variations are of the same order of magnitude as the systematic changes, SmartTimeUpdates can be scaled to shift peak times and timed events a fraction of the measured change, therefore preventing overcompensation of the time shift.

With OnPeak events which start and stop peak processing events when peaks are detected and therefore compensate for peak shape changes, Galaxie with SmartTimeUpdates can compensate for any changes in chromatographic peak characteristics.

![](JAMMC2008-502953.008){#fig8}

ADVANTAGES OF CONDUCTING A LABORATORY AUTOMATION NEEDS\' ASSESSMENT
===================================================================
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Many laboratories could greatly benefit from laboratory automation and a laboratory information management system (LIMS) needs\' assessment. Subject matter experts trained in laboratory automation and LIMS can provide an unbiased observation of the laboratories\' current operations and make suggestions for process and automation improvements. In many laboratories, the in-house team members may be too close to the process or may not be familiar with the various tools or technologies that are available or the best approach to deployment. Subject matter experts will have first-hand experience with the automation tools, techniques, and an understanding of the return on investment (ROI) for many of the new technologies, and can help laboratories decide on the best approach to remain competitive and to be leaders in their market segment.

Technologies include hardware and software advancements from virtual servers to wireless data transmission or scanning, automated label printing, instrument integration, accessing data securely in real time via the Internet, automated reporting, automated quality control alerts, automated scheduling, automatic e-mail alerts, SPC chart reports, pdf reports, electronic data deliverables (EDDs), and many additional automation tools and technologies.

This talk will focus on the key factors of performing a laboratory automation evaluation (which utilizes checklists, interviews, and a review of the current infrastructure) and the final output from such an evaluation that will consist of a final laboratory assessment report. This final report will serve as the basis for the laboratory evaluating the recommendations of the subject mater expert. This report can also serve as the automation blueprint for increasing laboratory productivity, efficiency, data quality, and in some industries regulatory compliance.

HOW SECURE IS YOUR DATA?
========================
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CSols, Inc., 131 Continental Drive, Suite 303, Newark, DE 19713, USA

How secure is the data on your PC, on your corporate network, on a laptop, on a USB drive, burned to CD/DVD? When you receive data in electronic form in the post, shipping service, e-mail, and so forth, who did really send it? Has it been read or modified in transit? How do you protect the data you send out so that it cannot be read or modified except by the intended recipient?

In this presentation, the author will discuss how encryption technology can be used to answer these questions. The presentation will discuss the fundamentals of selected encryption techniques, and will cover commercially available and open source software tools to implement data security in the laboratory.

ADVANCED AUTOMATED REPORTING TECHNIQUES
=======================================
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National Instruments, 11500 Mopac, Austin, TX 78759, USA

In many laboratory systems, the reporting element of a system can be an afterthought of the initial design. This can lead to poor reporting of the data or large amounts of time dedicated to the manual creation of reports. We make a large investment on the tools needed to collect data and results, and therefore we should also invest on clear reporting of these results.

This session will cover techniques and tools for reporting data collected in the lab. We will look at different approaches and tools that can be used to automate the reporting of results as well as covering how to make templates in commonly used formats for sharing results with other interested parties. By taking the time to implement an automated system for professional reporting, you can make the most of the investment in your data.

IDENTIFICATION METHOD FOR POTENTIAL PEPTIDE BIOMARKERS FROM SUB-MICRO-LITER BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES USING MALDI-TOF-MS
=================================================================================================================
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The identification of disease biomarkers may be helpful in understanding pathological mechanisms or for diagnostics. One of the most powerful methods for peptides and proteins\' biomarker detection is mass spectrometry. Recently, we have presented a technique for enhancing peptide detection using MALDI-TOF-MS from biological fluids with a sub-micro-liter dialysis device and microspotting technique. However, the discovery of possible biomarkers is a time-consuming task due to the complexity of the obtained mass spectra. To address the complexity, a MATLAB algorithm is developed for finding more or less abundant peptide peaks in mass spectra of vitreous collected from control or experimental patients. The mass spectra of 500 nL human vitreous samples from diabetic-related eye disorder patients (proliferative diabetic retinopathy, PDR) and epiretinal membrane (control) patients were collected following protein removal with dialysis and microspot blotting. The spectra were aligned using SpectAlign (version 2.3). The MATLAB algorithm subtracts control spectra from disease spectra giving *m* × *n* difference spectra, where *m* is the number of disease spectra and *n* is the number of control spectra. The more abundant peaks are represented as peaks, and the less abundant peaks are represented as dips in the difference MS. The sample input spectra were divided into varying mass windows depending on the MS resolution to give approximately one peak per window. The individual windows were counted for a peak or dip from all possible difference spectra and displayed as a frequency histogram. Criteria are applied to the frequency histogram to determine potential up- and downregulated peptides. After analyzing mass spectra from 9 PDR samples and 9 controls, 10 peaks were found to be more abundant relative to controls, and 4 peptide peaks were found to be less abundant in more than 50% of the difference spectra. The MATLAB result was confirmed by individual analysis of spectra. Overall, this algorithm demonstrates the ability to easily interpret possible peptide biomarkers from complex MALDI mass spectra.

DECONVOLVING GC-MS DATA USING FUNCTIONAL DATA METHODS
=====================================================
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The value of using tabulated GC retention data and mass spectral libraries for determining the presence of target compounds in a sample (i.e., detection) is well established. Isolation of spectra not present in the target mass spectral library for nontarget compounds present in the sample is much less well developed. This paper starts by viewing the problem of spectral deconvolution and isolation as a statistical hypothesis testing problem in a general function space with a defined inner-product. Placed in this context, isolation of unspecified spectra resembles singular value decomposition in the function space similar to principal component analysis. In this framework, the role of machine-to-machine variability, sample-to-sample variability, and scan-to-scan variability enters into the methods of detection and identification in a consistent probabilistic manner. This paper presents the basics of this approach and illustrates its application to chemical agent simulants and toxic industrial chemicals. The resulting methodology is compared with commonly used deconvolution methods. We emphasize the ability of the method to isolate unspecified mass spectra in the presence of known library mass spectra for further examination.

EFFICIENT USE OF PEPTIDE MAPPING FOR CHARACTERIZING NATIVE PROTEIN STRUCTURE AND STRUCTURAL VARIANTS
====================================================================================================
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High-resolution chromatography, accurate mass LC-MS, and software tools have been combined to more efficiently correlate peptide maps with protein structure. HPLC is the established first step in deducing structure from these fragments because differences in sequence yield chromatographically separate peaks. The resolution can be enhanced by applying UPLC separation principles to the peptide mixtures. HPLC and UPLC peptide maps will be compared. The optimized chromatography still requires confirmation of peak identity and purity; so it is useful to couple the separation to the exact mass measurements, which is possible with an oa-ToF mass spectrometer. Peptides can be identified based on molecular weight, and coelutions can be detected. This additional information links the chromatographic pattern to the structure of the protein. At the same time, the comparison of the HPLC and UPLC separations shows an improvement in the utility of the MS because the peptide spectra are simpler and easier to interpret when more completely resolved samples are introduced into the MS. Complete interpretation of complex LC/MS chromatograms with accurate mass measurement is time-consuming and labor-intensive. New specialized software has been developed for these large datasets. The peaks are detected by the Apex3D algorithm to deconvolute multiply-charged ions and combine isotopes. These processed data are matched to the structural features of the proteins with rigorous comparison and search algorithms. The combination of UPLC, orthogonal acceleration (oa-TOF MS), and advanced software acts synergistically to improve the interpretation of peptide maps.

MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES IN MASS SPECTROMETRY: AUTOMATED INTERPRETATION OF MASS SPECTRA IN PHARMACEUTICAL ANALYSIS
=====================================================================================================================
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Automation of the mass spectrum interpretation is essential to achieve a high-throughput mass spectrometry-coupled chromatographic qualitative analysis. The depth of the spectrum interpretation is highly correlated to the accuracy of the classification. Nowadays data-dependent acquisition techniques allow the users to obtain automatic tandem mass spectra besides the molecular ion information in HPLC-MS. Unfortunately, the MS/MS spectral libraries have some severe problems and are certainly unusable when analyzing new compounds.

HPLC-MS/MS spectra---especially those obtained in ion trap instruments---show a rather simplified pattern when compared to classical electron impact spectra, mainly due to much lower excitation energies and the dominance of the closed-shell ions in the fragmentation processes. Characteristic fragment peaks within a certain compound family of drug-like small molecules make the human mass spectrum interpretation easy and straightforward. The aim of the present work is to provide an algorithm and a software tool that performs a human-like interpretation of mass spectral peaks of small molecules; therefore it can be embedded in an automatic qualitative analysis process with the aid of the pharmaceutical preparative chemistry.

The input of the algorithm consists of pairs of structures and mass spectra, while the output is a series of numbers representing the likelihood of the matches. The human interpretation is imitated with a combined usage of an automated probabilistic rule induction technique and small artificial neural networks. An abstract definition of the fragmentation rules is provided. The rule induction part extracts fragmentation rules from positive training samples within the studied compound families, while the neural network is trained to achieve a reasonable classification of the positive and negative "hits." An example of the above algorithm is presented, along with the application in routine pharmaceutical qualitative analysis.

LABORATORY INFORMATICS SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT DECISIONS: WHAT IS BEST FOR YOU?
=========================================================================
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Many laboratory information systems (e.g., LIMS and chromatography data systems) are classically deployed using a client/server paradigm. Recently, vendors of many laboratory informatics software products have offered deployment choices ranging from classical to novel ones. In addition to the classical ones, these include terminal services (Citrix) and Web-based (Internet Explorer) services. These technologies provide different levels of connectivity and advantages, one versus the other.

In this presentation, the author will discuss the benefits and drawbacks of each deployment choice and will explore the feasibility of single deployment choices versus multiple choice deployments.

NEW FUNCTIONALITY IN SOFTWARE FOR LAB MANAGERS
==============================================
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Laboratories have huge investments in their assets: facility, staff, instruments, and equipment. These assets must be maintained in a fashion that makes them always ready, that is, ready to go online and support the process or to analyze it. In this vein, established proactive maintenance programs are imperative. Proactive maintenance programs also fill compliance requirements of licensing agencies.

TimeKeeper America (TKA) software is an asset management tool. TKA provides demonstrations of compliance to an auditor. Proactive maintenance monitoring programs are NELAP-requirement proactive maintenance programs that help insure that when samples are logged into a laboratory the facility, the staff, and the instruments and equipment are fully prepared for analysis. This in turn helps insure that data generated will be highly reliable. TKA also contains a demonstration of capability section. This subprogram can also be used to demonstrate calibration of equipment such as balances, viscometers, and autopipetters. Another feature of TKA is a chemical inventory section.

Unique features of the program include a "look ahead scheduler." Color-coded pop-up messages give advanced notice when maintenance actions are coming due. When a maintenance act is to be performed, click on the pop-up message and link to the SOP or the manufacturer\'s maintenance manual. Completed maintenance actions are sent to a secure report generator. Reports are acceptable as legal exhibits.

LIMS-type software track samples from when they are acquired through to the final data stream and report generation. TKA completes the other half of the circle. TKA tracks the facility, staff, and instruments to insure that samples will be given the highest-quality analysis available.

IMPURITY IDENTIFICATION: MORE INFORMATION AND FAST DECISION-MAKING WITH INCREASED SAMPLING AND CONTROL
======================================================================================================
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Industrial endeavors that involve the identification of impurities are increasingly challenged to shorten development timelines. New analytical tools are constantly investigated and evaluated to provide improvements in efficiency and productivity. The combination of high-performance liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry (LC/MS) continues to be a valuable tool for the identification of trace-level impurities. Recent improvements in resolution in chromatography and mass analysis formats have generated new specifications for performance and considerations for application. Sensitivity and selectivity remain key analytical figures of merit for LC/MS platforms dedicated to trace-mixture analysis. Faster cycle times (chromatographic and mass) provide the ability to generate higher-quality data and more information in less time. Shorter analysis times provide opportunities to improve existing method development strategies, and lead to significant cost savings. Furthermore, increased levels of automated software control provide capabilities for high-throughput analysis and facile report generation. Results that demonstrate advances in LC/MS instrumentation for impurity identification will be presented. Faster analysis times, improved method development strategies, and increased flexibility will be discussed.

EVALUATION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF ACCURATE MASS, MASS RESOLUTION, AND DYNAMIC RANGE FOR IMPURITY PROFILING APPLICATIONS USING MULTISTAGE MASS SPECTROMETRY
========================================================================================================================================================
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The importance of mass accuracy, mass resolution, and wide in-scan dynamic range for MS and multistage MS/MS data is demonstrated by reviewing results obtained using a new quadrupole time of flight mass spectrometer (QTOF) with unique 4 GHz analog-to-digital acquisition electronics. Coelution of components and ion suppression can inhibit the detection of trace impurities present in the complex mixtures. Maximizing chromatographic resolution using a rapid resolution high-throughput eclipse plus C18 column (particle size of 1.8 micron) with a rapid resolution LC produces narrow peak widths (seconds). In very complex mixtures, however, compounds with the same nominal mass may still be present at the same retention time. The new 4 GHz analog-to-digital electronics along with new peak detection software enables greater resolving of these isobaric species by increasing resolving power to 10000 (\>m/z 100). The identification of low-level impurities which co-elute with high-level impurities can now be detected over a wide concentration range of \>5 orders of magnitude using a new preamplifier design. Compounds present in the complex mixtures were automatically identified using an algorithm known as molecular feature extraction. Sample comparison was completed using another algorithm known as mass profiler that makes statistical comparison of the two samples. Results showing mass accuracy over a wide dynamic range in scan and for both MS and MSMS mass spectra will be shown for several samples.

REACTION MONITORING AND IMPURITY ANALYSIS FOR DRUG SUBSTANCE SYNTHESIS
======================================================================
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Impurity profiling during drug substance development is critical for its safety, efficacy, purity, stability, and quality. When unknown process-related impurities arise, impurity identification plays an important role in deeper understanding of the process and consequently improving the quality of the drug substance. Genotoxic impurities pose significant analytical challenges. In this presentation, case studies of impurity profiling, identification, and control are reported using chromatographic separation (high-performance liquid chromatography and gas chromatography) interfaced with mass spectrometry for active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) development.

HOW TO JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE OF VERY EXPENSIVE INSTRUMENTS
=========================================================
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In these days of tight budgets and the need to provide more laboratory support with fewer resources, it has become a challenge for the lab manager to justify expensive laboratory instruments. This presentation will include a review of various types of expensive laboratory instruments, the advantages and disadvantages of purchasing them, alternatives to purchasing them, and the approach that must be taken to justify the purchase of expensive instruments.

THE IDENTIFICATION, CONFIRMATION, AND QUANTIFICATION OF ALLERGENS IN FOODS
==========================================================================
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The confirmation, detection, and quantification of protein allergens in food are important issues for food safety. Measurements in complex food matrices necessitate approaches in which the target proteins are measured in the presence of complex matrices that also contain proteins. ELISA-based methods are typically used to measure allergens in food, and these can be sensitive and specific. However, the possibility of cross-reactivity with related proteins and resultant false positive identification requires that other confirmatory techniques be available for measuring allergens. Analytical methods that yield a direct molecular signature of the target allergen protein, such as mass spectrometry, are necessary for confirmation. Several mass spectrometric approaches have been developed to address the measurement of protein allergens in food, including methods that fractionate and then enzymatically digest the target protein into characteristic peptides, followed by liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry to fragment and confirm the peptide sequence. This approach can be used to definitively identify the allergen protein. MALDI-MS/MS can also be used for confirmation. This approach is not universally applicable, however, due to the nature of some food matrices and their interference in the fractionation/digestion process. Alternative approaches under development include the use of immunoaffinity methods to extract the target analyte from the food matrix, as would be done in ELISA, followed by elution of the protein from the antibody and analysis of the protein by digestion and LC/MS/MS. The extension of all of these methods to true quantification is a difficult step, due to the need for internal standards. We have been investigating approaches for standardization, which include development of ^18^O stable labelled standards from matrix spikes as well as the use of homologous proteins to standardize the entire method.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA/ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION DUAL-SOURCE TIME-OF-FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETER FOR RAPID SPECIATION AND METALLOMIC ANALYSIS
==============================================================================================================================================================
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In recent years, the importance of chemical speciation, that is, the determination of an element amongst its various oxidation states and molecular or complex forms, has been recognized as more relevant than total elemental concentration. Although the total elemental concentration is often easier to evaluate, the bioavailability and toxicological information it yields are inherently limited. It has been demonstrated that chromatographic separation alone cannot provide sufficient qualitative information for native biological samples, due to the unknown nature of the sample. For this reason, researchers have begun employing two separate instruments to obtain the elemental and molecular information from such samples. However, employing multiple instruments for the analysis of a given sample has several disadvantages. In the work presented here, a single time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) will be described that utilizes two sources to obtain comprehensive atomic and molecular information simultaneously.

The dual-source TOFMS has been designed and constructed in our laboratory. The current arrangement for the instrument utilizes inductively coupled plasma to obtain elemental, isotopic, and quantitative information. Meanwhile, an electrospray source is operated in parallel to provide molecular information. Due to the wide mass range and high spectral generation rate of TOFMS, ions from both sources can be simultaneously sampled by a single mass analyzer to provide excellent temporal resolution of transient signals, while simultaneously simplifying peak assignment from a chromatographic separation. In addition, since only a single chromatographic separation is necessary for the atomic and molecular channels, sample requirements, preparation time, and analysis time can be significantly reduced. Results will be presented demonstrating the capability to operate both sources simultaneously.

SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE ELEMENT DETECTION BY LC-PB/HC-OES
=======================================================
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Very often, the quantification of proteins in biological systems is determined by the analysis of metals. However, by analyzing nonmetal elements present in proteins, a more qualitative picture can be formed. Phosphorus, in the form of phosphorylated sugars, is one of the most abundant nonmetal elements in proteins, and its determination can give insightful information about the regulation of cellular activities by looking at extent of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation \[[@B32]\].

Previous work in our laboratory has focused on the detection of phosphorus (219.9 nm) and carbon (193.0 nm) in proteins using liquid chromatography-particle beam/hollow cathode-optical emission spectroscopy (LC-PB/HC-OES). This technique has proven to be a viable source for detection of various proteins giving qualitative and quantitative data. The LC-PB/HC-OES system used previously consisted of a monochromator with one photomultiplier tube (PMT), requiring repeated sample analysis to gain information for multiple elements.

Our laboratory has recently developed new instrumentation for detecting multiple elements in a single-sample analysis, with LC-PB/HC-OES through the use of a high-resolution JY-5000 polychromator that has 27 PMT channels ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This technique allows simultaneous detection of nonmetal and metal elements in proteins, therefore, acquiring quantitative and qualitative data present to determine specific proteins in biological systems.

![Schematic diagram of the LC-PB/HC-OES system.](JAMMC2008-502953.009){#fig9}

PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION IN ELECTRIC FIELD GRADIENT FOCUSING
============================================================
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Electric field gradient focusing (EFGF) is a unique separation and preconcentration technique that depends on an electric field gradient and a dynamic counterflow to focus charged analytes, such as peptides and proteins. Recently, we have successfully developed an EFGF device completely fabricated with PEG-containing materials, including the substrate, hydrogel, and incorporated monolith, which have good resistance to protein adsorption. In EFGF, the most important issue is the establishment of a stable electric field gradient. The shape of the PEG hydrogel can be designed to produce a linear or nonlinear gradient. The shape and stability of the electric field gradient can be indirectly determined by the focused band positions of standard proteins at different counterflow rates because when the focused band reaches its focusing position, the electric field strength is proportional to the counterforce (i.e., dynamic counterflow). The effects of gradient shape on bandwidth and resolution were studied. In a nonlinear electric field gradient, the bandwidth was narrower in the steep part of the gradient; however, the resolution was improved in a shallow gradient. Influences of hydrogel characteristics, such as conductivity, ion transport and dimensions, and buffer solution composition, on EFGF performance were investigated. EFGF devices have been demonstrated to preconcentrate protein samples more than 10000-fold (see [Figure 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}).

The authors thank the National Institutes of Health (Contract no. RO1 GM064547-01A1) for financial support.

![Separation of three proteins in an open nonlinear gradient EFGF channel. Peaks: (1) FITC-b-lactoglobulin A, (2) R-phycoerythrin, and (3) green fluorescent protein.](JAMMC2008-502953.010){#fig10}

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL METHODS TO FACILITATE THE IDENTIFICATION AND STRUCTURE ELUCIDATION OF HEPARIN-DERIVED OLIGOSACCHARIDE SUBSTRUCTURES
=================================================================================================================================================
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Heparin oligosaccharides are highly sulfated linear polysaccharides that display a wide range of biological activities through interaction with proteins, including growth factors and chemokines. Elucidation of the relationship between biological function and the microstructure of these biopolymers remains a challenge due to the complex heterogeneity of their structure. In this study, the electrophoretic mobilities of 11 heparin disaccharide standards were measured by CE and compared with group pKas determined through 1H NMR pH titration experiments. This information was used to optimize the construction of a spectral database utilizing capillary isotachophoresis coupled to NMR detection (cITP-NMR). In addition, conformational transformations induced by changes in disaccharide protonation state were also investigated. Oligosaccharides obtained by depolymerization of porcine heparin using heparin lyases were separated and analyzed by CE-UV, LC-MS, and cITP-NMR spectroscopies. CE-UV was used to profile the enzymatic digests, determining the complexity and electrophoretic identification of individual components. Structural information was obtained by conducting cITP-NMR experiments of selected digests and comparing the online spectra to the cITP-NMR database. Complementary structural information was also acquired through the development of rapid LC-MS techniques. This work will enable future studies to examine the binding interactions of heparin and heparan sulfate with proteins.

OPTIMIZATION OF STEADY STATE RECYCLE PARAMETERS UTILIZING POLARIMETRY IN CHIRAL SEPARATIONS
===========================================================================================
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Processing gram to kilogram quantities of target analytes has led to the exploration of several high-throughput separation techniques. Among those investigated is steady state recycle (SSR). Similar to simulated moving bed (SMB), fractions are collected from the leading and trailing edges of a chromatographic contor, while sample material is injected into the interior. Purifying large amounts of analyte in the semipreparatory stage is ideal for SSR and SMB. SSR facilitates the development of methods capable of separating 50 g to kilograms of product efficiently. Using polarimetry to optimize the SSR method further improves the efficiency of method development, providing comprehensive data and leading to incisive development decisions allowing the purifications of racemic compounds. Accurate sample injection allowed continual 99% chiral separation after polarimetry optimization. We have developed an efficient SSR optimization methodology that offers rapid development of chiral separation by SSR.

LAB ON CHIP FOR PROTEOMICS
==========================
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Proteomics is a major component of systems biology. Mass spectrometry is the enabling technology for proteomics. To fully realize the enormous potential of lab-on-a-chip in proteomics, a major advance in interfacing microfluidics with mass spectrometry is needed. We have recently demonstrated the first monolithic integration of a microfluidic channel with multinozzle electrospray emitters via a novel silicon microfabrication process. These microfabricated monolithic multinozzle emitters (M3 emitters) can be readily mass-produced from silicon wafers. Each emitter consists of a parallel silica nozzle array protruding out from a hollow silicon sliver stem with the conduit size of 100 × 10 micron. The dimension and number of free-standing nozzles can be systematically and precisely controlled during the fabrication process. The M3 emitters showed comparable performance to that of the commercial tips in terms of stability and sensitivity for standard peptides and high molecular weight proteins. Multinozzle emitters are expected to ease the back-pressure and clogging problem that single-nozzle emitters have to cope with, especially as the channel downsizes to submicron scale. Our current work aims to further integrate the M3 emitters with front-end sample processing on a chip. New developments in the monolithic integration of sample loading and on-chip separation will be discussed.

This work is supported by National Institutes of Health, Grant no. R21GM0778701080-2.

DEVELOPING MICROFLUIDIC CHIPS FOR COUPLING CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS WITH MATRIX-ASSISTED LASER DESORPTION IONIZATION-MASS SPECTROMETRY
=======================================================================================================================================
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As a widely used powerful tool for analyzing biochemical molecules, matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) shows excellent accuracy, high sensitivity, and good stability. However, for analyzing a multicomponent complex sample, MALDI-MS signals of peptides and proteins may be suppressed by salts, detergents, and competitive analytes existing in the same sample. To overcome this drawback, the use of chromatographic techniques to separate components in complex samples is essential. Capillary electrophoresis (CE), especially free-solution CE, is rarely reported to be coupled with MALDI because the motion of analytes is driven by an electric field applied in the capillary, which gives difficulties to interface CE separation with MALDI sample plates. Therefore, to couple CE and MALDI, analytes should be fractionated after CE separation and introduced to a MALDI sample plate. To achieve these tasks, we developed a microfluidic chip prototype with active actuators. In the microfluidic chip, a row of fractionation valves is positioned above the main channel which is a horizontal channel used as the capillary for CE separation. After sample loading in the double T-junction located to the left, CE separation of analytes is carried out by applying voltage across the main channel. The fractionation valves close immediately after the CE separation. Then, the microfluidic pump located on top of the main channel is actuated to pump the fractions of separated analytes down into reservoirs through the side channels connecting the main channel to the reservoirs, and the fractions of the separated analytes are then taken out of the microfluidic chip for MALDI analysis (see [Figure 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}).

![](JAMMC2008-502953.011){#fig11}

PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENTS FOR SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL LABS USING ACCELERATED SOLVENT EXTRACTION
============================================================================================================
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Accelerated solvent extraction (ASE) is an innovative approach to liquid-solid extraction. It is accepted under EPA Method 3545A for the extraction of conventional environmental toxins such as PCBs, dioxins, PAHs, diesel range organics, and chlorinated pesticides. ASE is a well-established technique currently used in environmental labs across the world. Using ASE, samples can be automatically extracted over several hours without user intervention. Each individual sample extraction takes place in less than 15 minutes and with small volumes of solvent. The automation of the ASE apparatus allows laboratories to improve their productivity because samples can be extracted and prepared for analysis without any input or operation from the analyst.

New techniques have been developed that enhance the productivity of ASE even more. For example, extracts can be collected in vials or bottles that are directly compatible with an evaporator apparatus. This can eliminate or minimize sample handling and the transfer of samples from one container to another. Another example is the use of selective adsorbents in the extraction cell with the sample. This procedure can produce interference-free extracts, thus eliminating the need for postextraction cleanup procedures such as gel permeation chromatography (GPC) or multiple-column cleanup. By eliminating these additional sample preparation procedures, the overall productivity of an environmental lab can be greatly enhanced. Comparisons of time and labor involvement for traditional techniques and ASE techniques will be presented. We will also present a discussion of additional means to enhance the productivity of labs beyond what is currently possible.

AUTOMATED SOLID PHASE EXTRACTIONS OF ORGANOCHLORINE PESTICIDES FROM WATER
=========================================================================
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Pesticide pollution is a subject of global concern and although many countries have now banned the use of organochlorine pesticides, which can linger in the environment and can contaminate water sources. Organochlorine pesticides can be toxic to animals and humans; so methods which accurately and easily quantify them are essential. A recent study has been done, with the organochlorine pesticides analyzed, as well as a part of a standard mix consisting of alpha-, beta-, gamma- and delta-benzene hexachloride (BHC), 4,4′-DDD, 4,4′-DDE, 4,4′-DDT, aldrin, dieldrin, endrin, endrin aldehyde, endrin ketone, endosulfan (I, II and sulfate), heptachlor, heptachlor epoxide, and methoxychlor.

The disk uses divinyl benzene (DVB) adsorbent, and is designed and certified for automation. In the study, the extractors pass a 1 L sample of water that has been spiked with standard, through the disk to collect the analytes, and are then eluted in a small volume of solvent into a VOA vial---all in one automated procedure. The eluents were then dried and concentrated. Automation allows increased levels of productivity and precision, making the SPE disk an efficient alternative to liquid-liquid extraction, as well as to other SPE methods.

DETERMINATION OF VETERINARY DRUG RESIDUES IN FISH BY AN AUTOMATED SPE-HPLC SYSTEM
=================================================================================
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The FDA is responsible for ensuring the safety of seafood; however, efficient monitoring of aquacultured fish for residues is very limited. Optimizing the preparation of the sample for analysis not only lowers the LOD but also enhances the quality of the results by lowering RSDs. The system presented is a totally automated SPE with HPLC analysis capabilities. It allows unattended sample preparations and online analysis via HPLC without manual intervention. Method performance was evaluated over several days of replicated samples of controlled salmon, salmon fortified with a drug mixture, and salmon dosed with a representative from several drug classes (quinolones, floroquinolones, macrolides, malachite green, imidazoles, tetracyclines, penicillin, and betalactams). The complete automated system allows for ease of use and transfer of the method between sites minimizing down time and time required for validation and calibration.

SIFT-MS: A NEW TOOL FOR REAL-TIME, HIGH-SENSITIVITY, QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF FLAVOR COMPOUNDS IN CHOCOLATE AND CHEESE
======================================================================================================================
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Recent developments in selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS) have enabled the routine detection and quantification of compounds at part-per-trillion (ppt) concentrations (by volume). SIFT-MS detects trace VOCs in real time from whole-air samples by utilizing well-characterized gas phase reactions of multiple soft chemical ionization agents. The reaction conditions are precisely controlled in the flow tube enabling VOCs to be detected in real time but also to be quantified absolutely based on their known ion products and reaction rate coefficients. The use of different chemical ionization agents provides multiple independent quantitative measurements of each target compound, greatly enhancing the specificity of the technique compared to other real-time MS technologies.

In this paper, several applications of SIFT-MS to the food industry will be demonstrated. VOCs are often the compounds responsible for imparting flavor and aroma to food and beverage. Hence, there is a widening body of research in areas such as aroma characterization, flavor release, and detection of off-flavors or off-aromas.

Chocolate and cheese are both challenging food for analysis using existing real-time mass spectrometry techniques due to their very complex headspaces. In this paper, we will present results that demonstrate the capabilities of SIFT-MS for detection of important aroma compounds in both chocolate and cheese. SIFT-MS proves to be very successful in detecting and quantifying, for example, the characteristic pyrazines of chocolate and organosulfur compounds of cheese.

The technology\'s potential as a rapid sensitive quality assurance tool will also be emphasized.

IDENTIFICATION AND QUANTIFICATION OF ETHOXYQUIN DEGRADATION PRODUCT
===================================================================
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Ethoxyquin (6-ethoxy-1,2-dihydro-2,2,4-trimethylquinoline-EQ) is a commonly used antioxidant in food products and animal feed for preserving vitamins and lipids. EQ undergoes oxidation, reduction, and hydrolysis at ambient conditions resulting in degradation products. A number of such degradation products have been reported in the literature. Recently, a new EQ degradation product was discovered during reversed-phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) analysis of antioxidant formulations and animal feed samples. The antioxidant formulation analysis involved acetonitrile extraction of the samples followed by separation of extracted components on a C18 RPLC column. The separated components were then detected with a UV/Vis diode array detector (DAD). Water and acetonitrile were used as the mobile phase with a linear gradient elution program. The mobile phase flow rate was set at 1 mL min^−1^. The degradation product was formed during passage of EQ through certain C-18 columns. The extent of the degradation product formation was dependent on source and age of the column. The degradation product was isolated and characterized with UV and LC-ESI MS analysis. Analysis showed that the degradation product results from catalytic hydrolysis of EQ on silica surfaces.

A RAPID METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF ALPHA HYDROXY ACIDS IN SEAWATER AND BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS
=========================================================================================
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Alpha hydroxy acids are important precursors of amino acids in biological systems, and are naturally present in biological species. These molecules are also used as feed supplements. Efficacy of a-hydroxy acids uptake is important for nutritional studies, and method for determination of the chemical has been reported. However, the methodologies are tedious, requiring a number of sample preparation steps. A simple approach has been developed for quantitative determination of 2-hydroxy-4-butanoic acid (HMB) and pantothenic acid in blood serum and seawater samples. In the approach sample matrices seawater or biological fluids were freeze-dried, and the dried residues were extracted with solvents, such as ethanol or acetone. Solvent was then removed from the extracts under a gentle nitrogen stream; the sample was reconstituted in suitable media (water; methanol or water; acetonitrile mixtures). The extracts were then introduced into a liquid chromatography column for separation. The separated components were determined quantitatively with a UV absorption detector or ES-MS operating the negative ion mode. Validation experiments with fortified simulated seawater and bovine blood serum samples showed that analytes\' recoveries were consistently within the 90--100% range. Analytes were readily monitored over 0.1--50 mg L^−1^ concentrations\' range. Analytes at concentrations down to *μ*g L^−1^ could be determined through esterification of the extracted analytes followed by GC-EIMS analysis.

UNWANTED SPECIES INTERCONVERSIONS AS A CHALLENGE FOR SPECIATION ANALYSIS OF MERCURY IN FISH TISSUE
==================================================================================================
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In speciation analysis, it is important that the original state of the sample at the time of sampling be preserved until measurement. However, in complex biological matrices, many factors can cause an alteration of the natural species distribution, of which several can be found in the analytical method.

In the presented work, a sample preparation with alkaline digestion and aqueous phase derivatization has been applied. NaBEt4 was used to convert inorganic (Hg^2+^) and methylmercury (MeHg^+^) into alkylated derivatives.

The volatile mercury compounds were separated on an HP-1 GC-column, and element-selective detection was carried out with inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and microwave-induced plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (MIP-AES).

The presented data reveal unwanted species transformation in aqueous standards and fish tissue samples. The reduction of MeHg^+^ and Hg^2+^ to elemental mercury (Hg^0^) during the derivatization was observed, as well as transalkylation reactions during storage periods.

The interconversions could be detected and traced by means of species-specific isotope dilution (IDMS) and single-standard spiking experiments. However, of these two methods, only IDMS is able to correct observed transformation reactions.

STRATEGIES FOR AUTOMATED CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD DEVELOPMENT
===========================================================
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Automated chromatographic method development has recently become a topic of considerable interest to the analytical chemistry world. The design of effective chromatographic methods is a complex task involving the often conflicting goals of separation robustness, resolution of all components of interest, and fast runtime. The chromatographer has an unprecedented array of tools available for this difficult task, including ultrahigh performance liquid chromatography, mass spectrometry, unique new mobile phase selectivities, chemometric component detection and tracking, automated decision-making, and workflow and project management software.

While the method development toolset has advanced considerably over the last few years, method development strategies have remained fairly stagnant. This paper will present new strategies for chromatographic method development, which leverages these modern method development tools, resulting in increases in method development efficiency. The strategies shown are designed to increase the effectiveness and rigor of method development, while decreasing the amount of time during which users are required to manually review method development data. A combination of screening and optimization method development \"waves\" maximizes the selectivity space investigated without sacrificing effectiveness of chemometric peak tracking. Instrument control is leveraged to minimize the time required to configure injection sequences. The approaches will be illustrated with several real-world examples.

ANALYTICAL METHOD VALIDATION OF HPLC-CHARGED AEROSOL DETECTION
==============================================================
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CoronaTM charged aerosol detection in high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) has recently become commercially available although the detection mechanisms are not well understood. The goals of this research were to gain (better understand this new detection method for HPLC method development by determining the basic chromatographic parameters that have an effect on this detector). These include the composition of the mobile phase and its relationship with the baseline signal, the determination of the amount of mobile phase that is associated with detector charging, effects on analyte response and how it is affected by changes in mobile phase composition, the effects of volatile mobile phase additives, and the determination of the actual amount of analyte that is being detected by the electrometer. In addition to developing a better understanding of charged aerosol detection, applications were examined, compared, and contrasted to current detection methods for HPLC, such as ultraviolet (UV) detection. The application that was chosen was pharmaceutical cleaning validation, of which HPLC with charged aerosol detection proved to be an acceptable technique for trace-level analysis of drug substance on typical pharmaceutical manufacturing equipment surfaces. HPLC-charged aerosol detection was also examined for general pharmaceutical analysis and the ability of this technique to be fully validated to the current International Conference on Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) and United States Pharmacopeia (USP) guidelines. Again, HPLC-charged aerosol detection proved itself as an acceptable technique, and several pharmaceutical assays for in-process control, impurities, and drug substance purity were validated.

AUTOMATED MASS SPECTRAL IDENTIFICATION USING THE TEMPLATE APPROACH
==================================================================
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Unknown compounds are often closely related to a lead compound: degradation products, impurities, or metabolites. Traditionally, the mass spectral dataset of that lead compound is used to work out the fragmentation pathways, and unknown compounds are then identified based on the changes in the masses of various fragments. This approach works well, but it can be very time-consuming.

Systematic bond disconnection has been used to assign accurate mass fragments to known compounds. A similar approach can also be used to assign subfragments of modular structures to specific molecular substructures of a lead compound. The heavy atom distribution of modular structures, derived from the mass spectral data, is compared to the heavy atom distribution of the molecular structures to find matches. (Heavy atoms are atoms of elements other than hydrogen.) Only the modular structures that correlate with the molecular structures are saved, and a monochrome molecular structure can then be color-coded with the same color scheme as the modular structures. This makes the fragmentation easy to visualize.

By using the modular structures that match the lead compound as templates, related unknown compounds can now be identified by comparing modular structures to modular structures. The modular structures of the unknown compound that best match the templates are saved and linked to the template modular structure that they most closely match. For correlating related compounds to a lead compound of known structure (the template approach), this approach makes it very easy to visualize where changes have occurred.

OPTIMIZATION OF POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL MASS SPECTRA PRODUCED BY AP-MALDI TOF-MS DUE TO SAMPLE PREPARATION MODIFICATIONS
====================================================================================================================
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Atmospheric pressure matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (AP-MALDI TOF-MS) is notorious for sensitivity to sample preparation. Specific ratios of salt analyte and matrix combinations are needed to obtain an optimized spectrum. In synthetic polymer AP-MALDI analysis, both the salt and matrix are needed in order to obtain analyte signal. In synthetic polymer analysis, optimized signal is necessary due to the distribution of molecular masses present. This investigation uses the synthetic polymer polyethylene glycol (PEG) to discover the optimal ratio for analysis by AP-MALDI. PEG samples of varying molecular mass were used to determine if the differences in the weight would impact the optimization. It has been determined that spectral intensity will vary depending on the ratios of matrix, analyte, and salt which are utilized.

ONLINE BIOAEROSOL ION MOBILITY MASS SPECTROMETRY OF BIOLOGICAL AGENT DETECTION
==============================================================================
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We are developing an online interface for MALDI of collected bioaerosols that is coupled to an ion mobility time of flight mass spectrometer. The detection of biological agents presents significant challenges for analytical instrument technology due to the need for rapid analysis coupled with the complex nature of potential sample contaminants. Biological warfare (BW) agents are typically dispersed as aerosol particles, and therefore detection instrumentation must be fast, sensitive, and selective for positive detection with minimal false alarms. Furthermore, portable instruments that can function in harsh environments with minimal operator intervention are required.

We are developing bioaerosol ion mobility mass spectrometry (BIMMS) for real-time detection and analysis of collected bioaerosols. Particles are collected on a target that mechanically transports the particles to a MALDI ion source. Ions are formed by 337 nm UV or 3 *μ*m IR MALDI. Separation occurs in a 20 cm ion mobility cell at 10 torr helium buffer gas. Ions pass through a 0.5 mm orifice into a differentially pumped region before being extracted into a 20 cm orthogonal time-of-flight mass spectrometer for analysis. Initial studies are focused on the detection and identification of the biological warfare simulants *Bacillus subtilis* (BG), *Bacillus thuringiensis* (BT), and *Erwinia herbicola* (EH) against a background of dust, salt, and pollen. Mass spectra of collected bacteria show distinct trend lines associated with different components of bacteria and complex mixtures with little interference. These particular fingerprints can be used for the detection of BW agents in real time.

AUTOMATION OF NONMECHANICAL VALVES FOR FLUID STEERING IN MICROFLUIDIC CHIPS
===========================================================================
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Recent exploration into nonmechanical valves has demonstrated that bicelle liquid crystal solutions can be used as a means for directing fluids in microfluidic channels. However, a systematic examination of the optimum phospholipid solution required an advanced field delivery platform. Using Peltier modules, rather than circulating water, and motorized magnet control, rather than manual placement, has proven successful in automating these nonmechanical valves. This paper describes a simple, yet more effective and portable, platform.

LAB-ON-CHIP-BASED MINIATURIZED CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS SYSTEM
===============================================================
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The concept of capillary electrophoresis (CE) in chip format can be seen as one of the outstanding milestones in modern lab-on-chip development. Commercial devices are now available at the market. But, further efforts are essential to get broad acceptance of these "high-tech" products in the analytical lab. Cost reduction seems to be a central challenge, extending the topic of "Electrochemical detection: small is beautiful" to the economic dimension. Here, we present a new device to meet this goal by introducing a chip-based CE system with electrical detection.

The device features the combination of two advantages: (i) substitution of conventional CE glass chips by tailor-made polymer material chips which can be mass-fabricated at low production costs, and (ii) electrical analyte detection by contactless conductivity measurement of high-frequency signals, which needs only a simple detector arrangement and low-cost measurement equipment. This avoids disadvantages of direct-contact electrochemical measurements as well as sophisticated optical detection.

Technical parameters of the portable compact cost-efficient device and results of test measurements will be given. Applications will be demonstrated for the determination of organic acids in wine.

AUTOMATED INTELLIGENT DILUTION
==============================
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The combination of the 850 professional IC, the 858 professional sample processor, and the MagIC Net software offers a variety of sophisticated sample preparation techniques. One of these is automated intelligent dilution.

In order to perform automated dilutions, the above-mentioned instrument setup is additionally equipped with a magnetic stirrer and an 800 Dosino. The latter aspirates a defined volume of a concentrated sample, and transfers it to the mixing vessel. Subsequently, the diluent generally ultrapure water is dosed into the mixing vessel. After intensive stirring, the peristaltic pump of the sample changer transfers the sample to the injection valve of the ion chromatograph, where the sample constituents are separated and detected. After the quantitation of the sample\'s constituents, the software verifies if the concentrations are within the calibration range. If this is the case, the next sample will be analyzed. If not, the software, reanalyzes the sample after calculating the appropriate dilution factor.

This paper will give a description of the straightforward analytical setup, and will demonstrate the usefulness of the automated intelligent dilution in a number of typical analytical chemistry applications.

AUTOMATION OF SAMPLE PREPARATION TECHNIQUES USING A ROBOTIC *X-Y-Z* COORDINATE AUTOSAMPLER WITH SOFTWARE CONTROL
================================================================================================================
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Today\'s analytical chemist faces an increasing number of samples to be analyzed and a need to maximize throughput while still ensuring that the highest quality in the resulting data is achieved. There is therefore an increasing need for automation during sample preparation. Many instruments are available that have been created to automate specific sample preparation techniques. As a result, a number of different instruments are needed, and each of these systems has its own controlling software.

A single robotic *X-Y-Z* coordinate autosampler commonly used for sample introduction in GC or HPLC can be used to perform a wide variety of sample preparation techniques using a single instrument and controlling software. The new Maestro software allows the user to control an expanded list of sample preparation techniques such as derivatization, saponification, esterification, analytical weighing, filtration, and solid phase extraction. In addition to ease of use and intuitive windows-based programing, the software includes tools to automate and optimize parameters assuring efficient sequence creation and maximum sample throughput. The sampler can be configured as part of a GC or LC system, or can be configured as a benchtop workstation. In this paper, we discuss various sample preparation techniques available when using the robotic autosampler in conjunction with the new software. Examples of automating techniques such as solid phase extraction and Twister solvent back-extraction for HPLC and sample weighing are shown.

FULLY AUTOMATED SOLID PHASE EXTRACTION FOR FOOD AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES COUPLED ONLINE TO LC- AND GC-MS
=========================================================================================================
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A novel automated solid phase extraction (SPE) system with online injection into LC- or GC-MS was evaluated for different food and environmental samples. All components of the system were attached to a standard laboratory autosampler. Standard 1, 3 or 6 mL SPE cartridges which were shortened and equipped with a transport adapter could be used with the system. Solvent transfer was done via an autosampler syringe providing an accurately controlled flow resulting in very good repeatability and recovery. Concentration and derivatization steps were successfully automated. Each step of the process could be programed by software.

Some examples reveal the performance of the described automated SPE system. Malachite green and a metabolite could be analyzed in fish by LC/Ion trap MS. Fish samples were extracted with acetonitrile/water, and the extract was cleaned up automatically by SPE followed by online injection into LC-MS.

Aflatoxines were determined from food. The extracts were cleaned up via automated SPE with immunoaffinity cartridges. This was followed by automated derivatization of the analytes with bromine and injection of the resulting solution into LC/Ion trap MS.

A third application was the determination of 16 EPA PAH in environmental samples. Sample extracts (hexane) were automatically cleaned up over silica gel SPE cartridges followed by online large volume injection into GC/MS.

All described applications show good repeatability and recovery. Automation of the SPE provides time savings, while limiting exposure of lab personnel to solvents and reagents. This makes the automated SPE a valuable tool for sample preparation in LC and GC analyses.

AUTOMATED SAMPLE ENRICHMENT AND HIGH-SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF DMPK SAMPLES USING HPLC-CHIP QQQ MS
================================================================================================
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The ability to detect and quantitate drug metabolites in the early drug discovery phase can be limited because of the small available sample size and the complex biological matrix background. To overcome this limitation, nanoflow LC-MS is one approach that can be used to increase sensitivity.

HPLC-Chip is a new nanoflow separation system where components such as the spray emitter and enrichment and separation columns are directly integrated into the chip. Workflows such as sample enrichment are fully automated and performed directly on the chip. The use of HPLC-Chip for routine nanoLC has been demonstrated for biomarker discovery \[[@B34]\] and glycan analysis \[[@B35]\]. It has also been applied to the routine high-sensitivity detection of metabolites in various biofluids \[[@B36]\].

We will review a new chip design with a high-capacity enrichment column specifically developed for the analysis of a wide polarity range of pharmaceutical small molecules. Retention time precision was better than 0.2% RSD on an Agilent 6410 QQQ HPLC chip system (see [Figure 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}). Typical pharmaceutical compounds were detected with sensitivities in the lower fg range absolute on column. Linearity for quantitation was achieved over a wide concentration range. Both hydrophilic and hydrophobic analytes in a log P range from 0 to 4 were reproducibly enriched on the new small molecule chip. To demonstrate chip performance for DMPK samples, imipramine was analyzed out of human serum. Despite the complex biological matrices, low fg levels were detected.

![](JAMMC2008-502953.012){#fig12}

ONLINE METHOD FOR DETERMINING IN VITRO AMINO ACID FLUX IN SUBMINUTE TIME SCALES USING FAST MICELLAR ELECTROKINETIC CHROMATOGRAPHY
=================================================================================================================================
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The study of cellular metabolism in rapid time scales is at the forefront of metabolomics. The study of amino acid flux in subminute time scales would yield insight into rapid changes in cellular metabolism as a whole. To this end, we have developed a rapid, online, amino acid flux analyzer (AAFA). The AAFA consists of a microbioreactor, derivatization chamber, and micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) instrument with laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection. The microbioreactor is continuously perifused with a volume of 3 *μ*L containing a monolayer of 10^5^-10^6^ cells. The amino acids in the effluent enter the chamber where they are derivatized with o-phthalaldehyde/CN-resulting in being fluorescently tagged. The derivatized effluent is separated by an online, computer-controlled MEKC instrument with LIF detection in order to quantify the concentration of each amino acid. Immediately after each electropherogram is collected, another injection is automatically performed. By integrating each peak in successive electropherograms, a graph of amino acid concentration versus time can be constructed for each amino acid. We have demonstrated the separation of 18 amino acids in less than 30 seconds in cell media with separation efficiencies of up to 3 × 10^6^ plates per meter and a signal-to-noise ratio of \>10^4^. Furthermore, we have shown that the AAFA can be run continuously for more than two hours with relative standard deviations as low as 5.4%. This method would allow the observation of dynamic changes in amino acid flux due to various agents which are known to alter cellular metabolism. This research was supported by Grant U01 AI061223 from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

MONITORING OF PROPOFOL CONCENTRATIONS IN BREATH AND BLOOD BY SPME-GC-MS AND PTR-MS: CHANCE AND LIMITATIONS OF A NEW CLINICAL TOOL
=================================================================================================================================
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Monitoring of drug effects onto consciousness is an important issue in intensive care medicine and in anesthesia when sedation is to be tailored to patients\' real needs. In contrast to volatile anesthetics, real-time monitoring of commonly used intravenous anesthetics like propofol is not yet available. Conventional determination of blood concentrations still requires sophisticated and time-consuming techniques.

*Methods*. We applied SPME GC-MS and real-time PTR-MS to assess blood and breath concentrations of propofol in lab animals (pigs) and in 14 mechanically ventilated patients. Propofol concentrations were assessed after bolus application and in steady state. *Results*. SPME GC/MS headspace methods for determination of propofol from human blood and breath showed good linearity over the physiological range (0.1--20 *μ*g/mL in blood and 0.3--30 ppb/V in breath) yielding an R2 \> 0.99 and RSD \< 10%. Correlation coefficient between arterial blood concentrations and breath concentrations was 0.88 for the 14 mechanically ventilated patients. In ventilated pigs, PTR-MS real-time measurements demonstrated pronounced changes of propofol breath concentrations during the first minutes after injection of the drug. *Conclusion*. Drug concentrations in human blood and breath can be measured fast and precisely by means of SPME GC-MS. PTR-MS real-time measurement of exhaled propofol concentrations provides information on distribution effects in the body.

Good correlations of propofol blood and breath concentrations indicate that monitoring of exhaled propofol in steady state conditions may act as a promising noninvasive tool for assessing blood concentration and depth of anesthesia.

VALIDATION OF DIFFUSE REFLECTANCE INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AS A MEANS TO DISCRIMINATE BLOOD FROM VARIOUS FORENSICALLY RELEVANT SUBSTRATES
======================================================================================================================================
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The importance of blood stains has risen as forensic researchers have increased information that can be extracted from even small blood. Landsteiner\'s initial pioneering work on the A-B-O blood typing system was in 1901; later, other specific antigens (e.g., Rh factors) were discovered to discriminate among blood types. DNA analysis has proven to be the most conclusive piece of evidence used for forensic blood analysis. However, methods for locating and confirming the presence of blood at crime scenes have remained relatively unchanged.

Presently, catalytic methods of detection are the standard for crime scene examination. Chemical detection methods involve toxic chemicals, such as luminol, which also may compromise DNA integrity. Real-time detection of blood stains by infrared spectroscopy (IR) addresses many of the issues with chemical detection and reduces analysis time. Hemoglobin, the major protein in hematocrit, and albumin, the chief component in plasma, produce distinctive IR absorbance in the 1650−1540 cm^−1^ spectral range of the amide I and amide II bands.

Multiple substrates (i.e., olefin, nylon, and polyester polymers coated with Scotchguard and other stain release treatments) were tested and doped with various concentrations of blood. The feasibility of using spectroscopic detection for rapid visualization of blood on fabric surfaces was evaluated using diffuse reflectance infrared spectroscopy (DRIFTS). Discrimination of blood-stained substrates from clean surfaces was achievable in the overwhelming majority of cases. Multivariate statistical methods were utilized to determine both the optimal spectral region for discrimination between sample and substrate as well as the limit of detection for the method.

DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF SORBENT POLYMER COATINGS FOR DETECTION OF CHEMICALS AND EXPLOSIVES
==================================================================================================
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Sorbent polymers have the ability to trap and concentrate a variety of hazardous analytes including chemical agents, toxic industrial chemicals, and explosives. These sorbent polymers are used for a variety of applications including sensor coatings, microfabricated preconcentrators, SPME fibers, and membranes. In this paper, we have developed and optimized a hyperbranched hydrogen bond acid sorbent polymer (poly(methyldi(1,1,1-trifluoro-2-trifluoromethyl-2-hydroxypent-4-enyl)silane; HCSA2). HCSA2 can form reversible but strong hydrogen bonds with hydrogen bond basic analytes. Physical properties of this polymer were tailored according to the application where HCSA2 was to be coated. Membranes and SPME fibers require the viscosity of the polymer to be higher to avoid flow of the polymer. The thermal stability of HCSA2 was also improved for all applications to prevent degradation of the polymer as the analyte was desorbed. The absolute and comparative sorptive properties of the HCSA2 polymer were determined by coating and testing on several different sensor types including: inverse gas chromatography (IGC) columns, SPME fibers, and a microfabricated preconcentrator device (cascde avalance sorbent polymer array (CASPAR)). The results presented will encompass HCSA2 physical characterization and the polymer coating response to hydrogen bond basic and other analytes.

AUTOMATED METHOD SCOUTING TO SPEED UP THE DEVELOPMENT OF ONLINE SPE-LC-MS ANALYSIS OF ANTIBIOTICS
=================================================================================================
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Method development is still considered the crucial bottleneck that impedes productivity in analytical laboratories. One major challenge with LC methods is the selection of the appropriate stationary phase material. The use of integrated sample preparation by online SPE multiplies the effort as it becomes necessary to discover the best combination of SPE column and analytical LC column. Optimization of eluting conditions from the SPE column, transfer to the analytical column, and the subsequent analytical separation can be excessively time-consuming in such a coupled analytical procedure.

We present a new integrated system that allows automatic and intuitive scouting of columns, eluents, and other important method parameters like column temperature. Two six-position column selection valves are integrated in the column compartment to provide highest flexibility for automation. Intelligent software makes parameter permutation easy, without requiring method changes. The application of this system to automatically screen SPE phases for loading capacity and optimal eluting conditions is depicted. It is used to optimize the enrichment of a wide range of antibiotics in aqueous matrices. In a second step, the antibiotics mixture is dissolved in the optimal SPE eluting solvent, and injected into a selection of different analytical columns. A set of 6 separation columns is combined with the use of different organic eluent components, buffers, and temperatures for automatic screening. Peaks can be tracked via UV/Vis spectra or mass comparison. A spreadsheet-based reporting tool provides a peak resolution chart that provides an instant overview of the results and makes it easy to find the best method conditions.

AN AUTOMATED LC/MS/MS PROTOCOL TO ENHANCE THROUGHPUT OF PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTY PROFILING IN DRUG DISCOVERY
============================================================================================================
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The synthesis of large and focused chemical libraries allows pharmaceutical companies to rapidly screen large numbers of compounds against disease targets. Active compounds resulting from these screens are traditionally ranked based on their activity, binding, and/or specificity. Turning these hits into leads requires further analysis and optimization of the compounds based upon their physicochemical and ADME characteristics. The critical factor to consider in physicochemical profiling is throughput. The bottlenecks to throughput include MS method optimization for a large variety of compounds and data management for the large volume of data generated.

Currently, experiments including solubility, chemical and biological stability, water/octanol partitioning, PAMPA, Caco-2, and protein binding are used to generate physicochemical profiles of compounds in drug discovery. The measurement of physicochemical properties from these studies is easily enabled using chromatographic separation and quantitation using LC/MS/MS/UV. While the sample analyses may be efficient, the processing of the data and the interpretation of the results often require tedious and time-consuming manual manipulation and calculation.

This paper describes an approach to solving these problems by the use of a novel software package that allows for the design of experiments, data acquisition, and the processing as well as report generation in a fully automated manner.

To demonstrate the usage of this software package, we have developed an automated UPLC/MS/MS protocol for data generation. The data acquired from multiple assays were processed by a single processing method, all in an automated fashion. As a result, the physicochemical profiling process was significantly simplified and throughput was increased.

MONITORING THE INTERACTIONS OF QUERCETIN WITH NUCLEIC ACIDS
===========================================================
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Quercetin, a well-known phytoestrogen, has been reported to exhibit anticancer, antitumor, and other therapeutic activities of significant potency. Despite these useful therapeutic activities, quercetin has been reported to have pro-oxidative and mutagenic activities on biomolecules as well. To date, few studies have reported quercetin interactions with the double-stranded DNA since such interactions induce DNA strand scission that can cause DNA damage, and, consequently, mutation. In this work, we report the real-time monitoring of quercetin oxidation behavior and interactions with the calf-thymus DNA in physiological medium as bulk electrolysis progressed. Electrochemical, UV-Vis, and GC-MS/LC-MS results revealed the quercetin degradation products.The UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopies showed the modes of interaction between quercetin and ctDNA in physiological medium.

HIGH-THROUGHPUT CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTAMINATION IN MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENTS USING AN INDUSTRIALIZED ELECTRON BEAM ANALYZER
==============================================================================================================================
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This paper will focus on the investigatory and developmental studies pertaining to the chemical make-up, source identification, and process control of particulate contamination in a manufacturing environment. The method developed and utilized for this analysis is an automated electron beam scanner which determines the size, shape, and elemental composition of individual particulates. Unique to this technique are both a fully integrated electron beam and energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer and also a database storage and data analysis software suite designed specifically for quality-control and quality-assurance scientists. A series of samples were analyzed from a subassembly which was found to be susceptible to failure due to particulate contamination. In particular, it was determined that both the size of the particles but also the identification and elemental composition of the particles. The key assembly failures occurr due to the tight tolerance of the assembly and also the hardness of particles that were observed. In addition to an overview of the technological breakthrough developed for this instrumentation, this presentation will focus on the data and trend analysis software, as well as the impact of the particulates on the manufacturing process.

AUTOMATED FRACTIONATION SYSTEM THAT INCREASES RECOVERY AND OPTIMIZES PRECISION OF SOLID PHASE EXTRACTION METHODOLOGY
====================================================================================================================
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Solid phase extraction (SPE) is often chosen as a sample preparation method to remove matrix effects from the sample prior to analysis. Removal of these matrix effects drastically increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the compounds of interest. SPE is commonly employed with biological samples where the matrix interferes with detection of the compound or drug of interest, and in the environmental field where trace analysis is required and therefore large amounts of sample (water) are processed. Optimization of the SPE procedure can greatly affect the recovery of the analyte of interest. There are four basic steps in every SPE procedure, that is, conditioning, loading, washing, and elution, and evaluating each of these steps can offer increased recovery and therefore enhanced performance. Manually performing the method development/optimization of an SPE method can be quite tedious and time-consuming, and therefore may never come to fruition. The automated system presented has the capabilities of performing multiple solvent deliveries, "collection fractionation," analysis of each and every step in a solid phase extraction process that affects recovery and precision without manual intervention; the end result is an SPE method that is more robust with enhanced recovery.

THE IDENTIFICATION OF FOREST BIOPRODUCT PROCESS COMPONENTS THROUGH NEAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
=============================================================================================
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Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) has the potential to advance the productivity of the forest biorefinery process by rapid identification of process bioproducts, including the liquid extract and woody biomass. The potential exists so that composition identification via NIRS can be performed as an inline process control operation. Before this technology is applied to the forest biorefinery process, an NIR spectral database of solid wood chips and liquid extract solutions must be collected, developed, and analyzed. Along with spectral data, physical differences of the woody biomass, including surface color, grain size, and thickness, were considered. The effects of viscosity, the amount of liquid scanned, and the type of solvent used in solution were also investigated.

After developing the database of spectra, partial least-squares (PLS) techniques were used in combination with selected pretreatments to develop calibration models. The calibration models were tested by scanning actual wood chips and liquid extracts removed during a laboratory-scale biorefining process.

Wood chip spectra prior to pretreatment showed most variation within the 1000--1350 nm range. Variation in the liquid extract spectra (high water content) was evident in the same range. Significant differences were seen when a water spectrum was subtracted from the liquid extract spectra. Initial calibrations based on known woody biomass components indicate positive validation results. These outcomes confirm the possibility for identification of extract components via NIRS, leading to the development of techniques that can be further tested in industry.

OPTIMIZATION OF A COMPARTMENTLESS MICROCHIP BIOFUEL CELL FOR SENSING APPLICATIONS
=================================================================================
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Many limitations on current biofuel cell technologies lie in the geometry of the test cell used to ascertain their performance. Most work has utilized cell designs which have large distances between cathode and anode, which limits the performance of the cell due to its inherent resistivity and transport distances. Another concern is the practicality of the device and its use for sensing applications. Traditional test cells are bulky and incapable of being combined in such a way to produce adequate power while maintaining practical size. Microfluidic biofuel cells have demonstrated an immense potential for developing a solution to many of the problems involved in the production of commercially viable biofuel cells. In this work, we describe a novel design for the incorporation of enzymatic biocathodes and bioanodes into a system that is capable of serial power generation in an extremely small area. This has been accomplished through the immobilization of bilirubin oxidase and lactate dehydrogenase on the cathode and anode, respectively. This is accomplished through the controlled modification of nafion polymer with alkyl ammonium bromide salts, which creates an ideal hydrophobic environment of buffered pH and tunable pore size for the encapsulation of each enzyme. Through this immobilization on a microelectrode substrate, we are able to utilize photolithographic techniques to generate an electrode design and polydimethylsiloxane channel structures to develop a hydrodynamic flow cell design that is capable of running ten cells in series while allowing for simple introduction of fresh fuel/analyte through full automation.

A COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR AUTOMATED OIL SAMPLE PREP
=================================================
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Oil testing presents significant challenges for automated liquid handling and sample preparation. Pipetting performance, cross-contamination, tip washing, and production of waste material vary widely with the range of viscosities and contaminations observed in used oil. Liquid level detection (a factor which greatly impacts pipetting performance) is further complicated by the nonionic nature of used oil, adding to the challenges of automating used oil liquid handling.

As a solution to these challenges, PerkinElmer has introduced a new high-throughput JANUS automated workstation with ultrasonic liquid level detection. The new workstation is based on the JANUS extended deck platform using an eight-tip Varispan arm. It can be integrated with many FTIRs, ICP-MS, MALDI-TOF, or viscometers for "walk-away" operation, by adding a second gripper arm. The innovative application of ultrasonic technology for liquid level detection provides significant advances when working with nonionic samples, and it is not impacted by individual sample viscosities, color, or external lighting (as observed with other liquid level sensing technologies).

Disposable tips used with the JANUs\' VersaTip technology eliminate a potential source for cross-contamination between samples, as well as the need for repeated tip washing (as required when using fixed-tip probes). Sample diluents (such as kerosene) are maintained in a closed-loop system, recycling all but what is being used for sample dilutions. System fluids are fully recovered, resulting in a minimized waste stream and potential cost savings.

Data represented in this paper will include fully automated sample preparation of used oil samples. Accuracy and precision data (kerosene and several known oil types), throughput examples, as well as analytical comparisons of samples prepared using the JANUS automated workstation will be discussed.

REAL-TIME MONITORING OF WEAR PARTICLES IN LUBRICATING OIL
=========================================================
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The amount and size distribution of wear particles in lubricating oil of machines are indicators of the current machine condition. Monitoring the wear particles during normal operation can help to identify the need for maintenance and more important to prevent sudden failure of the machine.

The real-time measurement system under development at the Institute of Measurement Techniques of Hamburg University of Technology is aimed to monitor the lubricating oil of gears in windmills or the oil of combustion engines on engine test stands. The principle of operation is to image a thin layer of oil and count and classify contained wear particles. Therefore, a small continuous flow of oil is pumped through a bypass connected to the oil circuit, and directed through a thin transparent flow cell. Images are taken using a bright light source, a magnification lens, and small digital video camera. Algorithms have been developed to process and analyze the images. They are capable of compensating for variations in background brightness, differentiating solid particles from nonsolid particles (e.g., air bubbles), classifying particles by size, and generating a histogram of the particle size distribution.

Using the real-time measurement system, the detection of significant changes in wear particle size distribution during normal machine operation enables the operator to prevent sudden and fatal failure. In combination with a machine component analysis, the measurement results can yield important information about wear mechanisms.

AUTOMATIC PREPARATION OF STANDARD SOLUTIONS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF OCTANE NUMBERS
===================================================================================
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The octane rating of gasoline is a value that indicates how much a fuel can be compressed before it spontaneously ignites. This spontaneous ignition is also known as engine knocking, and adversely affects engine performance. The higher the octane rating of gasoline is, the higher the resistance to knock will be. As per definition, the octane rating of isooctane, a highly branched alkane that burns smoothly, is set to 100. The rate of *n*-heptane, an unbranched alkane that strongly tends to premature ignition, is set to zero. An octane rating of 85 means that the fuel has the same knocking properties as a mixture of 85% isooctane and 15% *n*-heptane.

There are different octane ratings like the research octane number (RON) or the motor octane number (MON). Both of them are determined by running the fuel through a test engine (like the CFR ASTM test engine) and comparing the obtained results with those for mixtures of isooctane and *n*-heptane. The different numbers result in different working conditions of the test engine. As the preparation of the solvent mixtures significantly affects the accuracy of the determination of the octane rating, precise preparations of the solvent mixtures are of paramount importance.

This communication describes how PC-controlled automatic dosing devices allow a straightforward, reproducible, and accurate preparation of solvent mixtures. Additionally, the manual handling with hazardous solvents is minimized, and operator safety is increased.

MULTIRESPONSE OPTIMIZATION OF A METHOD FOR COPPER, CADMIUM, AND LEAD DETERMINATION IN NATURAL AND TAP WATERS USING FAST SEQUENTIAL FLAME ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROMETRY AFTER CLOUD POINT EXTRACTION
====================================================================================================================================================================================================
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In general, trace metals\' determination demands to employ a preconcentration methodology to allow using a simpler and less expensive analytical technique such as flame atomic absorption spectrometry. Cloud point extraction is a preconcentration technique based on the phases\' separation phenomena which occur when a solution of a nonionic or zwitterionic surfactant is heating to a characteristic temperature. Above this temperature, a surfactant-rich phase of small volume and trapping hydrophobic substances, such as metallic chelates, separates from the bulk solution.

This work presents a method for the determination of copper, cadmium, and lead from natural waters using fast sequential flame atomic absorption spectrometry (FS FAAS) after the cloud point extraction of these metals. The proposed method is based on metallic ions\' extraction from micellar media of octylphenoxypolythoxy-ethanol (Triton X-114) after complexing the metals with 2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-(diethylamino)-phenol \[5-Br-PADAP\]. The simultaneous extraction procedure was optimized by response surface methodology using a Box-Behnken design and desirability function. Enrichment factors of 30.7, 22.2, and 26.6, along with detection limits (3*σ*B) of 4.3, 0.7, and 8.3 *μ*g L^−1^ for Cu, Cd, and Pb, respectively, were found. The precision expressed as the relative standard deviation was 2.1, 1.7, and 4.4% (5 *μ*g L^−1^, *n* = 8) and 1.8, 1.5, and 1.5 (10 *μ*g L^−1^, *n* = 8) for Cu, Cd, and Pb, respectively. The accuracy was evaluated through the analysis of the certified reference material NIST 1643d (trace metals in water). The developed method in this study was applied to the determination of Cu, Cd, and Pb concentrations in natural water.

RECENT ADVANCES IN MERCURY SPECIATION
=====================================
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Various methods for speciation of mercury currently in existence are complex and time-consuming. EPA Method 1630 for the analysis of methyl mercury in water (with modifications for sediments and tissues) is a manual method that works well for very knowledgeable and experienced chemists, but it is very susceptible to a number of issues for the less experienced. This manual method is also very labor-intensive. We have developed a new method and automated instrumentation, based on the same chemistry as that of EPA Method 1630, but that vastly improves data quality and efficiency.

Our new method and instrumentation incorporate a number of novel approaches, which will be discussed in detail along with performance measures of quality and throughput. This system utilizes a gas-pressurized delivery system for fluid handling, thereby eliminating peristaltic pumps and the "sticky" tubing used in typical automated systems. This unique approach minimizes carryover contamination, and removes a common maintenance issue. The system also incorporates a multiple trap system---cycling traps between the collection, drying, and desorption stages to maximize efficiency. The trap desorption mechanism uses infrared radiation to ballistically heat the trap material and release the mercury species extremely rapidly. This rapid release allows for much easier GC separation with improved peak separation.

The system has been extensively tested on a variety of sample matrices, including a wide range of water, sediment, and tissue samples. Utilizing CVAFS, this system has significant improvements in detection limits, precision, linear range, and throughput.

PERFORMING EPA METHODS 245.7 AND 1631 WITH PSA MILLENNIUM MERLIN SYSTEM
=======================================================================
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Mercury is naturally present in aquatic systems in very low concentrations. Due to the long range atmospheric transport and deposition of anthropogenic mercury, elevated concentrations of mercury are found even in remote freshwater system although no direct local contamination sources are present. It has been long recognized that mercury is one of the most hazardous toxicants to human and the environment. To protect people and the environment from the mercury, governments and regulatory agencies are introducing ever more stringent guidelines. As a result, analysts are challenged to achieve the ever greater sensitivity. The USEPA approved methods 245.7 and 1631 for the determination of low-level total mercury in water. Both methods are based on vapor generation atomic fluorescence spectrometry (CV-AFS). In this work, a comparison between performing these two EPA methods with PSA Millennium Merlin System is presented. The methodology, operation procedure, analytical sensitivity, and the quality control criteria are compared in detail.

ACHIEVING GREATER PRODUCTIVITY USING EPA METHOD 245.7 FOR THE DETERMINATION OF MERCURY IN WASTEWATERS AT ULTRATRACE LEVELS
==========================================================================================================================
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As part of the methods\' update rule which was published on 12th March in the Federal Register, EPA method 245.7 was approved for the determination of mercury in wastewater. Method 245.7 (mercury in water by cold vapor atomic fluorescence spectrometry) provides better sensitivity and precision while requiring less sample preparation than the older cold vapor atomic absorption methods (245.1, 7470, etc.). Laboratories that measure mercury in wastewater will find that method 245.7 enables them to measure mercury to lower levels with less time and effort than ever before.

Method 245.7 was developed to satisfy the significantly lower detection limits required by recent amendments to the Clean Water Act. The method has a reporting limit of 5 parts per trillion (ppt), satisfying analytical requirements for most mercury water quality criteria. To put this in perspective, 12 ppt are the lowest water quality criterion for mercury outside the Great Lakes states.

Cold vapor atomic fluorescence and earlier cold vapor atomic absorption methodology will be compared in terms of sample collection and preparation, analysis time, detection limits, and quality control.

A NEW SOLID PHASE EXTRACTION INSTRUMENT FOR THE FULLY AUTOMATED ANALYSIS OF EPA 1664A OIL AND GREASE WATER SAMPLES
==================================================================================================================
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EPA 1664A utilizes a liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) method for the analysis of oil and grease water samples. The EPA method also allows solid phase extraction (SPE) if the laboratory satisfies the method requirements. New instruments have been produced to accomplish SPE by 1664A. However, those instruments are not fully automated, require intensive analyst time, have hidden costs, and are expensive.

Laboratory demand for better SPE instrumentation is growing. In response, we have created a virtually labor-free instrument. The chemist needs to screw a patented filter cartridge onto the sample, and attach it to the instrument, after which the chemist starts the analysis via a touch screen. Upon initialization, the instrument\'s balance will calibrate itself and store the data. After calibration is complete, the instrument will tare out the solute recovery container while methanol is applied to the filter. Once the computer-controlled filter activation cycle is complete, the methanol is purged and the sample is extracted. Hexane will then rinse the bottle and release the solute from the filter. The collected solute (extract) is robotically moved to an intrinsically safe heating area to evaporate the hexane. After evaporation, the extract moves to a desiccator and equilibrates. Again, the computer controls the equilibration cycle, after which the extract is weighed as per the method. Results are then calculated, stored internally, and can be exported to a printer, network, or LIM. Analysis of 40 water samples a day is possible.

CHARACTERIZATION AND APPLICATION OF NOVEL GEMINI SURFACTANTS AS PSEUDOSTATIONARY PHASES IN CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS
====================================================================================================================
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Understanding how drugs interact with cells is ongoing research that attracts a significant attention. However, the use of cells for this purpose is not always practical; thus, gemini surfactants can be used to help us understand the drug-cell interaction at a deeper level because these surfactants can form aggregates (i.e., vesicles) that mimic the cell membranes above a certain concentration called critical aggregation concentration (CAC). Gemini surfactants are a new class of surfactants that are made up of two monomeric surfactants connected to each other by a spacer group. In the present research, two novel gemini surfactants (1,1′-Didodecyl-1,1′-but-2-yne-1,4-diyl-bis-pyrrolidinium dibromide (I-12) and 1,1′-Ditetradecyl-1,1′-but-2-yne-1,4-diyl-bis-pyrrolidinium dibromide (I-14)) as well as their counterpart conventional monomeric surfactants were characterized and utilized as pseudostationary phases in capillary electrophoresis (CE) to test how compounds with different chemical properties such as hydrophobicity and hydrogen bond forming capacity interact with the vesicles. More than 30 benzene derivatives with varying differences in hydrogen bond formation properties were used as standard analytes to test the separation power of aforementioned novel surfactants. To optimize the CE separation conditions, several parameters such as surfactant and buffer concentrations, temperature, and separation were systematically studied. The surfactant type and temperature were found to have a significant effect on the separation. In addition, solute pseudostationary phase interactions were also examined by determining Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, and entropy values.

OPTIMIZATION OF LIGNIN DEGRADATION COMPONENTS BY CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS MASS SPECTROMETRY
============================================================================================
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Lignin is the second most abundant organic substance on earth, after cellulose, and plays a central role in the natural ecological cycle of plants. The lignin macromolecule is comprised of a number of ether- and carbon-linked methoxyphenols. Due to the complexity of the lignin sample, capillary electrophoresis mass spectrometry (CE-MS) seems to be an ideal technique for the analysis of charged and uncharged components of lignin. Thirty-five lignin standards were used to investigate the optimization of CE-MS conditions. The optimized CZE-ESI-MS conditions were mobile phase containing 20 mM ammonium carbonate, pH 9.5; sheath liquid containing 80/20 MeOH/H~2~O delivered at 5 *μ*L/min; spray chamber set to drying gas flow of 5 mL/min, nebulizer pressure of 5 psi, and drying gas temperature of 150°C. Further studies are underway to analyze lignin via micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) coupled to MS, using molecular micelles. After optimizing the peak capacity of lignin standards, the method will be applied for the identification of lignin in sour orange tree.

AUTOMATED MICROFLUIDIC SANGER SEQUENCING SAMPLE PREPARATION
===========================================================
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Microfluidics and nanofluidics offer potential advantages in performance, reagent consumption, and size for many applications. However, their potential has seldom been realized, and the impact of miniaturization technologies remains largely a future vision. We will describe a new microfluidic and nanofluidic platform developed at MBI, Apollo 100, which automates fluorescent DNA sequencing sample preparation by integrating nanoliter scale cycle sequencing and bead-based cleanup on-chip.

The Apollo 100 is based upon our patented NanoBioProcessor technology that creates on-chip MOV minivalves, pumps, and routers with simple control of their operation using full-scale pneumatics. The Apollo 100 uses full-scale commercial robotics to load and unload NanoBioProcessor microchips. The user will input standard microtiter plates with DNA templates and receive back ready-to-inject microtiter plates with samples ready for capillary array electrophoresis analysis, saving reagent and personnel costs.

At the heart of the system, a microchip device performs multichannel nanoscale cycle sequencing reactions and cleanup. The microchip uses the on-chip MOV valves, pumps, and routers to mix samples and reagents, and to move beads, reagents, and wash solutions. The NanoBioProcessor microchip and the robot are controlled by MBI\'s DevLink software. Results of integrated nanoscale cycle sequencing and cleanup with read lengths over 1000 bases will be presented.

The future applications of the Apollo system in the development of genomic, biodefense, forensic, and other systems will be discussed as well as how on-chip valves, pumps, and routers can enable many next-generation, modular, microfluidic devices for analysis of liquids. The overall strategies, designs, and results will be presented to illustrate how to harness the power of microfluidics to create widely applicable modular sample preparation and platforms for both portable and laboratory analyses.

AUTOMATED POWDER PIPETTING WITH RANDOM ACCESS SAMPLE MANAGEMENT AND WEIGHT CHECKING
===================================================================================
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Automated sample management has long been a realization for the liquid handling sector. Only until recent improvements in the technology of powder aspiration and deposition has the feasibility of powder sample management been a realization.

The system under development will push the boundaries of dry powder automated sample handling by incorporating a multiparameter sampling automation process. A robotic *XYZ* platform with dual *Z* drives will select from 8 precalibrated powder pipettes, with the secondary *Z* drive moving samples about the internal robotic plane. The application requires the system to select a sample amid a library of 96-well sample boxes. The sorting will be accomplished via a carousel and bar code reading system. As some vials have press on caps and others have screw caps, the *XYZ* robot will move the selected samples to the correct zone within the robot plane to automatically decap and cap the vials. A balance incorporated into the same robotic plane will tare and weight-check each vial for the accuracy of the deposited dry powder.

The project presentation will prove the feasibility of dry powder automated sample handing for this and other prospective projects. A detailed accounting of the precision and accuracy of the sample handling data will be presented along with project highlights and an operational overview.

DEVELOPMENT OF ONLINE RAPID SAMPLING MICRODIALYSIS MONITORING FOR THE STUDY OF HUMAN INTESTINAL ISCHAEMIA
=========================================================================================================
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Intestinal ischaemia is a serious complication of many surgical procedures. We have used online rapid sampling microdialysis (rsMD) to detect ischemia in the human bowel. Our approach has been to place the probe in the bowel wall and analyze the dialysate online.

We have developed an online rsMD technique for monitoring metabolites in the human bowel during gastrointestinal surgery. This analyzes the dialysate glucose and lactate electrochemically at high time resolution (typically 30 seconds). The system was adapted from the previous biosensor system used to monitor neurochemicals in the human brain during surgery \[[@B37]\]. The method consists of a flow injection analysis (FIA) system coupled to an enzyme-based amperometric detector.

Dialysate levels in the human bowel stabilized within 12 minutes of probe implantation, for glucose (2.77 ± 0.57 mM, *n* = 7) and lactate (0.77 ± 0.17 mM, *n* = 7). After arterial resection glucose showed a small decrease at 10 minutes (−0.261 ± 0.085 mM, *P* = .0175, *n* = 7), recover to preresection values by 17 minutes to then decrease dramatically to −1.89 ± 0.39 mM (*P* = .0135, *n* = 6). Lactate levels arose in a constant manner to reach the value of 1.47 ± 0.53 mM (*P* = .0331, *n* = 7). Results from anastomosis microdialysis monitoring in animal models will be compared with the human data.

HIGH-THROUGHPUT AND ROBUST SEC MEA SUREMENT USING NEWLY DEVELOPED ALL-IN-ONE SEC INSTRUMENT FOR POLYMERS
========================================================================================================
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EcoSEC, a new sophisticated GPC/SEC instrument, was developed for semimicro and high-throughput SEC measurements. The equipment consists of an online degasser, autosampler, temperature-controlled pumping system, column oven, refractive-index (RI) detector, and optional UV detector. All units mount in a chassis and are computer-controlled.

We evaluated the fundamental characteristics of this new GPC/SEC equipment, and the results will be reported. We investigated the precision and the reproducibility of flow rate, the precision of temperature control in the pumping unit, column oven and RI detector, the baseline stability against external temperature change, the sensitivity of the RI detector, and other system characteristics. Furthermore, the precision and the reproducibility of molecular mass and molecular mass distribution were evaluated using semimicro TSK-GEL SuperMultipore columns and PStQuick polystyrene calibration markers.

The results demonstrate that the new GPC/SEC instrument was suitable for high-throughput SEC as well as for semimicro SEC applications. Moreover, the instrument, in combination with TSK-GEL SuperMultiporeHZ series columns and PStQuick calibration standards, showed a high level of robustness in terms of site-to-site reproducibility of molecular mass measurement. The EcoSEC instrument, equipped with a TSKgel SuperMultiporeHZ-H column, was applied to the high-throughput analysis of several important industrial polymer samples.

OPTIMIZATION OF CAPILLARY-CHANNELLED POLYMERIC FIBERS AS STATIONARY PHASES FOR THE SEPARATION OF WATER SOLUBLE POLYMERS BY RP-HPLC
==================================================================================================================================
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Size-based separation methods are universally accepted for polymer mixtures, particularly when analytes differ greatly in size. However, this technique lacks selectivity when analytes have similar molecular weights. Therefore, it is advantageous to develop a chemically based separation method to allow improved selectivity for the analyte of interest by exploiting the chemical differences of the analytes.

Previous work in this laboratory has demonstrated the use of capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fiber columns for the reversed-phase (RP) separation of proteins. Previously, C-CP fiber columns have been used to separate a suite of 4 proteins in less than 4 minutes at a flow rate of 7 mL/min \[[@B38]\]. The C-CP fiber format facilitates separations based on chemical interactions without contributions from size exclusion phenomena; therefore it was hypothesized that this technique could be adapted to separations involving synthetic macromolecules (i.e., polymers). Due to the structural and synthetic differences between proteins and polymers, it is necessary to evaluate the chromatographic performance of the C-CP fiber columns in conjunction with polymers.

Our laboratory has separated two water-soluble polymers (poly(4-vinylpyridine hydrochloride) and glycolic acid ethoxylate 4-nonylphenyl ether) which could not be separated by SEC. The initial separation was done under gradient conditions at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. After an evaluation of varying separation conditions, an optimum separation was achieved using water and acetonitrile (ACN) both with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) at a 20% gradient and a flow rate of 1 mL/min.

GOING PAPERLESS: CONVERTING FROM PAPER FORMS TO AN ELECTRONIC LABORATORY NOTEBOOK
=================================================================================
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As laboratories start to consider replacing their paper-based processes with an electronic laboratory notebook, they are often surprised at how many paper forms their organization actually uses. In many cases, they discover that there are dozens of forms with multiple pages and multiple variations that are widely distributed throughout the enterprise.

Converting every single variation of every paper form to an electronic document can appear to be a daunting task.

Our presentation will help organizations manage their process of moving away from paper by providing guidelines and insight into determining which processes should be a priority for conversion,identifying the levels of automation that can be incorporated into ELN forms,identifying points of integration between the ELN and existing systems,different processes for converting from paper.

Organizations will learn how to turn the conversion process into an opportunity to assess the forms they are using, consolidate forms that share common characteristics and formats, and prioritize forms within the conversion process.

With this information, they will be better prepared to launch an ELN project that will introduce maximum benefits with minimal impact on the workplace both during the transition process and once the new system is in place.

CALCULATING THE BENEFITS FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF LABORATORY INFORMATICS SOLUTIONS
=================================================================================
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Introducing a standardized enterprise-wide solution can lower the total cost of ownership (TCO) for laboratory information management systems (LIMSs). Electronic notebooks (ELNs) can improve the personal productivity of analysts working in research and quality-control laboratories. Data management and data warehouse systems provide ready access to information, and can help reduce search time and duplication of effort by knowledge workers. Providing integrated analytical tool kits and training for scientists can reduce some of the chaos, support costs for research, and provide new opportunities for sharing and building on innovative ideas.

We intuitively know that there is value in implementing these laboratory informatics solutions. These solutions help companies in all industries to produce better products with shorter development cycle times and at lower cost. However, business decisions to acquire them have to be based on the review of a business case including a cost justification.

This presentation will present ideas and a model for calculating the benefits for laboratory informatics solutions. The model will include rules of thumb based on industry experience for projecting productivity improvements resulting from the introduction of technology to replace functions typically performed manually like data entry, data access, or compilation of reports. However, projections of productivity improvement are only part of the story. These need to be translated into actual benefits that are measurable by the corporation in terms of speed, productivity, or cost. The author will describe strategies for accomplishing this. These will be supported by examples.

This will be a valuable presentation for anyone involved in looking at the impact of the introduction of laboratory informatics technology, whether developing a business case or looking at benefits being captured by systems that have been implemented.

BUILDING AN ELECTRONIC LABORATORY NOTEBOOK FOR ROUTINE ANALYSES
===============================================================
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Most electronic laboratory notebooks (ELNs) have been designed to accommodate R&D requirements, where variety and flexibility are the name of the game.

For laboratories that are performing routine analyses on a regular and ongoing basis, there is a need for an ELN that does much more than simply recording results and observations. In this environment, there is an opportunity for the ELN to become a proactive component controlling the analytical process and ensuring that every aspect of an SOP is being fulfilled.

Creating an ELN for this environment requires looking beyond the basics and considering all of the factors that are part of ensuring conformance to an SOP. These factors include confirming analysts\' qualifications, completing instrument calibrations, confirming proper use of reagents, solutions and chemicals, automating calculations and limit checks, as well as ensuring step-by-step adherence to the SOP process.

Of course all of these factors have to be considered right at the bench level, as the analysis is taking place.

Our presentation will show how starting out with these requirements in mind results in an electronic laboratory notebook that addresses each of these factors, in real time, ensuring that every routine procedure fulfills all aspects of SOP requirements.

ACHIEVING GREAT SCIENCE BRINGING TOGETHER PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
=====================================================================================
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In today\'s laboratory, it is common to be involved in many aspects of the physical/chemical analysis of materials. Having the ability to keep track of all of these disparate data can be a major challenge whether we are generating all of the data ourselves or they are coming from several departments. In addition, with all of these different data, the possibility of misplacing something is much higher than we would like to admit. This talk will look at a tool that can be used to manage, analyze, annotate, and create reports from data sources as diverse as TGA, DSC, XRPD, optical spectroscopy, chromatography, Mass Spec, NMR, chemical structures, and metadata. Having all of the data available to review and share across an organization improves the decision-making process and allows great science to be achieved.

SEGMENTED FLOW ANALYSIS USING MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES AND HIGH-EFFICIENCY CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS
================================================================================================
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A microfluidic device has been developed that combines continuous plug generation, reagent mixing, online fluorescent derivatization, and plug fusion to an aqueous stream for high-efficiency capillary electrophoresis (CE) and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection of amino acids (AAs). Hydrophobic and hydrophilic patterned channels were employed to assist in aqueous phase breakup at a T-junction, interplug chemical isolation, and plug fusion at a virtual wall. Differential glass etching was also employed to generate high fluidic resistance electrophoresis channels with 8.5 *μ*m depth and low-resistance droplet breakup and mixing channels with 80 *μ*m depth. The former enabled high-efficiency electrophoresis, while the latter was useful for generating plugs with volumes and temporal intervals ranging between 7.8--28.2 nL and 0.6--10 seconds, respectively. Online fluorescent conjugation of amino acids was performed in plugs using multiple derivatization chemistries including fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and naphthalene 2,3,dicarboxylaldehyde (NDA). Reagents were combined laminarly immediately prior to plug breakup at a T-junction. Turbulent mixing of NDA, CN-, and AAs was performed in plugs for 1-2 minutes prior to droplet fusion. Kinetics of the fluorogenic NDA reaction were recorded over the length of the reaction channel, and were found to reach completion at \~65 seconds after initial mixing. Plug fusion into a continuous flow stream was demonstrated using a parallel current fusion technique. Following fusion, capillary electrophoresis of fluorescein, rhodamine 110, FITC-AA, and NDA-AA conjugates was performed with high efficiencies.

A DIGITAL MICROFLUIDIC APPROACH TO HOMOGENEOUS ENZYME ASSAYS
============================================================
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A digital microfluidic device was applied to a variety of enzymatic analyses. The digital approach to microfluidics manipulates samples and reagents in the form of discrete droplets, as opposed to the streams of fluid used in channel microfluidics. This approach is more easily reconfigured than a channel device, and the flexibility of these devices makes them suitable for a wide variety of applications. Alkaline phosphatase was chosen as a model enzyme, and used to convert fluorescein diphosphate into fluorescein. Droplets of alkaline phosphatase and fluorescein diphosphate were merged and mixed on the device, resulting in a 140 nL stopped-flow reaction chamber in which the fluorescent product was detected by a fluorescence plate reader. Substrate quantitation was achieved with a linear range of 2 orders of magnitude and a detection limit of approximately 7.0 × 10^−20^ mol. Addition of a small amount of a nonionic surfactant to the reaction buffer was shown to reduce the adsorption of enzyme to the device surface and extend the lifetime of the device without affecting the enzyme activity. Analyses of the enzyme kinetics and the effects of inhibition with inorganic phosphate were performed, and *K*~*m*~ and *k*~cat~ values of 1.35 *μ*M and 120 s^−1^ agreed with those obtained in a conventional 384-well plate under the same conditions (1.85 *μ*M and 155 s^−1^). A multiplexed device was also developed to perform 6 simultaneous determinations in an effort to reduce analysis times and variation among replicates. It was concluded that the digital microfluidic format is able to perform detailed and reproducible assays of substrate concentrations and enzyme activity in much smaller reaction volumes and with higher sensitivity than conventional methods.

IMPROVED TEMPORAL RESOLUTION WITH SEGMENTED FLOW
================================================
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Temporal resolution is a key figure of merit for in vivo experiments. With microdialysis sampling, temporal resolution is primarily limited by the band broadening of sample plugs as they flow from the sampling probe to the analysis system due to parabolic flow and diffusion. This problem is especially evident when sampling flow rate is low (10--300 nL/min). To solve this problem, a segmented flow system was developed, in which the aqueous sample stream emerging from a microdialysis probe was converted to separate droplets, and transported in an immiscible oil phase, for example, perfluorodecalin. A T-junction on a PDMS-based chip was used for droplet generation. Relations between flow rate, droplet volume, and time interval were studied, which were compared with an existing model. To test the ability of this system to improve temporal resolution, a homemade microdialysis probe was coupled to the chip, and fluorescein was sampled at a flow rate of 200 nL/min. After generation, droplets were transferred to a capillary rendered hydrophobic by derivatization with octadecyltrichlorosilane. Droplets were detected by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) both immediately after droplets were formed and at approximately 40 cm downstream. As fluorescein concentration was changed, the response time for both on-chip and on-capillary detection processes was recorded and the resulting plots showed that they were exactly the same. In comparison, for continuous flow, deterioration in temporal resolution was observed at downstream. Several optimizations in experimental condition were conducted to further shorten response time. Finally, this system was applied to detect glucose concentration change in rat brain. A triple-branch inlet channel was used this time to mix both enzyme and dye with glucose sample stream before droplets were formed. Reactions between glucose and derivatizing reagents took place within droplets as they flowed from the T-junction to the detection window on the collection capillary.

SIMULTANEOUS CHEMICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF PHARMACEUTICAL GRANULES
===========================================================================
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Pharmaceutical granules pose new QA/QC challenges to the analytical laboratory because their formulation is often not as well understood as the average pressed tablet. Size and weight, in combination with dosage, often suffice to monitor quality, but are not very helpful for troubleshooting performance issues. In this presentation, we discuss two approaches to measure both chemistry and morphology in pharmaceutical granule formulations or pregranulation samples. First, we describe a method for the simultaneous measurement of size, shape, and chemical composition of hundreds of granules using near infrared chemical imaging (NIR-CI). Tens to hundreds of granules are spread in the field of view (FOV) for data acquisition, and the chemistry of each granule is acquired, with a spatial resolution depending on the selected FOV. Chemometrics analysis is performed on the dataset to generate contrast relevant to the chemistry of the samples, and the morphology is investigated with respect to the chemistry. The second approach described is primarily a morphological measurement performed with an automated microscope equipped with a single-point Raman spectrometer. With this instrument, the morphological features of hundreds of thousands of granules are measured and the chemical information (Raman spectrum) is automatically acquired only from discrete granules selected on the basis of their morphology. This presentation focuses on results showing how these techniques may be used for root-cause analysis of dissolution failure and blend heterogeneity. They indicate that the performance of the unit dose shows dependency on the different chemistries and morphologies of individual granules rather than on the average of all granules in a batch.

REAL-TIME PARTICLE CLASSIFICATION USING PATTERN RECOGNITION
===========================================================
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The use of pattern recognition algorithms in digital image processing is not a new phenomenon. Research and development of algorithms for pattern recognition have been going on for many years, driven initially by applications in the intelligence community for analysis of reconnaissance imagery. Later on, the techniques were successfully applied to other fields, the most prominent being medical imaging. However, in most cases the algorithms were developed for looking at *static* images, where an entire image is being searched to try to locate one particular object within it.

This paper will discuss applying the principles of pattern recognition in a new way, to characterize particles in a moving fluid in "real time," with the objective being the determination of the concentration of multiple different particle types in a heterogeneous solution. This technique has the potential to greatly advance the sensitivity of monitoring systems in a process environment, by providing much more information on the state of the process in real time. The availability of this information will permit a much tighter "feedback loop" for quality monitoring, and therefore can yield significant cost savings by being able to *proactively* adjust process variables.

A brief overview of pattern recognition theory will be followed by a discussion of how these well-developed techniques can be applied to monitor particle concentrations for multiple particle types within a heterogeneous fluid. A specific application will be detailed showing results obtained, and suggestions will be made as to other areas where this technique may be applied.

AUTOMATED CROSS-FRACTIONATION INSTRUMENT
========================================
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Polymer ChAR has developed a fully automated cross-fractionation apparatus in a benchtop instrument, called CFC. It is intended to measure the interdependence between molecular weight distribution and chemical composition distribution in polyolefins in a single experiment, under full computer control. The infrared detector is used to obtain the MWD of each fraction and the 3D surface plot in temperature, and Log Mw axis is generated with these results. Also other 2D plots are offered like the MWD profile with composition dependence as well as the composition profile with molar mass dependence for the whole sample.

CFC is capable of analyzing up to 5 consecutive samples automatically, and incorporates a subambient option down to −20°C. Two samples a day can be analyzed at standard conditions (see [Figure 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}).

The virtual instrumentation software provides instrument control and monitoring of the whole process and signals generated. The system includes remote control access for easy diagnosis and software upgrades.

![](JAMMC2008-502953.013){#fig13}

DEVELOPMENT OF ONLINE UV/PYROLYSISGC/MS SYSTEM FOR THE ANALYSIS OF PHOTO/THERMAL/OXIDATIVE-DEGRADATION PROCESS OF POLYMERIC MATERIALS
=====================================================================================================================================
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The physical and chemical performances of most polymeric materials gradually degrade due to external effects such as heating, photoradiation, oxidative atmosphere, and mechanical stress. During the degradation process, not only the decomposed compounds formed from the sample but also the structural alternation of the samples has been important target to analyze. By getting this information, it would be possible to prepare the advanced materials by modifying their molecular structures and/or selecting appropriate additives. For these analyses, a new analytical method has to be developed.

A new analytical instrument using an online ultraviolet (UV) radiator combined with the multifunctional microfurnace pyrolyzer (double-shot pyrolyzer, Frontier Lab) with capillary column GC/MS will be described. A UV beam was spotted on a small amount of polymer sample set in the pyrolyzer through an optical fiber cable. The evolved gas from the irradiated polymer sample was analyzed by GC online, and then the residual polymer sample was pyrolyzed in the pyrolyzer to give a specific pyrogram. Based on both information sets obtained, the deterioration mechanism of the polymeric material during irradiation and the effect of additives such as photostabilizer and UV-absorber can be evaluated using sub-milli-gram order of polymer sample with relatively short test period compared with that by conventional technique such as a weather meter. Here the basic performance of this system was examined using typical polymer materials such as polystyrene, polypropylene and polycarbonate. These examples clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the online UV/pyrolysis-GC/MS system when characterizing the photo/thermal/oxidative-degradation of polymers.

NEW AUTOMATED OVERHEAD STIRRER
==============================
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Formulation studies of new products involved in the fine chemicals or specialty chemicals fields have motivated our company to design an overhead stirrer. This unique stirring module has 8 reactors, typically 20 or 30 mL glass vials, in which 8 rotating blades allow perfect mixing of the different products. It has several advantages compared to traditional vortexers or magnetic stirrers, especially when high or increasing viscosities are involved in a chemical reaction process as the overhead stirrer increases the turbulence and keeps the contents moving. Each reactor can be filled through cross-slitted septum by our special probes or disposable tips, while the WinLISSY software digitally controls the mixing. The pipetting channel is integral to the mixer ensuring quick and efficient mixing of reagents which are delivered to the heart of the reaction. A temperature-controlled carrier is available for heating of the reactions and a reflux option fits neatly on top.

IN SITU SIMULTANEOUS NO~x~ AND O~2~ MONITORING
==============================================
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Horiba has developed and is selling an in situ monitor for combustion measurement applications. The INM-700 simultaneously measures NO~*x*~ and O~2~ using a novel zirconium oxide detector. The in situ probe geometry requires little of the setup time for, sample conditioning, and maintenance that is required for systems employing extractive sampling, thus offering reduced initial cost and cost of ownership. This paper outlines the successful testing of a new approach for in situ, simultaneous NO~*x*~ and O~2~ analysis. The sensor technology described was demonstrated for a coal-fired power plant application.

DIRECT MERCURY ANALYSIS OF LIQUID HYDROCARBONS
==============================================
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Accurately measuring the mercury content of liquid hydrocarbons, such as naphtha, gasoline, kerosene, light oils, crude oils, and petroleum condensates, can be a very daunting task. Often the mercury concentrations of hydrocarbon samples can be in the low to subpart per billion range, while the diversity and complexity of these samples have few rivals. Conventional analysis techniques involve a hazardous and tedious acidic digestion that consumes several hours of the analysts\' laboratory time, and have been known to produce over half of the errors generated during any sample analysis. One known technique for eliminating the digestion process for mercury analysis is the use of high-temperature combustion to decompose the sample into a gaseous state. This thermal decomposition of the sample, accompanied by gold amalgamation and atomic spectroscopy, is commonly referred to as "direct mercury analysis." In recent years, this technique has commonly been used for environmental samples; however Nippon Instruments Corporation has expertly adapted it to the analysis of liquid hydrocarbons in the Model PE-1000 Mercury Analyzer.

In this presentation, data will be provided to illustrate the high-quality results obtained through the use of Model PE-1000. The capabilities of this analyzer will be discussed in detail.

ANALYSIS OF VOLATILE AND SEMIVOLATILE COMPOUNDS IN ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING BY THERMAL DESORPTION
=================================================================================================
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The thermal desorption technique is commonly known to be applied to the monitoring of volatile organic pollutants in air; the numerous advantages make it a successful alternative to the solvent extraction technique. The recent improvements in the TD instrumentation extend the use of this technique to the analysis of compounds with a wider boiling point range.

This paper shows the application of a thermal desorber to the environmental monitoring of both VOCs (volatile organic compounds) and SVOCs (semivolatile organic compounds). An automatic leak check ensures the complete integrity of each sample.

The typical target compounds are BTEX, chlorinated hydrocarbons, pesticides, PAH, phenols, and phtalates. Thermal desorption is a good alternative to conventional extraction procedures, and allows the reduction of analysis times without loss of the precision.

OPTIMIZATION OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS IN A PURGE AND TRAP SYSTEM FOR THE DETERMINATION OF VOCs BY US EPA METHODOLOGIES
===============================================================================================================================
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There are several demands and requirements imposed on chemists performing volatile organic analysis in today\'s environmental laboratory. The first and most important fact is that the analysis must be performed in compliance with USEPA methodologies. Next, there is a continued trend to achieve lower levels of detection. As the result of required low detection levels, water management and carryover reduction have become more of a concern.

This paper will present the optimum purge and trap system parameters used to generate method 8260B data. The conditions utilized will provide the necessary sensitivity, linearity, and accuracy compliant with the method. In particular, the revolutionary advancement used to virtually eliminate carryover below the maximum contaminate level will be highlighted. Other technological advancements in a purge and trap system will also be demonstrated. Analytical results including calibration factors, method detection limits, and reproducibility data in both water and soil matrices will be shown.

AUTOMATED SPME-GC-FID DETERMINATION OF PARABENS IN WASTEWATER
=============================================================
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Parabens are a group of chemicals used as preservatives in the cosmetic, pharmaceutical, and food industries for their bactericidal and fungicidal properties. Their efficacy as preservatives, in combination with their low cost and their long history of safe use, probably explains their widespread use.

However, a considerable interest in toxic effects of a continuous exposition to low levels of these compounds has arisen after the recent discovery of parabens in tissue samples from human breast tumors. A weak estrogenic activity for some parabens has been demonstrated by in vivo and in vitro tests.

Urban wastewater constitutes one of the main environmental sources of these species in the biosphere; therefore, it must be the first compartment to be investigated in order to know the levels of parabens and understand their fate in the aquatic media.

Available methods for the determination of parabens in wastewater consist of a solid phase extraction (SPE) as the concentration technique, followed by a liquid (LC) or gas chromatographic (GC) analysis with mass spectrometry detection.

A new method based on solid phase microextraction-gas chromatography-flame ionization detection (SPME-GC-FID) can be proposed as a screening tool to monitor paraben presence in the environment and/or food. The new Thermo TriPlus Autosampler enabled a completely automated development of the SPME method. A CW/DVB fiber was chosen as the best extracting coating, and a good chromatographic separation was achieved in only 23 minutes.

The proposed method is fast, economic, and suitable for the large number of samples in routine analysis.

CONTINUOUS FLOW ANALYSIS OF ppb-LEVEL TOTAL PHOSPHORUS IN NATURAL WATERS FOLLOWING MANUAL PERSULFATE DIGESTS AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO KJELDAHL METHODOLOGIES
========================================================================================================================================================
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Eutrophication, a detrimental increase in an ecosystem\'s microbial population due to an influx of nutrients, is a serious concern in natural water environments. The homeostatic balance of these ecological systems depends upon the presence of organic phosphates in lakes, streams, and ponds. Controlling these compounds requires increasingly accurate and consistent detection over smaller and smaller concentrations.

Widely used methodologies for phosphorus analysis, such as USEPA Method 365.4, require a digestion step using a mercury catalyst to convert inorganic phosphates and polyphosphates into measurable orthophosphate. These Kjeldahl-style methodologies of sample preparation demand strict postdigestion waste management to prevent exposure to dangerous mercury compounds. Moreover, these methods often limit the analyst to sample measurements of 10 ppb and higher. Increased environmental awareness of the eutrophic effects of phosphorus and the toxic effects of mercury exposure has driven state and local agencies to seek analytical methods that can detect phosphorus at low levels without incurring the risk and expense associated with hazardous mercury digestions.

An automated continuous flow analysis method for phosphorus detection at low ppb levels will be presented. This alternative methodology will utilize manual persulfate digestions for sample preparation and injected segmented flow analysis (iSFA). Calibration data, linear range measurements, method detection limits (MDLs), and representative sample analyses will be reported.

A NOVEL TURN-KEY LC/MS/MS REPLACEMENT STRATEGY FOR TRADITIONAL LC/UV DRUG SCREENING
===================================================================================
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With about 5% of the population between the ages of 15 and 64 (\~200 million people) using illicit drugs and thousands of drug intoxications per year in the western world alone, fast screening methods for drugs and pharmaceuticals are necessary for the detection of xenobiotics in forensic intoxication cases. Identi fication of these drugs in biological fluids is currently performed by a variety of analytical techniques including immunoassay tests, available only for a small number of substance classes, or chromatographic techniques such as GC/MS and LC/UV. Although these techniques are well established and widely used, they suffer from many limitations, including laborious and time-consuming derivatization steps for the analysis of nonvolatile and polar drugs by GC/MS. LC is ideally suited for polar compounds but UV detection lacks the necessary specificity and methods require long runtimes to minimize the potential for coelution. In addition, sensitivity of LC/UV is limited but newer drugs are used at lower therapeutic concentrations.

In recent years, LC/MS/MS has been increasingly used for toxicological screening applications with mass spectral library searching to confirm detected drugs.

A highly specific and sensitive screening and confirmatory LC/MS/MS method was developed for the simultaneous analysis of 300 compounds relevant in forensic toxicology, such as drugs of abuse, pharmaceuticals, and their metabolites using a QTRAP LC/MS/MS system. The method is built into Cliquid Drug Screen and Quant software for routine forensic toxicology. The new software allows screening for unknown drugs in urine and blood samples with preconfigured methods and automatic processing and reporting. Identification is provided using a comprehensive library of MS/MS spectra.

SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF METHAMPHETAMINE AND DIMETHYL SULFONE IN CRYSTALLINE METHAMPHETAMINE SEIZURES BY FAST GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
=====================================================================================================================================
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Methamphetamine is a powerfully addictive psychostimulant drug that stimulates the central nervous system. The drug illegally circulated in Japan is generally a form of white crystals, so-called "ice," and the purity is mostly very high. However, in recent years, we encounter methamphetamine seizures mixed with dimethyl sulfone, a common cutting agent. In this study, we present a method for simultaneous determination of methamphetamine and dimethyl sulfone in methamphetamine seizures by fast gas chromatography. A hundred milligrams of ground samples (seized crystals or powders) were weighed and dissolved in 50 mL of distilled water. A 0.5 mL portion of the solution was added to 0.2 mL of 40% potassium carbonate solution and extracted with dichloromethane containing diphenylmethane as an internal standard. After centrifugation, a portion of the extracts was subjected to gas chromatography with a flame ionization detector on a DB-17 capillary column (0.1 mm i.d. × 10 m, film thickness of 0.1 *μ*m). The use of a narrow-bore column offered fast and complete separation of 3 substances within 2 minutes. Methamphetamine was completely recovered from sample solutions although the recovery of dimethyl sulfone was 46%. The method was linear over the range investigated (0.02--2.4 mg/mL, which is equivalent to 1--120% in powdered samples). Limits of detection were estimated to be at 0.003 mg/mL for methamphetamine and 0.01 mg/mL for dimethyl sulfone. The method was subsequently applied to the analysis of methamphetamine seizures, and it was found that the contents of dimethyl sulfone ranged from 0% to 90%.

A VALIDATED AND COMPLETE AUTOMATED SPE/LC/MS METHOD FOR THE ANALYSIS OF COCAINE AND METABOLITES IN BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS
====================================================================================================================
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Worldwide, cocaine is the most widely abused recreational drug, and thus it is commonly encountered in many forensic and clinical toxicology cases. Cocaine (C) is extensively metabolized forming the metabolites benzoylecgonine (BZE), ecgonine methyl ester (EME), and ecgonine (E). Additionally, when cocaine is coingested with ethanol, cocaethylene (CE) is produced.

This automated method is unique in that it interfaces the Spark Holland Symbiosis to the Applied BioSystems 4000 Qtrap so that these two instruments function as a single unified system. A positive ion electrospray solid phase extraction-liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (SPE-LC-MS-MS) method was developed for the analysis of C, BZE, CE, EME, and E in urine and whole blood. The deuterated analogues of these analytes were used as internal standards.

In developing this method, ten different solid phase cartridges were evaluated to determine the optimal SPE material for the extraction of all analytes from urine and whole blood. The results demonstrate that Hysphere MM anion cartridge extracted all five analytes and was used for the validation of the method in both urine and whole blood. The Gemini C6-Phenyl was found to be optimal for all compounds studied. Likewise, several mobile phase combinations were evaluated, but the one that was optimal was a gradient from 100% of 0.1% formic acid in water to 90% of 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile with a run time of 10 minutes. Two independent MS/MS transitions were monitored for each analyte. The precursor\'s m/z product m/z values selected and monitored for all the analytes. The validation demonstrates that C, BZE, and CE were linear within 4--1000 ng/mL, while EME and E were linear within 10--1000 ng/mL in urine. Likewise, C, BZE, CE, and EME were linear within 4--500 ng/mL, while E was linear within 10--500 ng/mL in blood. In this study, no known interferences were observed.

IDENTIFICATION AND DETERMINATION OF N,NDIETHYL-META-TOLUAMIDE AND ITS METABOLITES IN HUMAN SAMPLES BY HPLC-MS/MS
================================================================================================================
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DEET is the active substance used in many insect repellents. It was designed for direct application to human skin to repel insects by the US Army in 1946. It repels pests such as mosquitoes, sand flies, gnats, chiggers, ticks, deer flies, and fleas. In 1957, DEET was registered for use by the general public. Annually, one third of USA population is estimated to use products containing DEET.

We identified several major metabolites of DEET in human urine samples. Additionally, we have developed a sensitive, robust, and accurate analytical method for quantifying DEET metabolites in human urine. Our method uses an enzyme digestion and a simple solid phase extraction followed by a highly selective analysis with high-performance liquid chromatography high-resolution tandem mass spectrometry using stable isotope-labeled standards. The mass spectrometer was operated using atmospheric pressure chemical ionization in the multiple reaction monitoring mode.

The limits of detection (LOD) of our method were between 11 pg/mL and 228 pg/mL, and coefficients of variation were lower than 18%. The extraction efficiency of the SPE method ranged from 78 to 112% for the different analytes. Calibration plots exhibited linearity over the range from 0.25 to 250 ng/mL. The use of the BETASYL Phenyl-Hexyl and BETASIL C18 column allowed us to have a good chromatographic resolution which increased the selectivity and sensitivity of the method. The use of stable isotope analogues as internal standards for most of these metabolites allows for the highest degree of accuracy and precision.

OPTIMIZING MOBILE PHASE SOLVENT PURITY FOR LCMS
===============================================
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Increasing sensitivity in the field of liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LCMS) is an ongoing process. Indeed, special applications such as biomarker discovery or metabolomics studies involve complex biological matrices that require excellent sensitivity (femtomole range), enhanced mass accuracy, and superior resolution. Optimizing the quality of mobile phase solvents can contribute to improving the chromatographic or mass spectrometric properties of the analyte. ThermoFisher Global Chemicals has developed a new solvent grade that meets the stringent purity requirements of LCMS by addressing the need for minimal organic contamination, minimal metal mass adduct formation, and high ionization efficiency. Comparative chromatographic data for pure solvents and neat chemicals (TFA and FA) were collected using a single-quadrupole mass spectrometer and a ThermoFisher LTQ -FT hybrid linear ion trap MS system. Our results will demonstrate that Optima LC/MS acetonitrile (A955), water (W6), and methanol (A456) have a low mass-to-noise level for both positive and negative modes in TIC, exceptionally low metal ion content which can form MS adducts that interfere with MS interpretation, and very low LC-UV background using diode array detector.

FAST AND ROBUST MICROFLOW HPLC METHOD FOR OPEN-ACCESS PRODUCT ANALYSIS IN DISCOVERY MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
=======================================================================================================
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The advent of high-throughput synthesis and purification has created a need for more efficient ways to do reaction scouting, route development, and product profiling. Microflow HPLC, defined as having chromatographic columns in the 0.3--0.5 mm range and flow rates in the 2--60 *μ*L/min range, can significantly shorten the HPLC analysis time attributable to its characteristic rapid gradient mixing and fast column re-equilibration. Additionally, the substantial reduction in solvent usage and waste generation can contribute to the increasingly important "green chemistry" effort. Using a novel microflow HPLC system, we have developed a robust short-cycle time (\<2 minutes) rapid gradient method for the analysis of crude synthesis products in discovery chemistry labs. Chromatographic columns of different phases, particle sizes, and dimensions are evaluated on a set of compounds covering a wide range of lipophilicity. The capability of the microflow HPLC method to deal with real-world "dirty" samples is critically investigated. The results compare favorably to those obtained using a conventional 4.6 mm column rapid gradient HPLC system. The benefits and issues of using a microflow HPLC in an open-access medicinal chemistry environment will be discussed.

ADVANCED OPTIMIZATION OF A MICROFLOW HPLC SYSTEM
================================================
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Current trends in HPLC system development have embraced higher pressures, higher temperatures, and lower flow rates to increase analytical throughput and separation efficiency. By combining recent advances in microscale fluid delivery, small particle (\<3 *μ*m) stationary phases, high-temperature separations, and chip-based UV absorbance detection with a fully integrated microflow gradient HPLC system, the overall performance has been optimized for short-cycle times, high resolution, and good detection sensitivity.

It is widely accepted that microflow HPLC offers a number of advantages over conventional analytical HPLC. At low flow rates (\<50 *μ*L/min), the amount of time required to thoroughly mix mobile phases and re-equilibrate the column is dramatically reduced. This in turn results in a reduction in injection-to-injection cycle times.

While sub 2 *μ*m particle stationary phases offer high separation efficiency (\>150,000 N/m), at ambient temperatures, column pressure becomes a limiting factor. In order to achieve high efficiency without having to design system components to withstand ultrahigh pressures, we use sub 3 *μ*m particle columns at moderately high (\>60°C) temperatures. In this way separation efficiency is improved with only modest increases in system pressures.

One critical aspect of system performance is the optical detection system. Clearly, reducing the flow cell\'s dimensions preserves chromatographic resolution. However, this change in the flow cell design is unavoidably accompanied by a reduction in light transmission which increases short-term noise. This reduction in signal-to-noise ratio can compromise the system\'s performance. To overcome this limitation, optical fibers and chip-based technology have been employed.

Results of our tests using a diverse set of pharmaceutical applications relevant to both drug discovery and drug development indicate that the system design optimization enables separation efficiencies approaching those of UHPLC systems without its requisite ultrahigh pressures. A selection of these results will be presented to illustrate overall system performance.

HIGH-THROUGHPUT CONCURRENT DETERMINATION OF COMPOUND SOLUBILITY AND PURITY EMPLOYING A LOW-VOLUME PARALLEL LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY SYSTEM WITH MS CAPABILITY
==========================================================================================================================================================
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Large numbers of compounds are generated by synthesis strategies based on combinatorial chemistry, with the consequent increase in the size of compound libraries. This has resulted in a critical demand for high-throughput analytical techniques, both qualitative and quantitative, that can aid in the management and characterization of these libraries. For example, compound purity and aqueous solubility constitute critical properties that need to be determined during drug lead optimization. Conventional HPLC systems can be employed for these determinations, but they suffer from their intrinsic low-throughput nature when used in a serial mode. Micro parallel liquid chromatography systems allow for high-throughput chemical analysis with increased sample capacity and data analysis capabilities while reducing sample consumption, solvent usage, and waste generation. In this presentation, we will describe the use of a micro parallel liquid chromatography system that allows for the concurrent determination of compound purity and solubility for up to 23 samples simultaneously. The system employed in these determinations is equipped with 24 parallel columns for liquid chromatography, each with its own sample introduction port and exit port for connection to detector/s of choice. For the determinations presented here, UV detectors were employed for all columns with the 24th column being also connected to a mass spectrometer for mass confirmation. The micro parallel liquid chromatography system employed in these determinations significantly improved the overall time required for the individual determinations with the added advantage of reduced sample consumption, solvent usage, and waste generation. The results discussed in this presentation demonstrate the advantages of employing a micro parallel liquid chromatography system with MS capability for high-throughput chemical analysis.

SOME CONSIDERATION TO ACHIEVE HIGH-QUALITY ULTRAHIGH RESOLUTION ANALYSIS USING ULTRAFAST LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPH
=============================================================================================================
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It is well known that high-resolution higher-speed analysis can be achieved using longer column with smaller particle size media, maintaining higher flow rate. However, even with the optimized particle size media, such analysis will give higher back-pressure to the system and the higher pressure sometimes compromises the quality of the analysis.

We studied those side effects of higher pressure, and optimized the system to improve the high quality of the data. Some considerations to the system are reported to demonstrate the quality of the system.

THE EVALUATION OF MULTIPESTICIDE SCREENING METHODS BY GC/MS
===========================================================
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Pesticides are widely used by farmers to control pests, weeds, and molds that would otherwise decrease crop production. While this has significantly increased worldwide food productions, the pesticides pose significant health and environmental risks. The restrictions for specific pesticides differ from one country to the next.

Since many different types of pesticides can be used on the same food product, multiresidue screening approaches are used to look simultaneously for multiple classes of pesticide compounds. Considering that there are more than 500 registered pesticides, no single analysis technique is capable of screening for all possible contaminates. However, gas chromatography (GC) is still the most commonly used method for the majority of the pesticide classes. While analyte-specific detectors such as ECD or NPD may be used for screening, mass spectrometer (MS) detection must be employed to provide positive confirmation.

The current work demonstrates the use of two new and unique phases which have been optimized for the analysis of all classes of pesticides. The phase chemistry improves separation and peak shape for the more polar pesticide compounds when compared to standard 5% phenyl columns. Selectivity data is compared between a 5-milli-second-type phase and the two new columns.

Multipesticide residue screening is evaluated over 250 different pesticides commonly analyzed from fruits and vegetables. The unique selectivity offered by the two phases improves resolution for multicomponent analytes providing a more unique elution pattern which can be used to identify closely eluting analytes.

HEART-CUTTING 2D GC-MS WITH MICROFLUIDIC DEANS SWITCH AND LOW THERMAL MASS GC: EFFICIENT SECOND-DIMENSIONAL SEPARATION USING INDEPENDENT TEMPERATURE CONTROL
============================================================================================================================================================
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Real-world samples in various fields (e.g., petrochemical, food and flavor, and environmental) are often very complex. Resolution of all individual compounds by means of GC separation can be challenging. Heart-cutting two-dimensional GC (GC-GC) on dissimilar phases can significantly improve the resolution of complex samples. Modern GC-GC systems usually employ deactivated miniature switching device based on Deans principle, electronic pneumatic control (EPC), cryogenic focusing device, and double GC ovens. However, cryogenic focusing device and double ovens require high cost (instrument, cryogen, space, and electronic power consumption).

Recently, low thermal mass (LTM) GC based on the direct resistive heating principle has been developed. The small mass of the LTM-GC provides fast temperature programing rates combined with rapid cool-down for the shortest possible analytical cycle times. A power consumption is also only about 1% of conventional GC. An LTM-GC can be directly integrated with conventional GC instruments to allow full use of conventional injectors, detectors, sampling systems, and software.

In this study, we used an LTM-GC for second-dimensional separation of GC-GC with independent temperature control. This configuration allows efficient second-dimensional separation without cryogenic focusing and an additional GC oven. The potential of the system was illustrated by examples of GC-GC-MS and sequential GC-GC-MS of complex samples, for example, diesel oil, essential oil, and food extracts.

ONLINE AND ON-SITE ANALYSIS OF VOC WITH A THERMAL DESORBER/FAST GAS CHROMATOGRAPH/MASS SPECTROMETER DETECTOR COUPLING
=====================================================================================================================
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Environmental air samples typically comprise a complex mixture of low-concentration compounds requiring enrichment procedures and high-resolution chromatography for accurate analysis. The wide volatility and polarity range of organic compounds present in the atmosphere requires adequate chromatographic resolution or selective detection.

A thermal desorber/fast gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer coupling has been developed as a transportable analyzer perform sensitive analysis in field online.

The objective with Fast-GC is to reduce analysis time without loss of separation efficiency. Provided specific fragment ions are available for each co-eluting compound a mass spectrometric detector can cope with poor Fast-GC column separation. The thermal desorber is a system for online speciated measurement of multiple trace-level volatile organic compounds in air. It combines automated and controlled-flow sampling with cryogen-free concentration technology. The thermal desorber connects to a Fast-GC/MSD and is designed for unattended operation in remote field locations.

SCREENING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINANTS IN COMPLEX MATRICES: TOBACCO
=====================================================================
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Contamination of materials intended for consumer consumption may be difficult to determine in complex matricies. Tobacco in the finished product is a particularly challenging example, as it contains plant metabolites from the tobacco leaf as well as degradation products of the metabolites resulting from aging of tobacco and processing. While target analytical techniques can reliably identify many compounds, the reliability depends on sufficient separation of components in the mixture for the particular analytical technique. Analyses are limited, to the target list of compounds. With adequate separation and capability to rapidly evaluate the separated compounds, screening is possible, but automation is required in complex systems such as tobacco. The application of GC × GC-TOFMS and automated spectral searching for spectral features associated with contamination combined with target analysis takes advantage of the high peak capacity afforded by GC × GC techniques. In addition it makes use of the full-scan spectra from components at low concentration, and automated searching of the peak table for suspect contaminants. This work shows the application of this technique to tobacco.

HIGH-THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS USING GC-TOFMS WITH INTERCHANGEABLE EI AND CI SOURCES
==============================================================================
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Gas chromatography (GC) is a commonly used method for the study of volatile and semivolatile compounds in complex mixtures. GC-TOFMS using an electron ionization (EI) source produces spectra with highly reproducible fragmentation patterns that can be automatically compared against standard libraries for the identification of sample components. Through the use of chemical ionization (CI), a relatively soft ionization technique, the molecular ion is preserved with minor fragmentation making it complimentary to EI and allowing the simple determination of the analyte molecular weight. The LECO GC-TruTOF-HT MS system features easily interchangeable ion sources allowing analysis of a sample in either EI or CI mode. The ion source is isolated from the TOF mass analyzer, which allows for a fast turnaround when the ion source is changed.

In this presentation, we will give a brief introduction to the TruTOF HT system including performance characteristics. The power of this system will be demonstrated by showing a complete characterization of a series of gasoline-range hydrocarbons using GC-TOFMS in both EI and CI modes. Structural characteristics revealed by the EI spectra combined with molecular ion measurements seen in the CI spectra aid in the overall sample component identification. The automated peak-find and deconvolution features of ChromaTOF software in both EI and CI modes use of high-speed GC enables techniques to further increase sample throughput. Sample analysis in both EI and CI modes is shown to be complete in a short time.

KINETIC CALIBRATION USING DOMINANT PRE-EQUILIBRIUM DESORPTION FOR ON-SITE AND IN VIVO SAMPLING BY SOLID PHASE MICROEXTRACTION
=============================================================================================================================
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A new kinetic calibration was developed using dominant pre-equilibrium desorption by solid phase microextracton (SPME). The calibration was based on isotropism between absorption and desorption, which was proved theoretically and experimentally in an aqueous solution and semisolid matrix. It therefore allows for the calibration of absorption using desorption to compensate matrix effects. Moreover, concentration profiles are initially proposed to verify isotropism between absorption and desorption, and also provide a linear approach to obtain time constants for the purpose of quantitative analysis. This linear approach is more convenient, robust, and accurate than the nonlinear one with the previously used time profiles. Furthermore, this method employs the target analytes as the internal standards, so radioactive or deuterated internal standards are not necessary compared to the previously reported technique. In addition, dominant pre-equilibrium desorption utilizes the pre-equilibrium approach and offers a shorter sample preparation time, which is typically suitable for in vivo sampling. This kinetic calibration method was successfully applied to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons\' (PAHs) sample preparation in a flow-through system and in vivo pesticide sampling in a jade plant (*Crassula ovata*).

AUTOMATIC SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR ONLINE ANALYSIS OF CHEMICAL POLLUTANTS IN WATER
=============================================================================
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The potential health hazards that arise from chemical pollutants in water have been an increasing concern to the water industry and environmental research. Online analysis of pollutants, most frequently organic herbicides and trace metals, is a pathway to real-time monitoring of water quality. Due to the low concentration of these pollutants in water, sample preparation demands the development of effective sampling tools. Currently we have designed and fabricated an automatic water sampling system for concentration of chemical pollutants in water using solid phase extraction (SPE) technique. The setup and operation procedures are described and applications are discussed. The described water sampling system has various applications in online preconcentration of chemical pollutants prior to separation and detection with chromatographic and spectroscopic analyzers, for example, CE, HPLC, and LC-MS as well as biosensors and imaging techniques. By selecting a correct SPE cartridge, this system applies to organic herbicides and pesticides, trace heavy metal ions, and biochemical toxins in tap water, industry water, and natural waters.

AUTOMATED DECONVOLUTION OF COMPOSITE MASS SPECTRA OBTAINED WITH AN OPEN-AIR IONIZATION SOURCE BASED ON EXACT MASSES AND RELATIVE ISOTOPIC ABUNDANCES
====================================================================================================================================================
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This paper is being submitted for the symposium, achievements, and challenges in mass spectrometry. Chemicals dispersed by accidental, deliberate, or weather-related events must be rapidly identified to assess health risks. Mass spectra from high levels of analytes obtained using rapid, open-air ionization by a direct analysis in real-time (DART) ion source often contain precursor, oxide, adduct, and/or dimeric ions. Ion compositions must be determined and ion correlations must be made to understand composite mass spectra and enhance confidence in tentative identifications. These tasks are performed rapidly by an in-house ion correlation program (ICP) that considers exact masses and relative isotopic abundances measured by a JEOL AccuTOF time-of-flight mass spectrometer. ASCII files provided by the data system acquired at three CID voltages are imported into the ICP. Possible precursor ions and related oxidized ions, ammonium adducts, protonated dimers, and ammoniated dimers are found in the lowest CID voltage mass spectrum. At the intermediate CID voltage, dimeric ions are fragmented, while possible precursor ions remain and are confirmed as such. Product ions are gleaned from the highest CID voltage spectrum. Starting with the highest-mass precursor ion, all lower-mass ions that are not precursor ions are checked to see if they are precursor ion subunits. When multiple compounds are present with different collections of heteroatoms, some product ions will and some will not correlate with each precursor ion. Examples of mass spectra deconvolution will be demonstrated for data acquired with the DART/TOFMS.

NoticeAlthough this work was reviewed by EPA and approved for presentation, it may not necessarily reflect official agency policy. Mention of trade names or commercial products does not constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.

AUTOMATED EXTRACTION PROCEDURE FOR IMPROVED RECOVERY OF PHENOLS AND PHENOXY HERBICIDES
======================================================================================
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Accelerated solvent extraction (ASE) is a rapid sample preparation technique that uses common organic solvents to extract solid or semisolid samples. Using ASE, pressurized solvents are heated at or above their boiling points. The use of hot pressurized solvents has many favorable extraction properties compared to traditional extraction techniques such as Soxhlet or sonication. For example, as temperature increases the solution viscosity is reduced, resulting in less resistance to mass transfer as analytes diffuse between solid and liquid phases. It is well known that diffusion coefficients and analyte solubility increase with temperature. The effect of reduced solution viscosity, higher analyte solubility, and increased diffusion accelerates the extraction process resulting in rapid and efficient sample preparation. ASE has been applied to many different analytes and numerous matrices. In general, ASE methods are complete in 15--25 minutes and consume 20--40 mL of solvent per extraction. ASE is fully automated and can facilitate inline cleanup of some samples using resins and sorbents to retain some coextractables. ASE can be used for environmental applications such as the extraction of pesticides, PAH\'s PCB\'s, TPH, dioxins, phenols, and phenolic herbicides in environmental matrices.

Due to the polar nature of phenols and phenoxy herbicides, the extraction and the commensurate recovery for analytical determination of these compounds can be challenging. Often acidic pretreatment of samples is required for efficient extraction of these compounds. A discussion of pretreatment techniques prior to ASE, to improve the recoveries of phenols and phenoxy herbicides will be presented.

OPTIMIZATION OF HEADSPACE SPME CONDITIONS FOR QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF VOLATILE FATTY ACIDS IN WATER MATRIXES
=============================================================================================================
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Volatile fatty acids (VFAs) represent one of the major components associated with unpleasant odors coming from several liquid sources such as wastewater treatment plants. As odor can be detected even at very low concentrations in the source, a preconcentration step of VFAs is required in order to achieve trace-level quantitative analysis. The present work focuses on solid phase microextraction (SPME), a recent preconcentration technique, and on the effect of several parameters on extraction efficiency (fiber type, exposure time, analyte concentration, salt content, pH, and temperature). Six short chain VFAs were selected as model compounds (acetic, butyric, propionic, isopropionic, valeric, and isovaleric acids). After headspace extraction of different water matrixes, analysis of VFAs was carried out by gas chromatography equipped with a flame ionization detector. Optimization of the preconcentration conditions was realized for every single compound. Moreover, different mixtures of the 6 VFAs were analyzed, in order to establish the concentration conditions where a satisfactory linearity can be guaranteed without the competition phenomena known to occur during the SPME step, particularly for adsorptive fibers.

USE OF AUTOMATED SOLID PHASE EXTRACTION TO ACHIEVE EPA COMPLIANCE
=================================================================
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The performance-based requirements of method make it a demanding analytical procedure and not a simple replacement for the Freon procedure. There are many quality control requirements that must be achieved in order to meet the method parameters. A fully automated alternative to expensive labor-intensive LYLE methods for extracting oil and grease from aqueous samples is available.

One simple way to achieve compliance quickly is to use SPA and completely automate the process. Solutions are available that can handle up to three samples simultaneously; the water sample is kept in the original sample container and is loaded directly onto either extractor unit. The operator initiates the run, and approximately 20 minutes later (based on the size of the SPA disk used and the cleanliness of the sample) the sample is automatically processed; the extract is then ready for the next step.

A RAPID ACCURATE ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE FOR THE DIRECT ANALYSIS OF MERCURY IN SORBENT TRAPS, COAL, AND COAL-RELATED SAMPLES
=========================================================================================================================
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The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is placing increasing pressure on coal-fired power plants to reduce mercury emissions by 70% by the year 2018. EPA 30B describes various techniques for sample prep and analysis of mercury as a reference method for Hg CEM\'s and sorbent trap monitoring systems used in coal-fired boilers. Traditional techniques like wet chemistry digestion/reduction followed by spectroscopic analysis are time-consuming, costly, and operator-dependent. The alternative technique of thermal decomposition, amalgamation, and atomic absorption spectroscopy requires no acid digestion and delivers results in approximately 5 minutes. Direct analysis of mercury using this technique has also been specified in ASTM Method D6722-01 for the analysis of mercury (Hg) in coal and coal combustion residues. Current and proposed methodologies will be discussed with sorbent trap and other coal-related sample data presented from analyses using the Milestone DMA-80 direct mercury analyzer.

COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF DRUGS OF ABUSE IN URINE WITH AUTOMATED DISPOSABLE PIPETTE EXTRACTION
==============================================================================================
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The analysis of basic, acidic, and neutral drugs of abuse in urine is accomplished with a single small volume sample solution using a mixed-mode disposable pipette extraction (DPX) product. The extraction of acidic and neutral drugs is accomplished using reversed-phase and hydrophobic mechanisms, and the extraction of basic drugs is performed utilizing cation exchange. The recoveries of several basic drugs such as tricyclic antidepressants, PCP, opiates, and meperidine are between 80--100%. The recoveries of the acidic and neutral drugs, such as barbiturates, glutethimide, and COOH-THC, are greater than 80%. By combining the two modes, comprehensive screening is readily accomplished from single small volume samples which have relevance in toxicological analyses of saliva and sweat.

The main advantages of DPX technology are that the extractions are very rapid; negligible solvent waste is generated, and the extractions can be fully automated and coupled to chromatographic injections. Using a Gerstel MPS-2 instrument, the DPX extractions can be performed offline or "inline" with a GC or HPLC instrument. This study includes both applications of automated DPX extractions. It is found that the extractions can be performed during the time required for chromatographic analysis, and therefore throughput can be optimized by performing the analyses "inline" with chromatographic instrumentation. In this study, the comprehensive analysis of just 0.2 mL of urine samples is performed "inline" with GC/MS (Agilent Technologies 6890 with 5973 MSD) with runtimes of less than 10 minutes.

LABORATORY INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: THE SECRET WEAPON TO REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
=====================================================================================
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Laboratories in a variety of industries are under increasing pressure to ensure compliance with an ever growing number of national and international regulations. Some of the better known compliance standards include NELAC, HACCP, EPA, USDA, FDA, CFR 21 Part 11, ISO, Sarbanes-Oxley, and GLP. To help manage the challenges of maintaining compliance, organizations are turning to laboratory information management system (LIMS) as their "secret weapon."

Understanding the regulations and putting in place a proven process to maintain compliance are critical because the implications of becoming noncompliant can be very costly. This is especially true for laboratories in highly regulated industries like food and beverage: pharmaceutical and environmental (water quality). Many organizations have found that a well-designed LIMS can actually provide the foundation for a successful regulatory compliance process.

This paper will focus on the many benefits that a laboratory information management system (LIMS) can provide to specifically help an organization maintain regulatory compliance. This includes automating many of the laboratory activities to eliminate potential data transcription errors. The LIMS can also provide audit tracking capabilities that will identify the source of noncompliance, while providing real-time alerts to warn the organization when results exceed prespecified limits. In this way, the LIMS is providing a valuable monitoring service and helps to ensure regulatory compliance.

ENHANCING YOUR LABORATORY INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS WITH A MOBILE DEVICE
=============================================================================
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As a laboratory grows, being more efficient and productive becomes an integral part in success and continued growth. Most laboratories have already taken the first steps in automating their laboratory processes by implementing a laboratory information management system (LIMS). Some laboratories have even taken further steps to enhance their LIMS by including functions such as instrument integration, bar code solutions, access to data via the Internet, and autoemailing and faxing of reports.

The introduction of a mobile device is ideal for industries requiring field data collection. The ability to prelog samples and access sample and client information is no longer confined to the laboratory alone. A mobile device provides laboratory personnel access to this information at their fingertips. This contributes to laboratory productivity by providing paperless processes and eliminating transcription errors.

This presentation will review how using a mobile device can further increase productivity and enhance laboratory processes.

AUTOMATED ANALYSIS OF CARBONYL FOR THE OLEOCHEMICAL INDUSTRY
============================================================
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In organic chemistry, carbonyl groups are functional groups consisting of a carbon atom double-bonded to an oxygen atom. Carbonyl groups found within aldehyde and ketone compounds are known by the oleochemical industry to pose many problems during the processing of alcohols, most notably because of their potential to contribute unwanted color. Alcohols can create aldehydes in the presence of heat, oxygen, and a catalyst, which can all be present during the alcohol distillation process. Numerous companies in the industry have methods to try to control the amount of aldehydes being produced, but the carbonyl content of the alcohol is still tested to ensure low levels.

The goal of this automated method was to meet the strict timing criteria for reagent addition, heating, and cooling, while at the same time maintaining good accuracy and precision. This method also helps to free up operator time as the automated system controls all sample preparation and analysis without user intervention.

The method is performed by adding an excess amount of 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) to hot alcohol samples in an acidic medium. The carbonyl present in the sample will react with the DNPH to form hydrazone and water. An excess of base is then added to decompose any excess DNPH and form a quinoidal ion. After cooling the solution, the sample is then measured in a spectrophotometer at 530 nm, and compared to a standard curve.

This method conforms to ASTM E 411---standard test method for trace quantities of carbonyl compounds with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine. Further detail on the advantages of the automated system and the method procedure, along with statistical data for various alcohol samples, will be discussed.

OFF- AND ONLINE MEASUREMENT OF MATERIAL DENSITY VARIATIONS WITH TIME-DOMAIN TERAHERTZ INSTRUMENTATION
=====================================================================================================
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The density variations within a material can affect the material\'s performance. Mapping the density variations with a sample can be difficult and time-consuming.

This presentation will demonstrate the ability of time-domain Terahertz (TD-THz) to make such measurements on a range of materials (e.g., foam, paper, and wood products). The method employed uses essentially single-cycle pulses (1 ps width) of EM radiation to probe the sample. The EM pulse will reflect off interfaces with differing refraction indices. Measuring of the time of flight from the first surface of a sample and from the substrate on which the sample is sitting allows the thickness of the material to be precisely measured. The time-of-flight delay of the pulse through the material has been demonstrated to be highly correlated to a material\'s mass (for many various materials). These two measurements allow the precise determination of density.

The THz pulse can be focused to relatively small spots (1 mm or less), and thus mapping the density variations within a material is straightforward.

TD-THz instrumentation can make noncontact measurements at large standoff distances (reflection sensor has working distances adjustable from less than 1 cm up to 100 cm). Measurements are made in real time, with typical waveform acquisition rates of 100 Hz. Higher-speed operation has been demonstrated. The sensor heads are connected to the instrument with fiber optic and electrical umbilicals. Thus, the heads can be moved to map an object or can be placed in remote location(s) for online measurements. Multiplexing of 8 sensor heads from the instrument has been demonstrated.

MONITORING ORGANIC REACTIONS IN REAL TIME BY HPLC
=================================================
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Real-time monitoring of organic reactions and other pharmaceutical processes can provide very valuable information. Example information includes reaction kinetics progress, mechanisms, impurity formation, reaction optimization, and dissolution rates. Despite the need, there are presently few attractive options for monitoring pharmaceutical processes. FTIR probes have been available for some time, but the technique\'s limited specificity severely limits its application to a small fraction of processes. HPLC is a much more universal technique than FTIR; however this requires very time-consuming human intervention for sample withdrawal and dilution. This manual process is also prone to human error.

We have developed a system that automates the sampling and dilution process and allows unattended monitoring of pharmaceutical processes by HPLC. The system includes a sampling and dilution module, an HPLC and system software. The system is contained on a compact cart for portability. Real-world processes can be monitored with sample volumes of tens of microliters. The system is capable of sampling from reactions with a moderate amount of particulates and up to 100 psi of pressure.

The authors will describe real-time monitoring of reaction progress from organic reactors using an inline autosampler and dilution device coupled to an HPLC. Analytical figures of merit for the system will be discussed.

AUTOMATED ANALYSIS OF SAPONIFICATION VALUE FOR THE OLEOCHEMICAL INDUSTRY
========================================================================
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Saponification is a common test procedure in the oleochemical industry. Oils, usually in the form of triglycerides, are broken down into methyl esters, which are then hydrogenated into alcohols. These alcohols are then typically sulfated in order to be converted to surfactants. The presence of esters in the alcohol affects the sulfation process, and is therefore undesirable. Saponification value is a measure of the number of milligrams of potassium hydroxide required to saponify one gram of fat, which is a good indication of the amount of esters present in the sample.

This automated method was developed to help free up operator time and to improve the accuracy and precision of the manual method. In order to improve the reproducibility of results, a new covering/uncovering system was developed for use in this method, including the automatic pickup and drop-off of lids by using an electromagnet. The new automated method also helps to eliminate operator error, particularly during the delivery of the extremely critical sodium hydroxide solution. In addition, accuracy is improved by using a potentiometric endpoint rather than the subjective color change endpoint in the manual method.

The method involves the addition of 50 mL of ethanolic sodium hydroxide to blanks and fat samples, and heating for one hour then the remaining base is back-titrated with hydrochloric acid. The difference between the blank and the samples is directly proportional to the amount of ester in the samples.

This method was originally developed for the oleochemical industry, but it may also be used by the petrochemical industry to test the quality of engine oils following ASTM D94: standard test methods for saponification number of petroleum products. Further detail on the advantages of the automated system and the method procedure, along with statistical data for various fat samples, will be discussed.

CONTINUOUS ANALYSIS OF AEROSOLS USING A 3D LAB-ON-CHIP DEVICE
=============================================================
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Atmospheric aerosols can negatively affect both the environment and health, and therefore aerosol composition needs to be routinely monitored. Water-soluble inorganic ions are currently monitored using the particle-into-liquid sampler coupled to ion chromatography (PILS-IC). PILS-IC gives a seven-minute temporal resolution with detection limits near 0.1 micrograms per cubic meter of air for nitrate and sulfate. However, a less expensive, faster, and more portable system is desirable. Here, we describe the coupling of microchip capillary electrophoresis (MCE) to a water-based condensation particle counter (WCPC) for rapid and continuous monitoring of anions in aerosols. To achieve a working system, several obstacles were overcome. A working interface between MCE and the WCPC was developed. A membrane containing sample reservoir was included to filter insoluble aerosols and to inhibit sampling-induced hydrodynamic flow. A flushing system was designed to clean and replenish the sample reservoir, and the electrophoresis separation chemistry was optimized to operate continuously for extended times. In-field performance of the integrated system was tested with atmospheric aerosols. Inorganic anions can be analyzed in less than a minute with detection limits similar to the PILS-IC, but with improved portability and cost. Continuous monitoring of organic acids was not previously possible, but it is feasible with WCPC-MCE. Coupling microfluidic devices to aerosol sampling technology proves successful for analyzing water-soluble anions, and can be extended to other portions of aerosols such as cations and carbohydrates. The reduced cost and size relative to current technology will alllow a greater deployment of monitoring stations or the development of portable analyzers may be feasible (see [Figure 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}).
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AUTOMATED DERIVATIZATION AND ANALYSIS OF MALONDIALDEHYDE FROM SMALL VOLUME TISSUE SAMPLES USING COLUMN-SWITCHING TECHNOLOGY AND HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY
======================================================================================================================================================================
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Derivatization of an analyte prior to analysis can stabilize the molecule, improve extraction efficiency and separation characteristics, and enhance detection sensitivity. All of these advantages are important for the analysis of malondialdehyde (MDA) as a biomarker of oxidative stress in biological samples. Conventionally, however, the derivatization process is cumbersome, resulting in a significant lengthening of total sample preparation time, reduced analytical precision, and limited options for automation.

We have addressed these challenges for the solid phase analytical derivatization of MDA from small volume tissue homogenate samples, employing the fluorescent derivatization reagent dansyl hydrazine and chromatographic separation. This was achieved by an automated column-switching technique where the online derivatization was conducted in a sample preparation cartridge packed with Amberlite XAD-2 resin, followed by elution of the product to an analytical LC column and fluorescence detection. The limit of detection from tissue homogenate samples was 0.02 *μ*g/mL. The method was linear (*r*^2^ \> 0.999) with precision \<5% relative standard deviation from the limit of quantification (0.06 *μ*g/mL) to at least 35 *μ*g/mL. The sample preparation cartridge was stable for several hundred analyses with a pressure limit of 700 psi.

The method was applied for the analysis of a small volume (30 *μ*L) of mouse liver tissue homogenate samples. Endogenous levels of MDA in the tissues ranged between 20--40 nmol/g tissues (ca. 0.1--0.2 *μ*g/mL homogenate). As there was no suitable method for MDA analysis to validate the developed method, the data were compared to those for isoprostanes, with favourable results. Isoprostanes analysis provides an additional marker of oxidative stress. Compared to conventional MDA analyses, the current method has advantages in automation, selectivity, precision, and sensitivity for analysis from small sample volumes.

ANALYSIS OF 2,6,DI-TERTIARY BUTYL CRESOL DIELECTRIC FLUID INHIBITOR WITH A PORTABLE IR SPECTROPHOTOMETER
========================================================================================================
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The electrical transformer is a necessary link in the consumers\' power distribution use. The performance of the transformers depends on the condition of the dielectric fluid (usually mineral oil). The dielectric fluid is used for the purpose of insulation and as a cooling medium for the transformer. In an attempt to minimize the detrimental actions of oxygen during operation, the oxidation inhibitor 2,6 Di-tertiary Butyl p Cresol (DBPC) is added to the mineral oil at about 0.3 weight percent (wt%). Over time, the inhibitor is used up and it becomes necessary to analyze the oil for the remaining DBPC adjust the level to the optimum value of 0.3 wt%. This can be accomplished quantitatively with infrared spectroscopy. The absorbance of a solution of the DBPC inhibitor in the mineral oil adheres to Beer-Lambert law which states that the absorbance is a function of the concentration. Deviations from linearity can be determined by obtaining absorbance values from known amounts of inhibitor in mineral oil and by creating a calibration table. Dielectric fluid is typically sampled in the field by a service technician, and delivered to a remote laboratory for analysis.

A study was undertaken to determine whether a portable infrared instrument could be used to analyze the dielectric fluid at the field location. Several transformer dielectric fluid customer samples (used mineral oil) with DBPC inhibitor content, previously analyzed with a laboratory bench top FT-IR by ASTM Method D-2668, were selected for this study. These samples were run on portable infrared spectrophotometers with a mineral oil blank and a one-point DBPC standard. A comparison of the results of the portable IR analyzers to the bench top FT-IR spectrophotometer revealed very good agreement of 0.02--0.05 wt% between the two instruments. All the reagents used in the procedure are common and readily available to test personnel.

MAINTAINING HIGH PRECISION WITH RAPID ANALYSIS AND HIGH-THROUGHPUT PRECIOUS METALS ANALYSIS ON ICP
==================================================================================================
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Precious metals analysis is of prime importance to manufacturers for the control of quality at all stages from raw material through work in progress to life-expired articles or scrap. Its many applications include chemical catalysts, residues, bullions, and plating solutions in addition to analysis of the purity of the high precious metal or alloy.

Traditionally, ICP has been used to maintain the QA but the QC routines are often cumbersome and use time-consuming digestion and analysis routines. The use of microwave digestion greatly reduces the sample preparation time, while the use of cutting-edge technology and method development tools now allows rapid analysis of precious metals with high precision.

This paper will look at the effectiveness of the new models for this application, looking at stability, sensitivity, and precision using ICP.

DETERMINATION OF TOTAL GASEOUS MERCURY IN AMBIENT AIR USING AMALGAMATION COUPLED TO ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETRY
====================================================================================================================
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Measurements of mercury in ambient air are assuming greater importance, because of increasing health concerns and legislative requirements. The general public and the environment can be exposed to mercury originating from natural, domestic, or industrial processes. Coal-burning power plants are the largest anthropogenic source of mercury emissions to the air. Burning hazardous wastes, the chlor-alkali industry, crematoria, breaking mercury products, and spilling mercury, as well as the improper treatment and disposal of products or wastes containing mercury, can also release it into the environment.

In this paper, we will describe automated online instrumentation based on amalgamation with atomic fluorescence spectrometry. A known volume of ambient air at a controlled flow rate is passed over a gold impregnated silica trap. Total gaseous is preconcentrated on the gold substrate by amalgamation. After the collection period, the Hg is thermally desorbed and subsequently delivered to the atomic fluorescence spectrometer specifically designed to detect Hg. The analytical performance of the system will be presented along with data from rural, coastal, and urban industrial sites from several European countries.

FIELD EXPERIENCE OF A MERCURY CONTINUOUS EMISSION MONITORING SYSTEM
===================================================================
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The clean air mercury rule provides a regulatory regime for the control of mercury emissions from coal-fired utilities in USA. The rule requires the installation of continuous emission monitoring systems at the majority of such utilities, and provides a detailed regime of tests to validate data from the emissions\' monitoring system. Elemental and oxidized mercury calibration gases traceable to national standards are required for the validation tests.

The P S Analytical continuous emission monitoring system has been used to monitor gas phase mercury concentrations in coal-fired utility stack gas. The instrument consists of a sampling probe, heated sample transfer line, sample conditioning system, analyzer, and calibration modules.

The sampling probe extracts sample from the stack, separates the gaseous sample from fly ash, and delivers the diluted sample to the sample conditioner via the heated sample line. The sample is conditioned to convert all mercury in the sample to elemental mercury, and is delivered to the analyzer without the need for water injection. Mercury in the sample is determined by amalgamation coupled with atomic fluorescence in the Sir Galahad analyser, providing a method detection limit of less than 0.01 *μ*g m^3^.

A calibration gas generator and a delivery manifold system are incorporated to deliver known-concentration calibration gases to the sampling system for system integrity validation tests.

The various components of the PSA Hg CEM will be described, and results of recent field experience of the system and compliance with the regulatory tests will be presented.

THE USE OF THERMAL DECOMPOSITION, GOLD AMALGAMATION, AND ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY FOR THE DETERMINATION OF MERCURY IN A VARIETY OF ENVIRONMENTAL MATRICES
===============================================================================================================================================================
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Mercury has been recognized as an environmental risk for many years. Environmental organizations, governments, researchers, and concerned citizens throughout the world continue striving to understand the role of mercury and its impact upon ecosystems. Mercury is mobile, persistent, and bioaccumulative, rendered as a global concern that will not go away. As such, there is a need to measure mercury concentration in many types of samples including air, water, soil, fish, fowl, mammals, foods, and fuels to name just a few. Until recently, the sample preparation and instrument calibration for mercury determinations varied with sample matrix resulting in dedicated methodology for each type of sample analyzed. Using the thermal decomposition technique, the analyst can look at a variety of samples without modifying methodology.

Recent changes to the thermal decomposition technique and environmental monitoring regulations will be described. Analytical performance using thermal decomposition will be presented and compared with earlier cold vapor atomic absorption methods.

NEW GENERATION AUTOMATED RAMAN LAB TOOL FOR MEASUREMENT OF STRESS AND STRAIN IN SEMICONDUCTOR SUBSTRATES AND DEVICES
====================================================================================================================
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Raman spectroscopy has long been used in semiconductor research, mostly for silicon studies and then for alloyed materials. It has been proved useful to measure strain on patterned Si wafers, or look at the stoichiometry of alloys. Raman spectroscopy has evolved from a complex analysis technique, reserved to research and development only, to a user-friendly tool available to the industry. HORIBA Jo bin Yvon presents how Raman spectroscopy has become a very powerful tool now available for inline monitoring of the strain in strained silicon blanket wafers as well as devices in patterned wafers. It can also help monitor the influence of FEOL processes on the stress and ensure the quality of the realized devices. It can also be used to verify the crystalline quality and to detect and review defects and dislocations. The most recent papers published on strained silicon research are reviewed to identify and stress the measurement challenges relative to this new generation of engineered wafers and to assess the technical and physical limitations. Finally, requirements for a tool for manufacturing are reviewed, and the latest technological developments show how they bring manufacturers\' expectations to a reality and to measure submicron features.

AN INVESTIGATION OF MERCURY IN HUMAN HAIR BY COLD VAPOR ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROMETRY AND CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MERCURY CONCENTRATIONS AND USE OF HAIR DYES
===========================================================================================================================================================
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This presentation focuses on undergraduate research involving quantitation of mercury in hair from female adults of child-bearing age (20--40 years) and the correlation of the results with mercury contamination from hair dyes, and possible effects of this source of mercury contamination on reproductive capabilities of females in the aforementioned age group. Mercury is currently of intense interest because of its high toxicity at sub-micro-gram per-gram concentrations and its abundance in Earth\'s crust, oceans, and atmosphere due to natural and human sources. Human hair yields a more permanent record of heavy metal contamination than such samples as blood and urine. In this study, the authors focused on possible mercury contamination from hair dyes. Hair samples were collected from at least 20 anonymous subjects. Samples were digested using microwave techniques, and analyzed for mercury by cold vapor atomic absorption spectrometry. Statistical analysis of the data using a SPSS statistical software package. Experimental aspects, results obtained, and future directions for this project will be discussed.

ONLINE RAMAN MONITORING OF THE COMPOSITION OF ETCHANT SOLUTION THROUGH EXISTING TEFLON TUBING
=============================================================================================
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A near infrared (NIR) spectral collection scheme, employing direct transmission through Teflon tubing, has been recently studied for the measurement of etchant solution. Alternatively Raman spectroscopy can be used for the same purpose since it could provide more selective and diverse spectral information compared to NIR spectroscopy, especially for the components in etchant solutions, such as H~2~O~2~ and inorganic acids. For Raman measurement, we have developed a novel Raman collection scheme, using Teflon (PFA: perfluoroalkoxy fluorocarbon) tubing as an effective and synchronous external standard. Therefore, the resulting spectrum is the sum of spectral features from the sample and the Teflon tubing, which allows the nonoverlapping Teflon bands to be used to correct variations in the Raman intensity. We also built a pilot-scale chemical wet station that can simulate a real cleaning bench and generate continuous flow, and Raman spectra were then directly collected from online samples. We used a Metal Aluminum Etchant (MAE) solution (composed of H~3~PO~4~, HNO~3~, CH~3~COOH, and water)---one of the most frequently utilized etchants---for this study. PLS calibration models were built for each component, and their online prediction selectivities were evaluated by spiking individual components into a sample mixture. Additionally, NIR spectra were simultaneously collected with Raman measurement for comparison. NIR discrimination between H~3~PO~4~ and HNO~3~ features was somewhat difficult, while Raman spectral features were distinct for these compounds. Overall, Raman spectroscopy also would be a simple and selective tool for the monitoring of diverse etchant solutions.

HANDHELD ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION WITH MOBILITY SPECTROMETRY FOR ON-SITE RAPID MEASUREMENTS OF CHEMICAL VAPORS OF INDUSTRIAL AND MEDICAL IMPORTANCE
=====================================================================================================================================================
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Modern mobility spectrometers have arisen as handheld rugged instruments through interests in military preparedness and commercial aviation security. The principles of ion formation and characterization in air at ambient pressure were compatible with some of the attractive features of mobility-based instruments portability, comparatively cost of ownership or operation, low detection limits for certain important chemicals, and fast response. Twenty-five years after the introduction of the first generation of in-field ion mobility analyzers, this technology increasingly accepted in industrial or medical applications is occurring. A survey of these uses illustrates the strengths of this measurement method and the fundamental or technical barriers that limit expanded civilian uses. Often these are found in the same facet such as the ionization step where gas phase ion chemistry at ambient pressure establishes advantages of sensitivity and disadvantages, on occasions, of matrix interferences. The growth of small and fast gas chromatographs improves analytical integrity. Other prefractionation methods can aid the analytical reliability in the first step of analytical response, ion formation. Ion characterization with relatively low resolution devices is being refined through tandem analyzers based on mobility or differential mobility with little increase in size, weight, or power consumption. Current trends and future directions in both technology and applications will be described.

SAMPLING SOLUTIONS FOR FIELD-PORTABLE GC-MS: ISSUES AND TECHNOLOGY IN PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
===============================================================================================
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A driving force in moving GC-MS from the laboratory to the field was the requirement for faster analysis and turnaround times in environmental analysis. Initial instruments represented ruggidized versions of lab GC/MS. Because trained environmental chemists were typically the instrument operators, sample collection/preparation and analysis methods were transferred from the lab to the field. A lesson learned from this experience is that "what works in the lab does not always work in the field."

Researchers and manufacturers have succeeded in designing a new generation of truly portable GC-MS systems. Miniature ion traps under development provide smaller/lighter systems, with faster analysis times. After 9/11, GC-MS found widespread use in homeland security applications. Operators are now often "hazmat technicians," emergency responders, and/or 18-year-old marines. These operators are being tasked to understand the capabilities and limitations associated with using a GC/MS for a wide range of samples. Simplified sampling procedures and flexibility in sampling methods are required.

Getting the "right sample" into the instruments is as important as the technology in the instrument. Solid phase micro extraction (SPME) offers a solution for sampling a wide range of chemicals without sample preparation. Micro concentrators can be used for volatiles in air, with headspace sampling for extraction of VOCs from soil or water. Modular designed sample inlet systems that support SPME and air sampling are part of the solution. Innovation is still required, which lessens the skill requirements of operators for sampling.

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW AUTOMATED SELECTIVITY TESTING EQUIPMENT FOR MONOLITHIC COLUMNS
===================================================================================
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Monolithic silica-based columns (Chromolith) are becoming a well-accepted alternative to particulate-based traditional HPLC columns because of their high sample throughput with low back-pressure and their ruggedness to sample contaminants. The columns are manufactured in a proprietary and well-controlled environment.

As with all chromatography columns, the sorbent has to be characterized in order to obtain reproducible results at the end-user\'s site. With traditional sorbents the characterization is made batchwise.

With monolithic columns, another approach is necessary because of the manufacturing process. All columns have to be tested individually.

As no commercial system was available to fulfill all needs, test equipment was developed to evaluate up to 8 columns with up to 6 different eluent systems for selectivity testing (see [Figure 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}). The paper discusses the basic manufacturing process for monolithic columns, the construction limitations of test equipment and software development including calculation of chromatographic parameters for a fully independent testing. Results will be presented for reproducibility studies as well as statistical data.

![View for thermostated column switching valve.](JAMMC2008-502953.015){#fig15}

IMPROVE HPLC THROUGHPUT WITH AUTOMATION AND REAL-TIME DIAGNOSTICS
=================================================================
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Are you achieving high throughput? How many samples can your lab analyze per hour or per day? Today\'s drug discovery labs are charged with moving thousands of samples through HPLC and MS screening processes. If your lab is operating 24 × 7 to keep up with the throughput demand, every second counts. Not only must the runtime of a single analysis be shortened, but the total cycle time of the injection sequence and runtime need to be optimized, to achieve high throughput. Solvent management automation and real-time diagnostics allow you to increase sample throughput and maximize system uptime while meeting the need to produce reliable results and identify leads. This automation and diagnostics can be achieved by installing an inline real-time flow measurement device into the solvent management system.

By incorporating an inline flow metering device in the solvent management system, it is possible to improve the accuracy of your system and at the same time be able to diagnose the heath of the HPLC pump. This will help you manage the maintenance schedule for the system, and over time should allow you to increase the time interval between maintenance cycles. You will also see real time if the pump is causing any flow pulsations. If pulsations are a problem you can modify the system to minimize the pulsations with changes to the pump and/or the installation of a pulse dampener. In the next-generation systems, it is possible to use the output from the flow measurement device in a flow control feedback loop with the pump to completely eliminate the pulsations. Some flow metering devices will also provide additional benefits such as real-time fluid density, concentration, or microbubble/two-phase flow indication.

If your goal is reducing maintenance or increasing throughput, uptime, or quality, the installation of an inline flow measurement device into your system will help you achieve that goal.

AUTOMATED WAVELENGTH SELECTION FOR NEAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY BASED ON PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
==================================================================================================
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Wavelength selection has always been an important part of quantitative near infrared (NIR) analysis because of the overlapping nature of NIR spectra and the resulting need for multivariate calibration models. Even when full-spectrum factor-based techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) or partial least-squares (PLS) are used, improved results are typically obtained when wavelength selection is performed prior to submitting the data to the PCA or PLS algorithms. Effective wavelength selection can result in models with fewer factors, which are easier to deploy and maintain and are less likely to be adversely affected by unmodeled interferences. In this work, a recently proposed global optimization method, particle swarm optimization (PSO), is used to implement an automated wavelength selection procedure for use in building multivariate calibration models based on PLS regression. Compared to some traditional optimization techniques, such as genetic algorithms (GA), PSO is easy to implement and there are few parameters to adjust. The measurement of glucose in a six-component biological matrix. NIR spectroscopy over an extended time period is employed to develop this protocol. In this work, PSO is used to optimize the NIR wavelengths supplied to the PLS calculation, the position and width of a preprocessing bandpass digital filter, and the number of latent variables employed in building the calibration model. The results obtained with the PSO method are compared to analogous results obtained with a GA-based procedure. The stability of glucose predictions over time will be of particular emphasis in evaluating the success of the methodology.

CHOOSING CHEMOMETRICS TOOLS
===========================
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Multivariate algorithmic approaches seen in the chemometric literature are applied to solve various problems, including pattern recognition, classification, and quantification. In most cases, a single algorithm (or, at most, 2) is used to demonstrate success (or, sometimes, failure) for a particular application. Invariably, a single implementation of the algorithm is used, whether it is from a commercial software package or from a custom developed platform.

This study was developed to compare both algorithms and implementations commonly used in chemometric work. To serve this purpose, French virgin olive oils samples were collected. Fatty acids and triacylglycerols were determinated by chromatography. To support the evaluation of pattern recognition methods, the registration denomination of origins (RDOs) was recorded; then, discrimination of different oils was attempted by several methods: PCA, KNN, SIMCA, and PLS-DA.

Performance of the various chemometric algorithms was evaluated using three common software packages: PLS Toolbox (Eigenvector Research), Pirouette (Infometrix), and Unscrambler (CAMO).

MONITORING NITROGEN COMPOUNDS IN SURFACE WATERS BY ION-SELECTIVE ELECTRODE
==========================================================================
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Nitrogen compounds are a serious issue for Cape Cod (Mass, USA) in part because of the large number of septic systems and runoffs of fertilizers from lawns. As a result, denitrification is of great concern on the Cape. The water testing laboratories in Barnstable County run samples for all 15 towns on Cape Cod. Typically, the nitrogen samples are run by ion chromatography (IC).

It would be useful to have a rapid and portable method for measuring NH~3~, NO~2~^−^, and NO~3~^−^ in the field. The colorimetric methods for these nitrogen compounds are cumbersome and are not easily adaptable to field work.

Ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) for environmental analysis of ammonia in discharges have been approved by EPA for \>30 years. Recently, the EPA approved the nitrate and nitrite electrodes for the measurement of NO~3~^−^ and NO~2~^−^ in water. We will be using ISEs from PID Analyzers for this study. The potential will be determined with the PID Model 104 water quality analyzer following the addition of the appropriate buffer solution.

Water samples will be collected from selected sites on the Cape, analyzed by a standard method (IC) by the Barnstable County Water Labs, and then analyzed using PID Analyzers ISEs for NH~3~, NO~2~^−^, and NO~3~^−^. If high-nitrogen areas are located during the initial sampling, additional testing will occur in these areas. For high-nitrogen areas, the sites will be tested in the field using PID Analyzers ISEs, and then samples will be collected and returned to the lab for testing by IC.

We will compare the methods by IC and ISE, determine whether any interferences are found, and evaluate the ease of use of the ISE methods in the field.

ANALYSIS OF EMERGING-HALOACID DISINFECTION BY-PRODUCTS USING AUTOMATED POSTCOLUMN REACTION ION CHROMATOGRAPHY WITH NICOTINAMIDE FLUORESCENCE
============================================================================================================================================
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Chlorination is commonly used to disinfect drinking water in USA. However, it reacts with natural organic matter (NOM) in the water, forming a range of disinfection by-products (DBPs) of public health concern. The halogenated by-products predominantly formed are the trihalomethanes (THMs) and haloacetic acids (HAAs). The US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) currently regulates five HAAs in drinking water: monochloroacetic acid (MCAA), dichloroacetic acid (DCAA), trichloroacetic acid (TCAA), monobromoacetic acid (MBAA), and dibromoacetic acid (DBAA). The current maximum contaminant level (MCL) for the total concentration of these five HAAs (HAA5) is 0.060 mg/L. Four unregulated HAAs can be present in drinking water: bromochloroacetic acid (BCAA), bromodichloroacetic acid (BDCAA), dibromochloroacetic acid (DBCAA), and tribromoacetic acid (TBAA). The HAA5 species and the four unregulated HAAs are called HAA9. Recently, iodinated HAAs have been also identified in drinking water.

An online automated method has been previously developed to analyze HAA9 species using postcolumn reaction ion chromatography with nicotinamide fluorescence (PCR-IC). This gives method detection limits (MDL) of single *μ*g/L, with good mean % recoveries and % relative standard deviations.

The goal of this work is to expand the PCR-IC method to include other haloacid analytes, such as iodoacetic acid and 2,2-dichloropropionic acid (Dalapon). Additionally, internal standardization will be explored, initially using 2-bromobutanoic acid as a possible internal standard for PCR-IC.

OPTIMIZATION OF A GC/MSD METHOD FOR ANALYZING POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS IN HUMAN SERUM
======================================================================================
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Optimization of analytical instrumentation is essential when performing ultra-trace-level analyses of persistent organic pollutants in human serum. This research describes the analysis of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in human serum using gas chromatography with mass-selective detection (GC/MSD) in the selected ion monitoring (SIM) mode. In this study, human serum specimens were initially spiked with PCB congeners and extracted by an automated solid phase extraction (SPE) system using silica-based C18 cartridges. The extracts were analyzed at two ion source temperatures, with 230°C being the default temperature and 300°C being the maximum allowable one. The use of high ion source temperature increased the abundance of high-mass ions, but also increased response factors with an average of 10--20 folds. Ten replicate fortifications of serum at three different levels of 0.5, 1, and 10 ng/g gave mean recoveries of 110, 108, and 85% with relative standard deviations (RSD) of 10.0, 5.4, and 7.0%, respectively. We will also demonstrate excellent linearity between 0.5--100 ng/mL at an ion source temperature of 300°C, as well as a calculated method of detection limit of 0.2 ng/g serum. We will present data obtained using analytical standards, serum spiked with 21 PCB congeners, and human serum specimens extracted by an automated solid phase extraction system.

AN AUTOMATIC VISCOSITY CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE PREPARATION OF PHARMACEUTICAL TABLET COATING SOLUTION
===================================================================================================
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Pharmaceutical coatings on tablets play a significant role in product\'s function. They increase the tablets\' longevity and keep them intact until they are completely swallowed. To accomplish these vital functions, pharmaceutical coatings must be accurately prepared and precisely applied. Tablet coatings have been traditionally sprayed onto the product, while the tablets are constantly moving in a tumbler. Maintaining consistent coating thickness during this process is an important parameter for quality control. Applying a coating that is thinner than specifications shortens the tablet shelf life. On the other hand, applying a coating that is thicker than specifications alters tablets\' release characteristics. To strike the balance between these two undesirable extremes, tablet manufacturers have implemented routine measurements of coating\'s viscosity. The viscosity of the coating material directly affects the size of the droplets coming out of the spray nozzle, and determines the pattern of the sprays. Traditionally, viscosity measurements have been carried out offline. Periodic samples are taken from the production line to an analytical laboratory where viscosity is measured. However, offline measurements interrupt production, engage valuable human resources, and fail to provide adequate process feedback. In this paper, a viscosity feedback control system is introduced to improve the quality and productivity of tablet coating solution. The system is modeled, analyzed, and designed. Experimental results describe the performance of the viscosity feedback control system such as response speed, accuracy, and steady state error. The reference tracking accuracy of the viscosity feedback control system is better than +/− 0.3% of a target viscosity using an inline viscometer which has resolution of 0.2% of reading and repeatability of 1% of reading. Viscometer\'s unique construction does not use any rotating seals or bearings that can generate impurities and contaminate the fluid. All wetted surfaces are made of Teflon. A version of the inline viscometer made out of titanium is also available for processes that use steam as the sterilizing agent. Pharmaceutical companies now have an effective and automated viscosity feedback control system that they can deploy for spray coating of tablets to improve productivity, repeatability, and overall product quality.

SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF TRANSFORMATION ENERGETICS, MASS CHANGES, AND EVOLVED GAS ANALYSIS USING ADVANCED THERMAL ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTATION
=============================================================================================================================================
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Simultaneous thermal analysis (STA) refers to the simultaneous application of two or more thermoanalytical methods on one sample at the same time (usually thermogravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry). The benefits of such a system are obvious. Frequently, the material available for testing is costly or difficult to produce. Using STA, it is possible to get information on the transformation energetics and the mass change on one sample in one run under identical conditions. Glass transitions, melting behavior, evaporation of plasticizers, and decomposition can, for example, be analyzed within one test run. Furthermore, such systems can easily be coupled to a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) or a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FT-IR) to analyze the gases evolving during evaporation or decomposition reactions.

The technical details of the state-of-the-art simultaneous thermal analyzers and the interfaces to evolved gas analysis systems are presented. The application of STA-QMS systems on different organic materials (tobacco, cleaning aids) is shown. Furthermore, an FT-IR system connected to an STA was used to characterize the gas release during decomposition of cigarette filters. The examples clearly show the possibilities and benefits of combined systems in the fields of materials research and quality control.

QUALITY CONTROL USING STANDARDIZED THERMAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
==============================================================
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Over the past few decades, industry has increased its efforts to introduce quality-control systems in all areas of production to improve quality and efficiency of the entire process. Raw materials must be analyzed and characterized to make sure that the composition and structure of process materials remain unchanged. Thermal analysis methods such as thermogravimetry, differential scanning calorimetry, or thermomechanical analysis are well-established fast analytical techniques for materials characterization, especially in the polymer, pharmaceutical, metal, and ceramic industries.

In this case, however, one has to make sure that the instrument offers reliable results which do not depend on the specific instrumentation used. Therefore, international accepted standards are introduced into the analytical techniques to ensure that the instrument fulfills specific requirements and that the tests are carried out under comparable conditions.

Some examples for standards in materials characterization on the basis of thermal analysis techniques, frequently used in industrial research and quality-control labs are presented. The key contents of ASTM, ISO, or DIN EN standards are mentioned, measurement examples are presented, and the cross-link to the production process is given. Furthermore, thermal analysis techniques generally used in the quality-control labs of modern industrial production plants are shown.

AUTOMATIC BAND-TARGET ENTROPY MINIMIZATION CURVE RESOLUTION
===========================================================
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A significant modification to the well-proven band-target entropy minimization (BTEM) curve resolution technique coined as automatic BTEM (AutoBTEM) was recently developed. It provided several enhancements to the original BTEM algorithm, notably, (i) automatic band-targeting of prominent/localized spectral features (band-targets) found in the abstract right orthonormal singular **V**^**T**^ vectors using a statistical function, (ii) automatic specification of band-target range (upper and lower spectral limits) using a novel user-specified bandwidth and band-targets clustering algorithm, and (iii) a near-blind source separation (near-BSS) of multicomponent spectroscopic mixtures into constituent pure component spectra via large-scale BTEM optimization runs and subsequent application of an unsupervised leader-follower cluster analysis.

This AutoBTEM algorithm has been successfully tested on 30-mixture Raman spectral data comprising 10 common laboratory solvents. This 10-component mixture Raman dataset is a very challenging analytical problem as firstly the 10 organic solvents possess highly overlapping bands in the region (ca. 800--1050 cm^−1^), and secondly the number of underlying spectral components/factors is large. Furthermore, two serendipitous corollaries were found in this AutoBTEM approach; namely, (i) the statistical function employed for automatic band-targeting possesses predictive capability to estimate the number of pure components that exists in a spectral dataset, and (ii) spectral band (peak center position) shifts of each potential band-target can be quantitatively estimated from the band-targets clustering algorithm.

MONITORING OF HEAVY METAL LEVELS IN WATER FROM THE RIVER CAUCA IN THE URBAN ZONE OF THE CITY OF CALI IN COLOMBIA
================================================================================================================
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The river Cauca is an important hydric resource for the Republic of Colombia and especially for the city of Cali, located in the southwestern region of the country. Unfortunately, the city takes the water for the population consumption from the river, and it has been site of heavy metals\' contamination from several sources. This has resulted in widespread heavy metals\' contamination such as mercury, lead, cadmium, and chromium of the water and surrounding sediments. It is well known that these metals can be introduced into the food chain by several species of native fish. Consumption of contaminated fish by people living around the river has resulted in moderate contamination and health problems.

This work will present the determination of the heavy metals Hg, Pb, Cd, and Cr in samples of water from the river Cauca during a period of 6 months. For the study, five sampling stations were used and sampling was done during the rainy and dry seasons. Pb, Cd, and Cr were adsorbed from water samples using the resin XAD16, and the extracts were later analyzed by atomic absorption with graphite furnace. Hg was analyzed using the technique of cold vapor and atomic absorption.

Results indicate a moderate-to-high contamination, especially in mercury and lead with concentrations up to hundreds of ppm.

HYPHENATED TECHNIQUES AS MODERN DETECTION SYSTEMS IN ION CHROMATOGRAPHY
=======================================================================
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By coupling ion chromatography with mass spectrometry, new fields of applications can be developed. In this work, IC/MS and IC-ICP/MS are used for the qualitative as well as quantitative analysis of environmentally and industrially relevant compounds.

A great benefit of the hyphenated techniques is that they can reach the high sensitivities that are required for the analysis of widespread water contaminants. The US Environmental Protection Agency and the European Union currently prescribe a maximum bromate concentration of 10 ppb in drinking water. For mineral waters, the pertinent regulations stipulate a limit of 3 ppb. For perchlorate, a 6 ppb public health goal was established in USA. By means of IC/MS coupling, detection limits in the lower ng/L range are achieved. Additionally, the higher selectivity helps to avoid coelutions and to suppress matrix interferences to the absolute minimum. Using IC/MS it is possible to quantify carboxylic acids reliably in the presence of a high salt matrix containing approximately 100 g/L chloride.

The IC-ICP/MS technique is used for an improved speciation analysis of hazardous substances. Organic and inorganic compounds can be determined in a single run with this hyphenated technique. Typical applications of IC-ICP/MS are the analyses of chromium(III) and (VI) as well as the speciation of arsenic or selenium compounds.

Another application of the hyphenated techniques is unambiguous peak identification. Using IC/MS, parent compounds and corresponding metabolites can be identified according to their mass/charge ratio. IC-ICP/MS is also used for element-specific analysis.

OPTIMIZATION OF TOC ANALYSIS METHODS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING APPLICATIONS
==========================================================================================
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Total organic carbon (TOC) analysis is being used in an increasing number of industrial and environmental testing applications. The unique chemical and physical composition of samples such as metal plating solutions, wastewater, and drinking water precludes the use of a single, universal sample oxidation method for TOC analysis. Optimization of wet oxidation methods ensures that consistent and reliable data is obtained from the analysis of complex matrices.

This paper will describe the key variables and an efficient approach to establishing and validating effective TOC methods. Comparison data for other types of oxidative analyzers will also be provided.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE G-PROTEIN COUPLING MECHANISM OF GPCRs USING A LABEL-FREE LIVE-CELL ASSAY
==============================================================================================
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G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) represent the largest target class in drug discovery, and they are important in therapeutic areas such as heart disease, metabolism, and immune disorders. The function is commonly assessed in cells artificially overexpressing the receptor of interest using fluorescent- or bioluminescent-based probes. With the CellKeyÔ system, functional activation of differently coupled endogenous GPCRs can be measured in the same assay format and in their natural setting. In this study, we first demonstrate the sensitivity and ease of use of the CellKeyÔ system by measuring activation of multiple differently coupled endogenous receptors on a single plate of U-2 OS cells. The CellKeyÔ software is then used to group the unique response profiles generated by activation of these receptors by a predicted G-protein coupling mechanism. We also demonstrate the use of the CellKeyÔ system to confirm the subtype of the histamine receptor indicated by the unique CDS kinetic response profile with the use of selective agonists and antagonists. Lastly, it is becoming increasingly apparent that crosstalk between signaling pathways occurs as a result of the normal activation of GPCRs. We show data to illustrate that the CellKeyÔ system can reveal a complex interplay among some GPCR-mediated signaling pathways, and that the data provides information to allow deconvolution of a complex signaling pathway. These studies detail powerful techniques that can be applied to selectivity screening of compounds and endogenous target validation.

IMPROVED HIGH-THROUGHPUT SOILS\' ANALYSIS FOR NITRATE/NITRITE, AMMONIA, AND PHOSPHATE USING FLOW INJECTION ANALYSIS
===================================================================================================================
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Lachat Instruments has improved the throughput of the flow injection methods for nitrate/nitrite (2 M KCl), ammonia (2 M KCl), and orthophosphate (Bray and Mehlich) in soils so that 120 samples per hour can be analyzed for each analyte. This is a significant improvement (33--100%) over prior methods using flow injection analysis. Data will be presented showing the throughput improvements for each analyte. In addition, configurations of the instrument will be shown, which will allow users to optimize the throughput for samples with different matrices.

AUTOMATED ANALYSIS OF AMYLASE USING MICROVOLUMES
================================================
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A 4-minute single reagent method utilizing kinetic readings over a 2-minute period has been developed for a completely automated discrete analyzer. A 20 *μ*L sample is added to a 230 *μ*L heat-stabilized reagent, and 5 readings are taken every 28 seconds at 405 nm. Results are quantified against a multipoint calibration. No sample preparation or filtration is necessary, and disposable cuvettes are used to eliminate any possibility of carryover. Cuvettes consist of 12 different reaction cells allowing 6--12 reactions to occur simultaneously. Fixed timing controlled in the method setup fulfills the necessity of readings occurring at relatively the same time at the same rate. Side wavelength readings can be incorporated for additional potential interference correction. Models are available with test rates from 2--600 tests per-hour.

Amylase enzymes are used extensively in bread making, high-fructose corn syrup production, and sometimes in the manufacture of biofuels. It has also become an important ingredient in many cleaning products and detergents. Amylase breaks down complex sugars such as starch (found in flour and corn) into simple sugars. In the bread making industry yeast then feed on these simple sugars and generates waste products of alcohol and CO~2~. This process imparts flavor and causes the bread to rise. Amylase is an important enzyme for manufacturing corn syrup and grain alcohol production. Amylase from *Bacillus* bacteria is used in detergents to dissolve starches from fabrics. Amylase has also been used to control viscosity in the chocolate industry.

RAPID HPLC-UV METHOD FOR THE SIMULTANEOUS QUANTIFICATION OF THE ZIDOVUDINE, ABACAVIR, AND NEVIRAPINE IN PLASMA BY USING MONOLITHIC COLUMN
=========================================================================================================================================
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*Purpose*. The purpose of the present investigation is to develop and validate a rapid, sensitive, and simple high-performance liquid chromatography method for the quantification of zidovudine, abacavir, and nevirapine in human plasma with a short runtime and quantification limit sufficiently low to support pharmacokinetic and bioequivalence studies. *Methods*. The method employed a liquid-liquid extraction from 0.5 mL plasma with a mixture of diethyl ether and dichloromethane followed by extract evaporation and reconstitution. All the three analytes and IS were separated using an isocratic mobile phase on a monolithic column (100 mm × 4.6 mm) at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min. Zonisamide was used as the internal standard to account for differences due to adsorption and extraction. Detection was set at a wavelength of 220 nm. *Results*. Zidovudine, abacavir, nevirapine, and IS were eluted at retention times of 2.0, 2.4, 2.9, and 6.0 minutes, respectively. The short retention times were achieved due to monolithic column which withstands high flowrates with low back-pressure. Method allows quantification of all the three analytes in 40--5000 ng/mL range, and is fully validated as per FDA guidelines. The validation data demonstrates good precision (\<4% CV) and accuracy (\<8% RE). *Conclusions*. A rapid and specific assay has been successfully developed and applied for the quantifiacation of zidovudine, abacavir, and nevirapine in human plasma samples.

AUTOMATING METHOD DEVELOPMENT WITH AN HPLC SYSTEM OPTIMIZED FOR SCOUTING OF COLUMNS, ELUENTS, AND OTHER METHOD PARAMETERS
=========================================================================================================================
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HPLC method development is still considered as one of the crucial bottlenecks that impede productivity in analytical laboratories. Due to the variety of available columns, the proper selection of the stationary phase is usually the greatest challenge. Despite all efforts in the fields of phase characterization and phase property indexing, an unambiguous selection approach is not available. With the introduction of alkaline stable silica-based stationary phases, a large palette of mobile phase additives and pH values is applicable in reversed-phase chromatography. This results in a vast number of parameters which have to be characterised in method development.

We present a new integrated system that allows automatic and intuitive scouting of columns, eluents, and other important method parameters, for example, column temperature. The system includes quaternary gradient capabilities, an autosampler compatible with well plate and standard sample formats, and a diode array detector. Up to two column selection valves in the column compartment provide high application flexibility. Intelligent software makes parameter permutation easy, without requiring method changes. Data mining tools help evaluating results and identifying optimal conditions.

The application of this system to automatically screen possible combinations of 6 different columns, 3 different organic solvents, 3 different pH values, and 2 different temperatures for evaluating the separation problem is presented. Peaks are tracked either via UV/Vis spectra comparison, or, when the system is equipped with a single-quadrupole mass spectrometer, via mass comparison. A spreadsheet-based reporting tool provides a peak resolution chart. The most promising combinations of eluents, stationary phase, and temperature are automatically predicted.

RAPID RESOLUTION LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY WITH CHARGED AEROSOL DETECTION
=====================================================================
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Rapid resolution liquid chromatography (RRLC) has become an increasingly useful approach to achieve higher throughput, improve sensitivity, and reduce costs. The Agilent 1200 "rapid resolution" LC system enables faster analysis (up to 20×) than with conventional HPLC, whilst maintaining resolution. This is achieved by using sub-2 micron column particle chemistry and high flow rates. Higher temperatures are used to minimize system back-pressure.

With the widespread adoption of RRLC it is necessary to question the compatibility of the HPLC detector. Presented here is the use of "charged aerosol detection" (Corona CAD) with conventional HPLC and RRLC. CAD is an evaporative technique and is based on the charging of aerosol-borne analyte particles by nitrogen gas and on corona discharge, with subsequent measurement of the charge, derived from the charged analyte particles by a high-sensitivity electrometer. The compatibility of the CAD with RRLC is evaluated using the analysis of five phenolic acids as an example.

Using conventional HPLC, the runtime was 7 minutes and the peak widths were 10.08, 12.18, 12.66, 17.82, and 16.86 seconds. With RRLC, the runtime was 1.5 minutes and the peak widths were 3, 3.18, 3.60, 4.02, and 4.20 seconds. Using RRLC reduced the runtime five-fold (\~6.5 minutes). The CAD showed that it is fully capable of determining rapid peaks of just 3 seconds at base. Furthermore, the sensitivity was improved three-fold. The LOD for gallic acid and 4HPAC using HPLC was 13.1 ng and 23 ng. The LOD for gallic acid and 4HPAC using RRLC was 4.3 ng and 8.1 ng. The data showed that the CAD is fully compatible with the RRLC, as long as the width of analyte peaks is \>3 seconds (at base). Improved runtimes and increased sensitivity were also demonstrated.

SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF CATIONS, ZWITTERIONS, AND NEUTRAL COMPOUNDS USING MIXED-MODE REVERSED-PHASE AND STRONG CATION EXCHANGE HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY
===========================================================================================================================================================================
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A novel mixed-mode reversed-phase and cation exchange HPLC method is described to determine four related impurities of cations, zwitterions, and neutral compounds in developmental drug A simultaneously. The commercial column is Primesep 200 containing hydrophobic alkyl chains with embedded acidic groups in H+ form on a silica support. The mobile phase variables of acid additives, contents of acetonitrile, and concentrations of potassium chloride have been thoroughly investigated to optimize the separation. The retention factors as a function of the concentrations of potassium chloride and the percentages of acetonitrile in the mobile phases are investigated to an insight into the retention and separation mechanisms of each related impurity and drug A. The study found that the positively charged degradant 1, degradant 2, and drug A were retained by both ion-exchange and reversed-phase partitioning mechanisms. RI2, a small ionic compound, was primarily retained by ion exchange. RI4, a neutral compound, was retained through reversed-phase partitioning without ion exchange. Furthermore, the initial attempt to simultaneously retain and separate these related impurities and drug A on a conventional RP-HPLC by adjusting the pH of the mobile phases has also been discussed. Finally, the method performance characteristics of selectivity, sensitivity, and accuracy have been demonstrated to be suitable to determine the related impurities in the capsules of drug A.

DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF A LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF RELATED SUBSTANCES OF CLARITHROMYCIN IN BULK AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
===============================================================================================================================================================
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An isocratic reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatographic (RP-HPLC) method for identification and quantification of clarithromycin and related substances in bulk drugs and pharmaceutical preparations has been developed using Prodigy C18, 250 × 4.6 mm, 5 *μ* column with acetonitrile and 0.067 M monobasic potassium phosphate (44:56, v/v) mobile phase adjusted to pH 4 with orthophosphoric acid. Detection was carried out using photodiode array detector set at 210 nm, with the flow rate of 1 mL/min and column evaporation temperature controlled at 50°C. This method is simple, rapid, selective, and capable of detecting related impurities at trace level in the bulk drug, and pharmaceutical preparations with the detection and quantification limit for the related substances (impurity A) were found to be 2 and 5 *μ*g, respectively, on the basis of signal-to-noise ratio. The linearity range was found to be within 2--100 *μ*g/mL with the coefficient of correlation of 0.999. The percent recoveries from the pharmaceutical preparations ranged between 98--102%. The method has been validated with respect to accuracy, precision, linearity, ruggedness, and limit of detection and quantification.

INLINE SAMPLE PREPARATION: AN EFFECTIVE TOOL FOR ION ANALYSIS IN PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
========================================================================================
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The determination of traces of inorganic contaminants in concentrated ionic pharmaceuticals by ion chromatography (IC) requires inline matrix elimination from the bulk of the pharmaceutical to avoid overloading of the analytical column. Several methods in a new monograph of the US Pharmacopeia suggest the use of a rinsing solution consisting of the IC eluent and suitable organic solvents to remove the pharmaceutical from the analytical column. However, the procedure is tedious and time-consuming, and cannot be automated.

Inline sample preparation is an excellent method for the determination of anions and cations in complex pharmaceutical samples. In this paper, the inline sample preparation technique is applied to the determination of sodium azide in irbesartan samples. To prevent contamination of the analytical column, the filtered sample solution is passed through an anion preconcentration column that retains the azide and the pharmaceutical. After this, the preconcentration column is rinsed with a solution of 70% methanol and 30% water to remove the retained pharmaceutical. The rinse solution is passed through an anion trap column to remove any anionic impurities.

The method complies with the guidelines of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Reproducibility and recovery are excellent and represent detection limits better than those achieved by direct injection IC with inline sample preparation. Additionally, the new inline sample preparation technique can easily be automated.

DETERMINATION OF THE WATER CONTENT IN TABLETS BY AUTOMATED KARL FISCHER TITRATION
=================================================================================
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The water content of medicaments influences the release of their active substances as well as their shelf life. Accordingly, the water content is an essential parameter that needs to be determined.

Normally, tablets prove hard to dissolve in a Karl Fischer working media containing alcohol. This means that complicated sample preparation steps are necessary prior to a water content determination. These steps are time-consuming and can also lead to incorrect results. The surface area of the tablet after comminution is much larger so moisture from the atmosphere can be absorbed more easily.

Metrohm has developed a method for determining the water content of tablets accurately and without any complicated sample preparation steps.

When using a high-frequency homogenizer, complicated sample preparation steps are no longer necessary. The high-frequency homogenizer reduces the tablets to small particles directly in the titration vessels containing the KF solution. As the titration vessels are completely sealed until the determination starts, atmospheric humidity has no effect on the sample water content.

The use of an automated system considerably reduces the workload of the user, and is therefore ideal for high sample throughputs. The sample changers can be adapted to meet all requirements and permit the fully automatic determination of the water content of tablets in a way that saves both time and money. The high-frequency homogenizer can be easily integrated into the system.

FULLY AUTOMATED SAMPLE PREPARATION OF TABLETS
=============================================
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Producing tablets for the pharmaceutical industry includes proving that the active substance content printed on the package is valid for every single tablet of a batch. Different modern analytical techniques such as titration or ion chromatography are used for the highly accurate quantitation of the components. Nevertheless, these analytical techniques are only as good as the sample preparation preceding them. Substances are dictated by the shape, coating, filling components used, and concentration of the pharmaceutical, different sample preparation steps have to be carried out before the analysis proper.

The first step is always the thorough homogenization of the tablet in a suitable solvent mixture. Depending on the determination technique that follows filtration, additional dilution or pipetting into new sample vials is required. In most laboratories these steps are carried out manually, which can result in carryover or erratic results as the manual operation is influenced by many different circumstances. These steps are very time-consuming and also the organic solvents used quite often present a health hazard.

An automated system that performs every sample preparation in exactly the same way can avoid these problems. Merely, the weighing of the tablets has to be done manually. The content of the active substance in a single tablet as well as the product conformity of the whole batch can be determined with just one automation system. Automation not only improves reproducibility, accuracy and throughput, but also increases laboratory safety.

ONLINE MONITORING OF THE DRYING OF A DRUG PRODUCT
=================================================
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Numerous pharmaceutical companies are moving towards more real-time online process control monitoring with the advent of the FDA PAT initiative. Powder analysis has always been a challenge for analytical chemists. Traditional techniques of drying and solvent operations through loss-on-drying (LOD) or Karl Fisher (KF) analyses involve removing sample from the processes and measurements in a laboratory. LOD and KF are a time-intensive techniques, and therefore dryers must be powered down to avoid the possibility of overshooting the dryness mark.

An online, real-time, and nondestructive technique is required for real-time feedback and to enhance process knowledge and control, continuous quality monitoring, measuring all "critical-to-quality" attributes, and also reduced cycle time. Inline FT-NIR is a perfect technology for this type of application.

A case study of an ABB dryer monitor installed into a dryer to evaluate the feasibility of monitoring moisture during drying runs is presented.

BRINGING THE LABORATORY AT LINE
===============================
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This paper describes a fully customized at-line automation system suitable for analyses within a process plant, where analytical determinations to monitor a production process are extremely crucial in achieving constant product quality. Its wide scope of applications includes techniques such as direct measurement (pH, redox potential, conductivity, ISE), potentiometric titration (aqueous and nonaqueous), and Karl Fischer titration, voltammetry, cyclic voltammetric stripping (CVS), and sample preparation. These can be applied to various industries including chemical, petrochemical, electroplating, semiconductor, automotive, steel, pharmaceutical, food/beverage, pulp, and paper industries. ProcessLab\'s compact and modular design, configuration flexibility, and robustness make it ideal for severe conditions prevailing in process plants. The hermetical sealed housings of wet-part modules and electronic components protect them against dust and splashes. ProcessLab offers close positioning to a process allowing for rapid and reproducible results, easy installation and operation, networking and process integration for easy incorporation into the process surrounding, and effective data monitoring on-site as well as off-site. It is also expandable for more analyses at a later time. It is compatible with third-party equipment and is more economical than online systems. ProcessLab also features analog and digital input/output signals that can incorporate other process information or send out information, thus allowing it to react to different input signals, trigger an alarm, or transfer measured values as analog signals. In addition, ProcessLab can be easily integrated into a local network, export data to LIMS, and be fully operated by remote control.

METHOD OPTIMIZATION AND VALIDATION OF PROMETHAZINE ENANTIOMERS USING MICELLAR ELECTROKINETIC CHROMATOGRAPHY-MASS SPECTROMETRY
=============================================================================================================================
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Recently, a special interest has grown within the pharmaceutical industry to develop single enantiomer formulations, and consequently there is a need for analytical methods to determine the enantiomeric purity of drugs. Micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) coupled to mass spectrometry (MS) using polymeric surfactant has great potential to serve as a valuable tool for the impurity profiling of chiral drugs where impurities and degradation products have to be separated from the main compound. In this work, a chiral MEKC-MS of a hydrophobic chiral drug (promethazine log, *P* = 4.782) was developed using a short eight-carbon-chain polymeric surfactant (polysodium N-octenoxycarbonyl leucinate, poly-L-SocCL) as chiral selector. The method was first optimized sequentially in terms of poly-L-SOcCL, acetonitrile, ammonium acetate (NH4OAc) concentrations, buffer pH, temperature, and voltage, as well as nebulizer pressure. Next multivariate optimization of the most critical parameters was also performed. Optimal separation of the promethazine enantiomers was obtained using an electrolyte with 7.5 mM NH4OAc (pH 5.50), 25 mM poly-L-SOcCL, and 55% ACN. Linearity was achieved using the internal standard method. The limits of detection (LOD) and quantitation (LOQ) were 25 *μ*g/mL and 77 *μ*g/mL, respectively. The validated method was applied for the quality control of promethazine enantiomers in commercially available pharmaceutical formulations. The assay of promethazine tablets showed excellent recovery of 100 ± 0.45%. To assure the method suitability for the control of enantiomeric impurities in pharmaceutical quality control, its precision, repeatability, and robustness will be validated according to the requirements of the International Conference on Harmonization.

DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF AN ION CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD TO ANALYZE CHOLINE HYDROXIDE AQUEOUS SOLUTION AND RELATED IMPURITIES
================================================================================================================================
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An ion chromatography method was developed to analyze choline hydroxide aqueous solution for choline potency. The method is also able to detect and quantify related impurities and degradation products which include choline dimer hydroxide, choline trimer hydroxide, and trimethylamine. Optimization of the ion chromatographic method involved the process of selecting the best combination of analytical column and mobile phase to ensure the resolution of choline hydroxide from the related impurities and degradation products with selectivity and sensitivity being the key parameters. The developed IC method was validated; this included linearity, accuracy, precision, intermediate precision, practical detection limit, practical quantiation limit, lot analysis, standard solution stability, sample solution stability, robustness for flow rate, and robustness for mobile phase composition.

Validation results of the IC method using Dionex CS17 column, Dionex CG17 guard column, and Dionex CSRS-Ultra II 4 mm cation self-regenerating suppressor with conductivity detection are discussed in this paper. The function of the suppressor in the ion chromatography method is to reduce the background conductivity while maximizing the response for the analyte cations. The reduction of background conductivity from the eluent translates into low noise and hence improved detectability for the analyte cations. This method has practical detection limits of 0.3 (%w/w), 0.01 (%w/w), and 0.01 (%w/w) for choline dimer hydroxide, choline trimer hydroxide, and trimethylamine, respectively. The validated IC method for choline hydroxide aqueous method showed adequate linearity, sensitivity, repeatability, and accuracy for its intended use.

THE USE OF AN AUTOMATED COMPLIANCE ENGINE WITH AN AUTOMATED BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGER TO ENSURE INSTRUMENT COMPLIANCE
====================================================================================================================
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The qualification of instruments in a GMP/GLP laboratory is one of the most critical aspects in a compliant environment. The use of an instrument that is out of compliance invalidates all samples run on that instrument. In addition, many laboratories are confronted with an array of instruments from different manufacturers, which makes uniform procedures and specification extremely difficult.

This paper will discuss two products which, when used in combination, can schedule the qualification of an instrument,put the instrument into a "maintenance lock" so that it cannot be used while it is out of qualification,perform the qualification,assess if the procedure passed or failed,automatically route the appropriate documents to laboratory personnel.

The automated compliance engine (ACE) is a vendor neutral procedure that can take any qualification specifications and adopt them for the instrument being tested. The business process manager (BPM) allows metadata from the ACE documents to be analyzed. The BPM can then assess whether the ACE procedure passed or failed, and can then route documents to the appropriate personnel. BPM can also take action in the case of a failure to reschedule an ACE procedure or, for example, to alert a metrology group to take further remedial action. Examples of the ACE procedure and various workflows will be demonstrated.

EVALUATION OF MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY: A SOFTWARE SOLUTION
==================================================================================
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Analysis results are often used to check materials against specifications or statutory limits. To justify such decisions, it is important to have a reliability measure of the results, like measurement uncertainty. Therefore, the new ISO/IEC/EN 17025 requires the laboratories to set up and operate a system for estimating measurement uncertainty. This demands a great effort from the laboratories. The software UncertaintyManager is the ideal solution for this challenge.

UncertaintyManager implements the full evaluation process according to the Eurachem/CITAC guide *Quantifying Uncertainty in Analytical Measurement* (2nd edition), and fulfills all requirements of the ISO *Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement* (GUM) and its supplements (Monte Carlo method). The new version 3.0 allows calculating the measurement uncertainty including any type of sample preparation. For this purpose, a database with various sample preparation steps was elaborated considering the analyte characteristics and concentration range. After setting up the operating sequence of the analytical procedure, UncertaintyManager analyses, of the uncertainty sources in sample preparation, are covered by a recovery correction.

UncertaintyManager is the first software to support the analyst throughout the entire evaluation of measurement uncertainty, and helps to save tremendous amount of time. The calculation of measurement uncertainty of chromatographic procedures with extensive sample preparation will be presented.

ONLINE GAS-FREE ELECTRODIALYTIC ELUENT GENERATOR FOR CAPILLARY ION CHROMATOGRAPHY
=================================================================================
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Both low- and high-pressure gas-free capillary scale electrodialytic generators (EDGs) for eluents in ion chromatography are described. While the low-pressure devices rely on planar or tubular membranes, the high-pressure devices rely on ion exchange beads used as both one-way ionic gates and bail-on-seat valves to provide sealing. The high-pressure device is easily implemented in the form of a commercial cross-fitting, and can withstand at least 1400 psi. By design, these devices do not produce gas in the eluent channel; hence it is not necessary to remove gas afterwards. With appropriate electrolytes and electrode polarities, such devices can produce either acid or base. The behavior of these devices fully corresponds to that of a semiconductor diode in regard to ionic transport. Reverse bias can be applied to prevent Donnan-forbidden leakage or ion exchange. Even with 4 M KOH in the electrode compartments and 4 *μ*L/min water flowing through the eluent channel, with sufficient reverse bias applied, the product KOH concentration can be maintained as low as 30 M, whereas the zero voltage applied concentration, called open circuit penetration (OCP), is 1600 M. It is suggested that this OCP occurs not just through Donnan-forbidden leakage but perhaps mainly via ion exchange. Chromatograms and reproducibility data are presented for both isocratic and gradient chromatographies, using ion exchange latex-modified open tubular and packed monolithic columns.

MINIATURIZED SAMPLE PREPARATION APPROACHES FOR MICROSEPARATION TECHNIQUES
=========================================================================
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We believe that it is ironic to continue to use conventional sample preparation procedures, such as liquid-liquid extraction and ultrasonication, for microseparation techniques. A lot of solvents are used each time for such procedures, which remain in widespread use. Over the past few years, our laboratory has focused on the development of miniaturized and solvent-minimized extraction methods combined with microseparation analysis. Some of these approaches that have been developed for applications in the environmental and biological fields will be described. These include single-drop microextraction (or solvent microextraction or microdrop liquid-phase microextraction (LPME)), hollow-fiber (HF)-protected LPME, polymer-coated HF microextraction, three-phase (liquid-liquid-liquid) HF LPME, solvent-bar microextraction, continuous flow microextraction, polymer-fiber microextraction, micro-solid phaseextraction, and variants of solid phasemicroextraction. All these methods are easy to implement, work well, generate good analytical data. They are also environmentally friendly and chemically sustainable. They are described in the context of their combination with microseparation techniques such as gas chromatography, liquid chromatography, and capillary electrophoresis for the determination of a wide variety of important analytes.

INTERFACES BETWEEN REAL SAMPLES AND MICROSEPARATION TECHNIQUES
==============================================================
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Microseparation techniques are prone to contamination from the sample matrix, when used with real samples. This occurs because small interfacial areas are available in these techniques as compared to larger format separations. Therefore, it is important to design efficient sample preparation approaches which eliminate interferences and other unwanted matrix components. In the talk, techniques developed in our laboratory based on membranes, coated fibres, and tubes will be discussed. Spot- and time-weighted average sampling and continuous monitoring will be discussed.

INTEGRATING AUTOMATED DATA ANALYSIS WITH OPTIMIZED LC-DAD-ELSD-CLND-MS
======================================================================
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In pharmaceutical R&D, three questions are consistently asked. (1) Is the expected compound present in the sample? (2) How pure is the sample? (3) How much is in the sample? These questions are particularly relevant early in discovery when hundreds of thousands of samples are being assayed and little is known about each sample. This presentation will describe our approach of developing optimized instrumentation consisting of sub 3 *μ*m particle HPLC, diode array UV detection, evaporative light scattering detection, chemiluminesent nitrogen detection, and mass spectrometric detection. To translate the data from this system into results efficiently, we developed a software platform called "analytical studio." Combining the optimized instrumentation with automated data analysis has enabled our lab to efficiently analyze hundreds of thousands of samples.

DEVELOPING ROBUST LINEAR AND NONLINEAR CHEMOMETRIC TOOLS FOR ONLINE CONTENT UNIFORMITY DETERMINATION USING NEAR INFRARED SPECTROMETRY
=====================================================================================================================================
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In the past few years, the Food and Drug Administration and the chemical industry have supported an effort to apply process analytical technology (PAT) tools to improve both the control of the manufacturing process and the product quality. Near infrared (NIR) is one of the most used techniques to implement this initiative specifically for the content uniformity (CU) determination of solid dosage forms.

In this study, the performance of NIR multivariate calibration models generated using partial least-squares (PLS), artificial neural networks (ANNs), and support vector machines\' (SVMs) regression is compared for online content uniformity (CU) determination of pharmaceutical solid dosage forms. PLS is a well-known quantitative approach that utilizes Beer\'s law to linearly correlate measured NIR absorbance spectra with reference sample concentrations. However, when dealing with solid samples, where scattering is prominent, the optical path length may vary within a single measurement. This could ultimately cause the relationship between concentration and spectra to be nonlinear, hence leading to deviations from Beer\'s law. In these instances, linear multivariate calibration techniques such as PLS are not optimal for modeling nonlinear relationships.

A NOVEL SCREENING METHOD FOR ENZYME ACTIVITY AND ENANTIOSELECTIVITY USING SERRS
===============================================================================
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Measurement of enzyme activity and selectivity at in vivo concentrations is highly desirable in a range of fields including diagnostics, functional proteomics, and directed evolution. Surface-enhanced resonance Raman scattering (SERRS) is one of the most sensitive spectroscopic techniques for molecular detection. The approach taken here was to design "masked" enzyme substrates that did not give an SERRS signal when added to silver nanoparticles. The masked substrates were designed to contain an SERRS active chromophore that was unable to complex to the enhancing metal surface due to linkage of a substrate through the surface complexing part of the dye. A range of substrates and masked dyes were synthesized for use with different enzyme classes. This allowed comparison of the masking ability of different substrates and the comparison of different dyes and their abilities to act as SERRS enzyme probes. The enhancing surface used was that of silver nanoparticles which provide excellent surface enhancement of Raman scattering and are easy to use.

The next stage in the analytical development of this approach was to establish the use of the unmasking of the dyes in an assay format. To this end, ELISA assays using an enzyme-conjugated antibody were established for human C-reactive protein. Calibration curves were obtained for standards to establish the analytical robustness of the approach, and clinical samples from patients were also successfully analyzed. In a further advancement of this approach, a multiplexed ELISA using two different SERRS dyes and antigens was successfully developed to demonstrate the versatility and advantages of this technique over conventional ELISAs. This is a significant breakthrough in the use of SERRS for bioanalysis, and demonstrate the advantages of the technique compared to those routinely used such as fluorescence.

AUTOMATION OF SOLID PHASE MICROEXTRACTION IN HIGH-THROUGHPUT FORMAT USING MULTIWELL PLATES AND APPLICATIONS TO THERAPEUTIC DRUG MONITORING AND DRUG-PROTEIN BINDING STUDIES
===========================================================================================================================================================================
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The automation of solid phase microextraction (SPME) coupled to liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) has been demonstrated using a 96-multi-well plate format, SPME multifiber device, and a three-arm robotic system. This automated configuration is capable of performing all steps of the entire SPME procedure in parallel for all samples, thus drastically increasing sample throughput compared to other SPME-LC approaches. Extensive optimization of the proposed setup was performed including (1) selection of the best fiber coating, (2) optimization of the fiber coating procedure, (3) selection of the best stainless steel support, (4) examination of the need for fiber preconditioning and/or rinsing, (5) selection of the optimal calibration method, and (6) confirmation of uniform agitation in all wells. The performance of polydimethylsiloxane and bonded silica (C18 and C16-amide) coatings was compared. The reusability and robustness of both types of coatings without loss of extraction efficiency were demonstrated for \>50 uses. However, due to slow kinetics of mass transfer for polydimethylsiloxane coating, bonded silica fibers were selected for further use. The optimized automated SPME-LC-MS/MS platform was subsequently fully validated for the high-throughput analysis of diazepam, nordiazepam, lorazepam, and oxazepam in human whole blood. The proposed method allowed the automated analysis of \>200 samples per day, while achieving excellent accuracy and precision. This represents the highest throughput of any SPME technique proposed to date. Finally, an automated ligand-receptor binding study investigating the binding between diazepam and human serum albumin is reported.

VALIDATION OF A HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY-PARTICLE BEAM MASS SPECTROMETRY WITH ELECTRON IMPACT AND GLOW DISCHARGE IONIZATION SOURCES FOR BOTANICAL EXTRACTS
========================================================================================================================================================================
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Consumer interest in botanical products as dietary supplements has grown intensely because of their medicinal properties. For example, *Ephedrae herba* (Ma-Huang) is used in traditional Chinese medicine to reduce fever and treat cough and asthma. The validation of a high-performance liquid chromatography-particle beam mass spectrometry method (HPLC-PB/MS) with interchangeable electron impact (EI) and glow discharge (GD) ionization sources is described for the analysis of botanical extracts. More specifically, the proposed method was validated for the analysis of the ephedrine alkaloids using ephedra-containing dietary supplement standard reference materials (SRMs) 3241 Ephedra Sinica Stapf Native Extract and 3242 Ephedra Sinica Stapf Commercial Extract from NIST.

The ephedrine alkaloids were separated by reversed-phase chromatography using a phenyl column at room temperature. A linear gradient method with a mobile phase composition varying from 5:95 methanol: 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in water to 20:80 MeOH: 0.1% TFA in water at a flow rate of 1 mL/min with analysis times of less than 20 minutes, separation was monitored by absorbance at 254 nm. Detailed evaluation of the primary controlling parameters for the EI source (electron energy and source block temperature) and the GD source (discharge pressure and current) was performed to determine the optimal operating conditions by monitoring the intensities and the fragmentation patterns of the ephedrine alkaloids. Ephedrine and N-methylephedrine were taken as a representative of the test alkaloids. The eluting analytes are introduced into the particle beam interface to undergo nebulization and desolvation. Subsequently, dry analyte particles reach the ion source where they undergo vaporization and ionization. Previous studies have shown that the glow discharge ion source provides similar molecular fragmentation electron impact of each eluting compound; therefore a comparison between the EI and GD mass spectra acquired was feasible. The ephedrine alkaloids present in the SRMs were quantified by a standard addition method. Limits of detection in the single-nanogram level were achieved. It is believed that the HPLC-PB/MS method with EI and GD ion sources is a viable technique for the analysis and characterization of commercial extracts as well as regulatory compliance and quality control.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUTOMATED FORCED DEGRADATION AND METHOD VALIDATION INSTRUMENT
===================================================================================
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Forced degradation is one of the critical activities during drug development within the pharmaceutical industry. According to FDA ICH guidelines Q3B(R2), forced degradation studies are used for several purposes: (1) development and validation of stability-indicating methods to demonstrate specificity of separation methods as well as to gain some insight into the degradation pathways; (2) discernment of degradation products in formulations that are related to drug substances versus those that are related to nondrug substances; (3) helping facilitate formulation development, manufacturing processes, and packaging.

The FDA guidance on forced degradation is vague with respect to experimental conditions, and much of the detail for the investigations is left up to the pharmaceutical researcher. Even within Merck, forced degradation studies are performed using experimental conditions that vary from scientist to scientist and from site to site. In order to harmonize the procedures of forced degradation, a novel idea was proposed to automate forced degradation studies by the application of a laboratory automation tool.

The automated forced degradation approach has significantly reduced the amount of labor spent on manually performing tests, and harmonizes the operational procedures of forced degradation throughout Merck Research Laboratories. Ultimately, this technology has become a general platform approach to the method validation and stability testing workflow that has been utilized at remote sites and in other departments throughout Merck. The automated system is user-friendly, and is intended to be used as a "walk-up system" that is able to prepare forced degradation and linearity samples, to perform online HPLC analysis, as well as to generate reports automatically. The details of the system will be discussed along with a number of case studies demonstrating its use.

PATTERN-RECOGNITION NANOPORE SENSOR FOR SINGLE-MOLECULE DETECTION OF BIOMOLECULES
=================================================================================
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Biomolecules play important roles in physiological activities of most natural systems. In this study, we demonstrated that identification and quantitative determination of biomolecules, typically present at very low concentrations in complex mixtures, could be achieved by the combination of single-molecule nanopore stochastic sensing with pattern recognition technique. In stochastic sensing, individual binding events are detected as transient blockades with sub-milli-second time resolution by recording the ionic current driven through a single nanopore at a fixed transmembrane potential. This approach reveals both the concentration and the identity of an analyte: the former from the frequency of occurrence of the binding events and the latter by its characteristic current signature, typically the dwell time of the analyte coupled with the extent of current block (amplitude) it creates. With an array of protein channels engineered with different functional groups, a pattern-recognition mechanism may additionally be used to differentiate one compound from the other. This can also achieve simultaneous detection of the individual components present in a complex mixture based on the collective responses of analytes towards individual component nanopores through reversal binding interactions. Our results show that a variety of peptides and DNA molecules, including those differing by one amino acid, can be differentiated using the pattern-recognition nanopore technique. An automated Nanopresensing technique offers potential as a laboratory tool for routine sensor applications.
